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ICLARM STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

ICLARM is organized exeli;sively for charitable, educational,
 
and scientific purposes; and In furtherance cf these
 

purposes, ICLARM is to establish, maintain, 1nd operate an
 
International aquatic resources center designed to pursue
 

...the following objectives: 

To conduct directly and to assist others in conducting
 
research on fish and other aquatic organisms, on all phases
 
of fish production, management, preservation, distribution,
 

and utilization with a vicw to assisting the peoples of the
 
world in rationally developing their aquatic resources to
 

meet their nutritive and economic needs;
 

To improve the elficiency and productivity of culture and
 
capture fisheries through coordinated research, education
 

and training, development and extension programs;
 

To upgrade the social, economic, and nutritional status of
 
peoples in the less-developed areas of the world through


Improvement of small-scale rural subsistence and market
 
fisheries; 

To work toward the development of labor-intensive systems to 
aid employment and of low energy systems to minimize capital 

and cost requirements; 

To publish and disseminate research findings and 
recommendations of the Center; and 

To organize or hold periodic conferences, forums, and
 
seminars, whether International, regional, local, or
 

otherwise, for the purposes of discussing current problems.
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PREFACE
 
In I J86 ICLARM marked Its tenth anniversary as an international 

nongovernmental organization concerned with fisheries research and 
development. In my preface to the ICLARM Report for 1986 I pointed out
the magnitude and importance of ICIARM's hands-on research, aimed at
helping to restore and maintain the stocks of fish and other living
aquatic resources in inland and coastal waters. One year later, my col
leagues on the Board of Trustees having again chosen me as their chair
man, I have the opportunity to preface, with pride, our Report for 1987. 

The year 1987 wvas a year of contrasts. There was, as the Report
demonstrates, marked and encouraging progress in ICLARM's programs
of research and development in both aquaculture and capture fisheries.
Awareness of the sccial and economic problems of fishery-dependent 
persons and communities continues to guide our research activities. 
Strengthening of ICLARM-supported networks of scientists and others in
national institutions facilitates transfer of vital information between 
individuals and institutions. ICLARIA's admirable information and
publication program continues to make available vital data on research 
methods and results. 

Funding of our work by a growing number of national and inter
national entities has increased. The Board of Trustees is grateful for the 
steady growth in material support. Nevertheless, we recognize that the
scale of ICLARM's work is still far from adequate, given the diversity and 
urgency of the fisheries resource problems facing the nations of the third
world. Our search for increased research support was continued 
vigorously in 1987. As this Report describes, particular efforts have been 
made to increase support for ICLARM's programs of research in 
freshwater aquaculture in tropical and subtropical areas. Specific
proposals have been developed for consideration by the Consultative 
Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR). Discussion, study
and consideration of our proposals are continuing.

On behalf of the Board of Trustees, I wish to offer sincere apprecia
tion to ICLARM's hosts, the Government and people of the Philippines.
Our thanks go also to the growing number of institutions and govern
ments who support and provide funds for our programs. And finally, to 
the Director General and his colleagues on our staff, our compliments
and thanks. Their outstanding skills and commitment are both vital and 
greatly appreciated. 

Roy I. Jackson 
Chairman 
Board of Trustees 
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INTRODUCTION 

The past year has been an exciting period at ICLRM not only 

because completion of a Five-Year Plan and growing donor interest hold 
forth much promise for future growth and stability for th Center. but 

also because of successful program activities in Asia, Africa, the South 

Pacific and Latin America. For the first time a fully global range of 
interactions and collaboration has been achieved. Certainly there is 
much more to do in this respect - further interaction with inst.'utions In 
French-speaking West Africa, for example - but there need no longer be 
any doubt about ICLARM's global nature and programs. 

The need for such an international program of research, trainir'.g and 

information i' reinforced at every turn. In my travels around the world, I 

am always struck by the eagerness of researchers for linkages with 
ICLARM. No longer necessary are detailed explanatory introductions 
about ICLARM's purpose and program (and name!). Noga, the ICLARM 
Quarterly, and other ICLARM publications arc visible on shelves of 
research institute libraries worldwide, as are technical publications on 

results of research in cooperation with national Institutions. 

Conversations during visits with research groups quickly become 

technical as they should a'nd Involve detailed discussions of 
methodologies, research results and possibilities for greater interaction. 

It is clearly not possible for ICLARM to have intensive research 
collaboration with every fisheries and aquaculture research institution 
worldwide, but our international networks provide a very constructive 

avenue for exchange of ideas amongst large numbers of researchers. For 
example, the Network of Tropical Fisheries Scientists (NTFS) now has 
773 members in 85 different countries. The Asian Fisheries Social 

Science Research Network (AFSSRN) has 8 member Institutions in four 
countries, Involving approximately 65 Individuals. The ASEAN/USAID 
Coastal Resources Management Project, implemented by ICLARM, 
involves all six ASEAN nations in Southeast Asia (one of the few such 
regional projects to do so) and over 200. national researchers and 

planners. The newly announced Network of Tropical Aquaculture 
Scientists (NTAS) already has 88 members from 32 countries. These 

combina.tions of active research, networking and information exchange 
are as effective as they are exciting. 

One might think that the only Ingredient missing from these 
linkages Is training. In fact, ICLARM undertakes much more training 
than is generally acknowledged. and I would like to highlight here these 

activities (Table 1). ICLARM's Resource Assessment and Management 
Program has undertaken considerable one-on-one training over the 

years, and 1987 saw a continluation of these activities. During 1987, the 

1
 



Table i. Training activities by IClAPM staff during 1987. 
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Information Program 
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"Compleat ELEFAN" software package, developed by ICLARM scientists, 
was readied for distribution and introduced through courses to scie ists 
in Southeast Asia, Peru and Mexico. These techniques are now in use In 
almost 50 countries around the world and have become an integral part 
of much fisheries stock assessment research and training. Much of the 
time of the Coordinator of the AFSSRN was spent conducting short 
courses and individualized training for Network members. Three training 
courses were offered during 1987 by the ASEAN/US Coastal Resources 
Management Project and another two by ICLARM's small-scale fisheries 
staff. Aquaculture prcgrain stall conducted four courses, including one 
in Malawi on aquaculture awareness for aquaculturists and fisheries 
scientists from four African countries. This course was taught in part by 
Asian aqnaculture researchers and began what ICLARM expects will be a 
long-term role for the institution of encouraging exchange between Asian 
and African scientists. 

Eight interns and other trainees worked during 1987 at our 
headquarter's library, now generally acknowledged as one of the world's 
best libraries on tropical aquatic Iesources and certainily amongst the 
forefront of those using computerized infornation systems to serve 
researchers internationally. 

ICLARM's activities in Africa, the South Facific and Latin America 
expanded during the past year. Our first. !African staff member arrived in 
Malawi to lead a cooperative urograln of applied research in integrated 
farming. This integrated fanning theme also received strengthening in 
Asia with an ICIPARM staff member leading the introduction of 
aquacultre to the 13 member countries of the Asian Rice Farming 
Systems Network, coordinated by the International Rice Research 
Institute (IRRI), also based in the Philippines. Research commenced on 
giant clams at ICLARM's new Coastal Aquaculture Centre, a joint activity 
with the Government of the Solomon Islands in the South Pacific. During 
1987. we also copublished a significant review of the anchoveta fishery of 
Peru. at times the world's largest. This book and an associated workshop 
held in Peru in August 1987 were the culmination of six years of 
cooperative research with the Instituto del Mar del Peru (IMARPE) and 
the project of the Deutsche Gesellschaft ffir Technische Zusammenarbeit 
Gmbl-l (GTZ) based at IMARPE and set the stage for a next phase of 
cooperative work. Formal linkages for collaborative work were also 
established elsewhere in South America and In Mexico with a research 
group based -it the Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, for a 
modelling excercise on data from the fish resources of the southern Gulf 
of Mexico. 

ICLARM's linkages also Increased with Institutions In developed 
countries. For example, Simon Fraser University in Canada became a 
cooperator for the AFSSRN; several Individuals from network institutions 
are being trained there. ICLARM signed li 1987 an agreement with the 
Ecole Natlonale Sup~rieure Agronomique de Toulouse (ENSAI in 
Toulouse, France, formalizing a relationship that has both training and 
cooperative research components In fisheries stock assessment and 
management. Also in March 1987, ICLARM commenced, through a 
Workshop on Tilapla Genetic Resources for Aquaculture, an international 
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program of research on documentation, conservation and utilization to
produce improved breeds of tilaplas. This workshop built on 
presentations and discussions the previous week at ICIARM'Is largest
ever conference - the Second International Symposium on Tilapias in 
Aquaculture - coconvened with the Thai Department of Fisheries. 

This outlij e of selected activities is evidence of ICIARM's growing
international character. Our hope is obviously that such a range ,)f global
activities can be sustained in the years ahead. 

It is not widely known that ICLARM is one of over 20 International 
Agricultural Researcl Centers ,ARCs) scattered around the globe,
thirteen of which are members of the Consultative Group on 
International Agricultural Research (CGIAR). ICIARM and some of the 
others are currently seeking membership n this CGIAR groulp. Fig. 1 
shows the headquarters' sites of these international centers. 

Each of these International centers was established with a particular
goal: some with a commodity focus, others with a resource management
focus. ICLARM's Statement of Purpose, shown on page (i), spans both 
kinds of goals, resulting In a focus on tilaplas, carps and bivalve 
molluscs as commodities and rational management of capture fisheries, 
the coastal zone and aquaculture as resource systems.

Membership In the IARC group requires each center to undertake 
research of an international nature: In effect each member is expected to 
be a center of excellence in its field, working on basic research topics of 
broad international impact. This fact places ICLARM on the horns of a 
dilemma. 

Small, with few facilities of its own, the Center to date has carried 
out its research in a cooperative mode with national and regional
institutions. In its Five-Year Plan, ICLARM has identified certain priority
research areas for its future program, some of which require facilities for 
long-term basic research. The most important criterion for conduct of 
such research is independence. The core program must be free from 
pressures and constraints that might deflect its activities towards the 
narrower and changeable objectives of host institutions or governments.
National centers involved in cooperative activities with ICLARM, many of 
which are in resource-poor countries, must also be assured that they are 
not directly or indirectly subsidizing an international program of 
research. 

The dilemma for ICLARM is whether to pursue its basic research 
areas of broad international concern solely through collaboration with 
national institutions, or to develop new centralized facilities for the work 
or to seek some compromise between these extremes. Given ICLARM's 
conceptual leadership In selected fields and the fact that the Center is 
the only aquatic-resource IARC, long-term management and control of 
facilities for basic research is the most logical. However, if pursued to the 
exclusion of cooperation, It would also be the most "nationally"
unpopular choice. It would represent a change in ICLARM's research 
strategy which very correctly has always included components of 
Institutional cooperation and development of national expertise in the 
Center's fields of endeavor. 
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Centro Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maiz Tigo (CIMMYT)
T' 

International Board for Plant Genetc Rescurces (IBPGR) 

International Board ror Soil Research and Management (IBSRAM) 

International Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas (ICARDA) 

International Centre of Insect Physiology and Ecolcgy (ICIPE)
 

International Centre for Integrated Mlountain Devoiopment (ICIMOD)
 

International Center foT Livirng Aquatic Resources Management (ICLARM)
 

International Council for Research in Agroforestry (ICRAF)
 

International Crops Research Institute for the Seni-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT)
 

International Fertilizer Development Center (IFDC)
 

International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI)
 

International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA)
 

International Irrigation Management Institute (IIMI)
 

International Laboratory for Researcl on Animal Diseases (ILRAD)
 

International livestock Centre for Africa (ILCA)
 

International Rice Research Institute (IRRI)
 

International Service for National Agricult,.ral Resea'.ch (ISNAR)
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Winrock International Institute for Agricultural Development (WINROCK INTERNATIONAL)
 

Fig. 1. International Agricultural Research Centers (IARCs]. Reproduced through courtesy of 

AVRDC. 
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I would like to ass.'re CIAI;VIs colleagues everywhere th l ICLARIMwill contI,,1 :' in its 'traditional" role of (collahorative research, and t-ustthat tCy will uindt'restand oily iradditi o;l ot)lalioll,.%Withili tile IANC grop. The sutiic to t Scllhgin dil-11H11ia, I believe. will be lollndtlroiugh ietlworkiui ;,ppirol-cles involving I atioll;illst itlions withICLAPIM providiio tlie iietwork h11o), that is, lw ildtsi restrclll ulilits(e.g., to ke t tcess~i-v eri- sin) des'ribcd in thc oqloeni ltire sctiol 
of this Piel arid 4i lated doci:iiinst.,

(i lt' v, ie c lialol i I1s (loclic AI-(i
tile gr)iip is-fl Ch,IlA . )urlingI ) \7, wvrwe 'oisolt'l tkvice h- Dr. (1 trc-ncl Idyll, colisilllot to the"lthrlic-i: "' (the1 

,'oll.n t at i iiui. I ,I uh'rs Ili(t withI Asill llld 


,) iv (r ,iiniiittee ('\(") of l'(,IAN. Tile I,'s'-i t of, these 
iot Africalll -cicll.tIis b Dr.Idyll, was Ills 'coilil'iciil;itlln to the TAC that l('l\ANM ). ak-ct toinlhlel illan 111m lteeiitiori;ll res tc;1-i pirogri-lll ill la~q1'iltilre tgelc'tics,"'d iP ego ii id l;itnoini)2, stiji i<. t e eiliaci f 198i;7, "'A(" delb!e %,'sCO tllillliiti( ,)11 tHii', ),,siblw t\ ai I l 1M rcillatil-; ,")Im'[il istic that 1988will see Iiis it loi , isule lull closer liIleigers with till ('(;IAR sYst.,l
 

ait h .s t l )Ip t.I-, if' ()t 1l1. ()1'()Ill- P)I'"( iii l.

lI ' po n. ml ofii 1 i-. ' i iii :
r; Iin toi g T)187 v'i til'i years.
I .8.-... WI- til "lIiilllil , liI
i,2 (U vet)l(' I-(.% t:isk . M ost illlp)r iia tly,ff()rts [or illis p!illli' cp I'()i*the sta llffil o;ordI-,llli/e d t)iTriste ,ICI.Ak 'M\' til ll"-, ' -tel iii llilphlsis ai( iriar iXccitlilol. I'ic

('cr11 if,; riii(Oiiis )B -0', i( w1 (,'()ll il)oriitivc rt's(,';ii lrl 'witIi l;ltiOlal
illstiti li-lls -;11(1wailti,ls St rci ly elil ors llald will -l'lmill allililll(mtit l lielt if()I' iiir aml- Il Tl w illk llg thmt Welit ilito thisl'ivc,-y'c~iir htmll iii i'flletc iil the ill ividilall ilfldf ll st ctiolis of this 
AI 11111ol }.'[tepi-. te I'Ia is a\v;iil;I ce reqluest.frlee 


Tlie (emit' r's expalded activitics havc been liade possiei becauseth ll ii)c- (db lllirg;atiiIionls that slil))ort ICLARM increased over 1986
()ii 


levels [r(on 
 1.1 to 19, xvlil,, totil ,ants iicrce'sed ,116 to USS3.1 Inillion.

We are gtcunlV ')I- this sii)port fol- the ICI.-AM
gratefll lprograti. Mostgrai lilil ilis been e\imansioll ini of-ganizitionis which provide
llrestrictc'id siil)l)ort: t liesu ;are SAIl ) UtSA), AII)AH ( Atstralia),D,' NIDA (lieronaltrk). G'IZ (Icdcral b'tel)riblic ofl Cerililyiv) and I, of the
 

end of' 9&' 7. the World I ink.
 
In cosiig. I woiuld like to .ive a word 
of" tlmniks to ile professiolial'11d support sialt ()f(lAIM. It is hard to iniagine mi organization xvith abetter gioll t) (if individuals. The l ist year, which contained its fair shareof progril opporti-tun ities anid finlancial constraints, has produced work ofwhich I and ICAIM's Board of Iruistees are extrernely proud. This would 

not have been possible without the level of dedication and Input that 
ICLARM s staf'f provide. 

Ian R. Smith 
Director General 
Manila, May 1988 

See, for example, ICLAQM 1J88. Research for the developmentaquaculture: a proposed new of tropicalve.ihure for the Consultative Group on InternationalAgricultural Research (CGIAR). Submitted to the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) of the 
CGIAR. 



RESOURCE ASSESSMENT AND
 
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
 

Background
 

Fresh water and taibc salt are tlie only products conslneo by 

people which are not derived fron the eartih's iosphere. All other thLi gs 
that we drink ami eat were either parts of p1 itns or ol' atllirilsx, hich 
thelmsch-es directly or indirectly relcd on plaints. A simi!ir sitt:iatiori 
exists tor tc:tdiles and paper. .z'ssclltial clclienit of oilr material\vlT-,,ing 
and of, o!i! literacy, respectively, atI r tile varioll'.- c ipoixll -,"tll t 
orn tihe la;is of"the pliamll aceiticai i dit-rist's. "ib -,\vhlh1(t .1 rve live ill 

Couniltries tloit are II-lnstrlahi/, l or not, developcd or Ilot, \\ still oi)'tl1( 
totally, to meet our hodily and cufl t;ra] iwcl.k, oll phtl Ot-,.iti'ti " 
plOCeSse anid hiolg i(I l);odmetion. 

Tllit lilIdisl)1Itahl c!t:(, oIe llaIy think, sh(ould Ie reatsonI e1i1m'l{i b'or 
aI mater part o hliuan activiiics all( nmcterial reschlcll to l) diIeCCt'dl, 
wo--dwide, toward tile lnallagCnl(mit ,l)(1 illilrveIll.iit of, le eailI.is 
productive capacity - especially in view of the -ilpid illcrea-se- of tie 
world's population. iowtver, one does not need to be an alarmist to note 
thao. it is precisely tile opposite which is happening. Worldwide, and 
particulal-iN in tropical tiird-world cou ntries, where ppilgat i growth is 
most rapd, the very. basis of the earth's biological prodnction is being 
gradually and quite literally eroded away. 

The major causes Ior this degradation, as far as terrestriii habitats 
are concerned, are large-scale monocitnre, the resulting lo,;ses and/cr 
impoverishrment of tr-)p soil, overiraZing of rangeland and 'er mirginal 
habitats. a-d deforestation and the resulting erosion. All of these 
processes directly or indii-ectly affect aquatic habitats and their hiotic 
production, the areas of concerni of ICLAPM's Resource Assessnent and 
Management Program. 

The open-access natLurc of most aquatic resourcesi and their 
increasing overe.xploitation, particularlV in lie last decade3, has turned 
Much of tie debate between conservatiomsts and resource managers 
over rates of use into a sterile exercise. The poiint here is that "tapping of 
aquatic resources" is usually followed by a rapid, totally mcontrolled 
expansion of "harvesters" leading to overexiAoitation and 
overcapitalization of the fi3heries, past any rationally definable optimum. 

This situation is documentable for the majority of fisheries 
throughout the word, tropical and otherwise, as well as for mangrove 
coastal zone areas. The prevention of further environmental degradation, 
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the rehabilitation of productive systems and habitats and the rebuilding
of exploited resources and animal populations are commonly shared 
goals for these systems. The task for ICIARM and its cooperators is how 
research. -nd associ;ted trainints a n( inf.rnation activitics, can 
coitn lltiOeI)'progr.-S inl the right direction. 

Most i!sheries o, te world, whet her t ellperale or tr(l,)ic,tl, iwshorc or 
off'sllore, stitI-scaile or colInIercial, iliay he du('srihed as
"overcalpitali/id": there are too many fisherlen and too miany boats 
chasing too few fishes. However, politicians are oflen unable to 
acknowledge constraints resulting from resource limitations, and usually
comply with the demands of the most vociferous segints of the fishing
industry. This usually prevents long-teri solions to the 
overexploit-ation problem: rther, "short-term' solt tioi i, su ch ais fit rher 
subsidies and/or inconsequential legislation are imp -ineic Indeed,Id. it 
is still rare for the ovcrfishlng problem to be gerierallv rccoil.rtized in 
tropical countries: more often views of "limitless" re..ources are 
maintained even in the face of declining annual national catches and 
scientific evidence to the contrary. 

The widespread failure to address economic and social conflicts 
within the fishing industry, and even to organize fishing to provide a 
stable supply of fish. most often stenis froi the failre !o fiflly
understand twe consequences of three interacting features of fisheries: 

Jisteries resources although t,/ten bouintill, are autailsji'rite;they 
do not fespond, past a certain level, to further increase of fishinF 
ef!ort lv a correspondioig increase in yield; 

a entnj into fishing is itstiallj open, with the .ish belonging to 
whomfleLr c c/rCeCs he1M; fishery resoturces are "cornlmon property" 
and fishing, unlike farming, is an "open-access" activity: and 

e demandjlOrfsh.Jor positive economic relums on boats ard other 
cap'tcd investments and liNn most third-world countries at least) for 
joLs in the fishing sector are steadilj increasing: if left on its own, 
th:is demand will always produce levels of fishing effort far beyond 
that needed to exploit a stock optimally. 

Recent Interdisciplinary studies conducted in various parts of the 
world strongly support the suggestion that small-scale fisheries 
throughout most of the third world are economically more efficient than 
large-scale fisheries, besides usually exploiting resources In a way that 
guarantees their renewal. However, Insufficient comprehensive 
interdisciplinary research has been caried out op small-scale fisheries. 
For example, a number of comprehensive st:udies exist on the (large
scale) demersal trawl fisheries of Thailand arid the (large-scale) fishery
for Peruvian anchovies, both by local (Thai and Peruvian) and by foreign
researchers, but few exists on the small-scale sector of these two 
countries, although they employ far more people (in the case of Thailand) 
or provide the bulk of the fish for human consumption (in ti; case of 
Peru). 

There are -a number of obvious sociological and other reasons why
research on sm ill-scale fishleries is usually neglected. One of them is the 
simple fact th t itisusually far more difficult to study small-scale than 
large-scale fishermen. In the tropics, small-scale fishermen, operating a 
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variety of gears which often change between seasons and are often 
modified as new construction materials become available, usually land 
their catches at the most unpredictable hours (to nonfishermen at least!), 
in faraway, inaccessible places. Catches may in part be earmarked for 
consumption by their own families, with the rest sold In small batches to 
processors or middler.,en with whom the fishermen are linked through 
complex ties of mutual dependence. 

The gathering and analysis of catch and biological data for use in 
managing small or large-scale fisheries, including that required for the 

more stralghtforward practice of stock assessment, are necessary 
because It. is only through analysis of the peifo-mance of a fishery, of its 
catches and their trends that rational decisions can be taken. For 
example, when analyzed, such data, coupled with data on fleet economic 
performance, can help determine whether fleet expansion should be 
encouraged (the rarer case), or discouraged, or whether attention should 
be given to the development and deployment of new gears or to gear 
restrictions. One important role for an international center such as 
ICLARM, devoted to research to improve decisioninaking, should thus be 
to reduce the costs involved in routine stock assessment, and to make 
such assessments feasible where previously, as in the case of tropical 
small-scale fisheries, they were thought to be impractical. This involves 
concentrating on the development of appropriate methodologies, the area 
to which ICIARM has devoted Its stock assessment research in the last 
decade.
 

Fisheries economics research, long seen by many as only 

complementary to management schemes that were structured around 
the biology of fish stocks, is also extremely important in tropical 
fisheries, since fisheries economists, rather than fisheries biologists, are 
the ones most qualified to assess and compare the direct and indirect 
costs and benefits of various management schemes. In small-scale 
fisheries, economists also can help by quantifying the costs and benefits 
of alternative employment schemes (including aquaculture), evaluating 
management options, and assessing the indirect costs incurred by 
developing economies when large segments of populations are kept 
outside the mainstream of society. Here again, methodologies need to be 
developed, tested, modified and disseminated. 

Another important area, where resource economics can usefully 
Intervene as far as fisheries in third-world countries are concerned, is the 
marketing aspect. Examples of relevant issues here are the cost/benefits 
of production for export vs domestic consumption, the competition of 
developed vs third-world countries on the international fish markets and 
related Issues. Finally, the analysis of resource economics increasingly 
will be needed to help formulate strategy and tactics of negotiations 
involving access by foreign nations to their Exclusive Economic Zones 
(EEZ), as regulated by the new Law of the Sea. 

Active programs of management of living aquatic resources In third
world countries are only now being considered by governments because 

seemingly irreparable damage to coastal ecosystems, of which such 
resources are a part, Is occurring at an alarming rate. Traditional 
resource management measures by coastal communities in conserving 

their resources/ecosystems have been abandoned as a result of 
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economic, political and population pressures, especially since World War 
II, and can no longer be counted upon to ensure that these resources are
available for fitulure generalions. New approaches are desperately needed. 

Existling management schemes in most nations, including those for
fisheries, are u niseet oral Iinapproach and mainly directed towards 
conservatioii of the resources through various laws and regulations
governing their use. However, these laws and regtulations in most cases 
have not been effectively implemented enforced and illegalor 
exploitat ioni, such as Ithe ise of explosives aid destructive gears for fish
 
and corallinte resources, continues unabated. In 
 fact, it is, e:.t reme!y
difficult to find a good example among Ihlrd-w rld coumtries of living
aquatic resou rces that are effectively and scientificallv managed.


The Coiil)lexity and diversity 
 in coastal resolurcc Isc in the iropics

call I-or integrated coas 
 } resou rces management strategics il, lvrlig

variol s relevant economnic sectors, the regulation of which rcutiiires I he
 
underst a rulng and support 
 of those affected. Despite tht-ir treq tIent

inability to make hard decisions towards 
 resource nallagemncnt.nimost
goverolie o.s Ii;i\' become Oie a ware recently of the it'-id for rational,
sustai ilte nltilitation of their iation's living reso res. The proilen is
 
that tlwe )olieymal.ems are confronted 
 with niational ccolomiiC
 
development priorities that nyav conflict 
 with long-tIeln resou r-e,
manllagein i, and the abseince of or illsilli('eiolt relevalt (aliahases 1"or 
policy decisions amnd illlr ellaelit o)tions.

One good examplle of this problerm is tile large-scHle dc clolenit of 
mangirove swamps Ionr fish and shiimp )oll(],. \Vhit ecologists have 
strongly voiced the iced to conserve nangrove swamrps to help slistain

the nrsery gronds of certain species of shrinip and fish, they have
 
failed to provide substantiated quantitative dat a 
 on tile potential loss of 
shrimp or fish stocks in the inshore waters, and of other relevant
 
activities sulh as nilpa palm productioin, if tie mangroves were cut.
 
Con.sqcl intly. voices illflavor 
 of longer-termniIna',gelenlt harve been 
drownedl out by ttasc fhvoring short-term expediency: the rte to develop
coastal shrioi) farns thnis conlimics inahated. 

Sound mianagement of aqlilatic living resoil-ces stl ld be blased oi 
scientific dIatabases con.tailil, basic resource informaition w%1hich is
analyzed and siynthesized for lonaflaitng imaiageient strategies. It is
essential, if the managerment plan is to be workable, to adopt a holistic,
integrated approach in resource rnulagement plan forniulation. This 
approach must also be interdIscIplnai-y in perspective. Not only,
regulatory measures are needed to ferm the basis for environment 
protection and resource conservation: possible enhancement measures,
such as arlificial reefs, that potentially rehabilitate resources and restore 
the environment, should receive equal attention. 

ICLARM's activities in this field include a decade of development of
appropriate methodologies for the assessment of tropical, multispecles
fisheries stocks, as well as a number of economic and sociological
studies, which continue to contribute significantly to mar'agement
approaches for multispecles fisheries. The recent embarkation on a four
year ASEAN/US Coastal Resources Management Project executed by
ICLARM and national groups hi the six ASFAN nations Is providing 
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further opportunities to broaden the focus of the Center's program and 
acquire expertise in th- development of methodologies for integrated 
coastal resources management planning. 

Progress of Work 

One significant achievement of the year 1987 was the completion of 
ICLARM's Five-Year Plan, from which the above "Background" is adopted 
and which presents our medium-tcrm plan for tackling the above
mentioned issues. 

Apart from training and educational activities, featured in the 
Introduction to this report, the following major achievements and 
activities occurred in 1987: 

" 	 integration of' Brunei Darussalam and Malaysia as 5th and 6th 
countries participating fully in the ASEAN/US Coastal Resources 
Management Project; completion of field work by most national 
teams: and publication of the 3runei Darussalain Coastal 
Environmental Profile: 

" 	 finalization and distribution of a test version of the Cornpleat 
ELEFAN software package for detailed analysis of length
frequency data; 

* 	 publication of three major texts, i.e., "Ecology of Tropical Oceans" 
by A. Longhurst and D. Pauly (Academic Press): 'The Peruvian 
Anchoveta and its Upweliing Ecosystem". ed. by D. Pauly and I. 
Tsukayama and "Length-based Methods in Fisheries Research", 
ed. by D. Pauly and G. R. Morgan, with the last two produced in 
cooperation with partner institutions in Peru and Kuwait, 
respectively; and 

" 	 publication of a large number of scientific contributions, 
documenting the progress of ongoirg, or the achievements of 
recently completed projects of the RAMP Program. 

Details on these and related items may be found in the project 
summaries following this overview. 

Work by J.L. Munro within this Program was concentrat'd in four 
areas: the editing of Fishbyte, the newsletter of the Network of Tropical 
Fisheries Scientists: the preparation of a report to the Government of 
Tonga on the implementation of a cost-effective assessment and 
monitoring program for the shallow-water fisheries of the island of 
Tongatapu: an assessment of the status of the spiny lebster fisheries of 
Tonga; and the development, of the sampling and assessment protocol 
and provision of advice on species Introductions L.- the aquaculture and 
fisheries management of the Saguling and Cirata reservoirs in Indonesia. 

Three issues of Fishbyte were produced and were well received. The 
newsletter has been notably successful in filling the information gap on 
resource assessment methods and microccmputer software 
developments. 
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Advisory Services 

Technical assistance from Drs. M. Aguero and J.L. Munro wasrequested from the Asian Development Bank (ADB) for the "Fisheries
Research and Development Project inMalaysia". The objectives of this
project are to help the Government o1 Malaysia to enhance research and
managerial capabilities for their coastal fisheries and develop their 
offshore fisheries resources. 

The consultancy covered the various aspects of the project through aone-month fact-finding mission from April to May to Malaysia, the
analysis of its economic feasibility, Including a two-week Appraisal
Mission in July-August to various sites of the country and a desk study
from April to October of alternative designs for artificial reefs. 

At the 	request of the Government of Tonga Dr. J.L. Munro visited
Tonga 	 fron September 11-27 to advise on the ctevelopit !ext of a 
permanent monitoring system for the shelf fisheries of the main islandl ofTongatatpu. The system appears to be operatinig successl lYVand is the
first real test of what is referred to in the South Pacific reglion "theas
ICIVRIM system"-essentially a length-frequency based approach
combined with routine fishing using standardized fishing gears. 

Program Plans 

New activities which will be initiated in 1988 are:
0 deveiopment and implementation of multispecies models 

as tools for integrating knowledge on fisheries resource 
systems;


* 	 development of an interacti.e database on tropical
fisheries resources management:

* 	 economics as If people mattered: aipplication to small-scale 
fisheries mnanagemnent: 

* 	 coastal zone management planning: and 
• 	 a review of the future of tropical aquatic resources. 

In 1988, several trips to i~sain America will be undertaken by RAIP
staff to identifyv potential activities, sources of funding, location and
cooperating institutions for azi iCLARM Latin American Office. 

Development and implementation of 
multispecies models 

The fisheries resources exploited In tropical third-world countries are
usually 	multispecific, and may include several dozens or even 	hundreds
of species. Such multispecies systems usually consist of a large blomass 
of small prey species (which may Include valuable shrimp) and a smaller
biomass of larger predators. These systems are commonly analyzed on a
per-species basis, and usually treated In assessment as if consisting of asingle species. Improved models which do not require large numbers of 
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biological parameters have recently become available and need to be 

further modified and more widely disseminated. 
It Is proposed to Implerrment such cost-effective models in various 

locations over the next five years; selection criteria are: availability of 

research group(s) interested in a joint activity with ICLARM on this topic: 

and availability of suitable data sets. 
Sites under active consideration with potential cooperating 

organizations include the Peruvian upwelling ecosystem, the southern 

Gulf of Mexico and various areas in Southeast Asia (e.g., southern Samar 

Sea, Philippines, Brunei Shelf, western Indonesian waters). 

The research effort itself will be conducted by a small group of 

ICLARM scientists working in close cooperation with national groups. 

Interactive database on tropical 
fisheries resources management 

The information gap discussed earlier in conjunction with tropical 

fisheries probably cannot be bridged using -lassical means, such as 

maintaining extensive libraries, encouraging inttfrlibrary loans and 

electronic data exchange. Rather, it can be e-xpected that shortage of 

finids for such classical activities will become increasingly problcrmatical, 
and hence increase the isolation of scientists working on tropical 

resources from the mainstream of their science and from reference 

materials. 
We propose to alleviate this probleni by developing a self-sufficient 

database implemented on standard microcomputers (and at first limited 

to tropical capture fisheries) which would provide key facts and 

information extracted from the literature. The database would constitute 

an "expert system" (an artificial-intell igence- type information system in 
which commands or queries can be made in simple English) 

Included will t-- species Identification keys, morphometric data, a 

summary of growth and mortality information for each species and a 
summary of biological data on each species. Initially, data on about 200 

major species will be provided on diskettes, with the ultimate goal of 

covering 2,500 species. 

Economics as if people mattered and its application 
to small-scalefisheries management 

At excessive levels of effort, resources abundance as well as genetic 

and faunal diversity are very much reduced. System oscillations and 

major ecosystem changes are induced also and these may lead to 

extinction of local fish populations or of endemic species. Fishermen, at 

least in most third-world countries, are then driven by their need for 

daily subsistence to destructive fishing practices, such as use of 
destroy the very systetm upondynamite and poison and in the process 


which their long-term survival relies.
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Almost eve-y day, choices are made by governments concerning
investments, devel)prrent schemes and other economic activities which 
can contribute directly or inlirecIlyv Ic widening the ga ) between rich and 
poor. Su ch at iOnS inclulde subStidzed loans being made available forbuilding large tiawlcr-s- thai will operate In waters exploited by small
scale fishernen, or removal of nangrove stainds to iiipleniei ai export
oriented shrimp aqitaculture scheme. 

IC LARM shuld Continue to address these is.si ir as it has for the 
)ast decade a id comiplete tile inilyses of' the I)]iliers alld colisi;ltaltswho l)r)lO 't.- luiritices bY pointing out tiheir hidden (aiid no

hiddenl) s"1ciAl c'osts. 
so 

'Tus ar'tivitv will inchlde a-cas neglected 1y
phln crs an1d ,''olr ;rlt;1rrrts, stich as ith cost to scietv ()I' "lo!icinl" poorpeople; tll" .s)ts o iot c'lrlating their childlrcl tile cos- of Iolt 
providing, I(lqllalte pievCllti\ti healtl cllare: alld the cosi ,t -Xecssivepolrlot hil-o\\t U1. 

ICLARM's activitics in this siliall-scale fisheries area over tihe eonrlin 
yeans will consist ot the foIllowing, anrong ot her thiuigs: 

a contirlit:ed case styidies, as ciiri-vilti urdcnva, e.g., ill llte inland
isherv (of Bar igiacicsh and il othi" selected areas of the Ba ofBer i: i: 

* COH llnl d traFillill C lIS'cs ani worksihops ol N1moniogclnnt of
Marine Fitlcries in coop r-tion with IC.ARNM's fisheries 
scieritist s, with cipla,,is ol researich ietIhodologies: and

* exl)loIrationl of i)r (rri irl eX)aisionl possibilities in Lat in America. 

Coastal zone management and planning 

Coastal areas of tropical cOontlries are characterized by highly
productive ecosystems which Sul)port a broad range of economicactivilies. Possihlly no othler region in the world is more dependent on the
ultiilzati aotl ili coastal resources than the Association of Southeast
Asiai Nat ion i- (ASE..,AN) region comprising Brunei DIaruss:il .ni, Indoncsia,

Malaysia. the P'tiiI)pnlics, Singapore and Thailand.
 

Coastal rcsoln.rs have contributed 
 signiicanly to ect)nlOlnlic
dcvelopilleit ill ih Sc c(o-1li rhes. Ifowever, becal se the rsorces have
been exploited thnir gh to;glitioi, environnental degradation and
conflicts i'- resource ise dw it, lick of coordination between sectorshave resoItcd. Lack of an adecquate fvOiri nation base on these resources
has been a frlther colnrplitation. ploitilti,) of such resou rees must bebased or, their sustaitable utilizalion in order to meet preser t and futuredevelopment opportunities and for this a long-term management
perspective is needed. It is against ihis background that the integrated
Coastal Resources Management Project (CRMIP) was lormnuated. It was
initiated in 1986 and is now ICLARM'S largest single project.

The goal of the project is to increase capabilities within the ASEAN
region to develop and implement coastal resources management
strategies that are comprehensive, multidisciplinary and environmentally 
sustainable. 

http:rcsoln.rs
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The Proect Is funded by the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID) for an initial period of four years (1986-1989) and 
is being executed by ICLARM. As executing agency, ICLARM provides 
technical and administrative support to national teams as well as 
Iacilitates overall project implementation. The CRMP's Project Steering 

Committee composed of reprcsentatives from each of the ASEAN nations 
is responsible for establishing overall project policy direction and 
oversees and evaluates projccL activities and performance. 

This major acivity will provide ICLARM with extremely valuable 
experience in the coastal zone management field. At this time it is 
premalure to say exacily what the Center's long-term future involvement 
will take, but ceranl!y key elernents will be in the areas of 
interdisciplinary researcti, training and development of educational 
materials, all of 'which irt part of ICLARM's mandate. 

A review of thefuture of 
tropical aquatic living resources 

Careful reading of published works including projections Into the 
future of major trends in population, agricultural production, energy 
needs and supply usually reveals that the available information on the 
fisheries and aquaculture sectors and oil the coasta! zone in tropical 
countries is woef.,lly inadequate fo: any useful projection. iCLARM has 

the flexibility and the contacts within the scientific community that 
would be needed to conduct research and publish a comtprelensive 
document which would remedy this situation. 

The product envisaged is a set of topical reviews by leading experts 
in their fields, arranged by Issues and regions, which could serve as a 
reference for national planning agencies, international institutions, 
government and private donor organizations, NGOs, prtvate investors, 
banks and other entities. Global issues would include: 

a world population growth and its impact on fish demand: 
e world fish markets and the role of third-world countries: 
a fisheries and aquaculture development and resource 

conservation: 
e the role of tropical fisheries and aquaculture research: 
a aqluaculture and other uses of resources such as land, water and 

fertilizers: 

* coastal zone management in tropical third-world countries, 
e Information and training needs for improved fish supply, etc.; and 
* constraints to effective management.. 
The expected product should, more than any of the Center's 

previous written output make obvious the interdisciplinary research 
orientation of ICLARM, and the fact that it can play a role that no other 
organization can assume. The advice of the Worldwatch Institute in 
Washington, D.C. will be sought so that ICLARM can benefit from that 

group's highly successful State of the World series. The document will 

also serve as a major planning document for ICLARM's future work in 
Resource Assessment and Management. 
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Further details on these plans. and on their implementation may be
found in te ICLARM Five-Year Plan (1988-1992) (Parts I and 2). 

Meetings Attended, Papers Presented 

ASEAN/US CRMP Philippines Sub-Project National Technical Meeting,
Manila, 12-13 Janua.ry (Chua Thia-Eng. A. White, F. Guarin)ASEAN/US CRMP Philippines Second National Steering Committee 
Meeting, QueZon City, Philippines, 14 January. (ChuaThia-Eng)

ASEAN/US Coastal Resourcers ManiAgement Project (CRMP) Project
Steering Committee Meeting. Singapore, 20-22 January (Chua
Thia-Fng. A. White)

Symposimn on ilhe Exploit ation of Management of' Marine Fishery
Resourccs in Southeast A5;ia/'leventv Secolld Session of tile 111do-
Pacific Fisheries Commission, Darwin, Australia 16- 19 February. 
(M. Agi ero, D. Pauly) 

Agucr'lo. M,. Ecl:onlomic( ,o[ns. lllluc 
 of ex(cussivc. cfl-oli.
 

Calvclo, 
 R. and P.1) ;WcI' . A rcview of hil l'(-.'cnI stantus of exploited stock of 
roundscnd:l int PicI'llippines.

Dalzell, 11. and I. ';iadc .T'hu ovinfishipg of sinall pIlagic fishes ill tile 
lhilippines.

Piauly, 1). lui'.'h , and prni ic'( of wVCnriS1tng: at'Oultheast Asian perspective.
Silvestrc, G.T., R. Felcrizon, J. Muniboz and I). Pauly. Overexploitation of the 

derners] Ii esOn , Hitis Of Nlil t;'V and adjacent areas.
Fifth Meeting of the Committee on Resomree atid Development or the

Indo-Pacific Fishery Commission, Darwiil, Australia, 20-21 
February. (D. Pauly)


Second International Symposium 
 on Tilapia in Aqlaculture (ISTA II),
Bangkok, ThaIland 16-20 March. (D. Pauly) 
Paper presented:
 
Pauly, I)., J Morcan and M. 
Prrin. Comparison of growth performance of tilapia In 

open wi!;cr; aild uquaculture.
 
Hopkins K.D., M.L. Iopkins and 
I). Pauly. A multivatriate model of fish growth,

applied to tilapia seawater culture in Kuwait.
National Conference 
on Fishery Policy and Planning, Baguio, PhilippineS, 
16-20 March. (P. Dalzell) 
Paper presented:
 
IDalzell, P. 
and R.Oanaden. The status of Philippine small pelagic fish stocks.Haribon Foundation/World Bank Forum on Sustainable Development In
Forestry, Fisheries and Agriculture, Manila, Philippines. 30-31
March. (Chua Thia-Eng, A. White, J. Paw and F. Guarin)

ASEAN/US CRMP Philippines Third National Steering Committee
Meeting, Lingayen, Philippines, 23 April. (Chua Thia-Eng, A. 
White, F. Guarn)

Bay of Bengal Programme. Consultation on People's Participation in
Small-Scale Fisheries Projects, Bangalore, India, 5-9 May. (M.
Aguero) 
Paper presented:
 
Aguero, M. and E.Gonzalez. Self-regulatory mechanisms in small-sece fisheries.


5th Asian Fisheries Society Council Meeting, Tokyo, Japan, 13-15 May.
(Chua Thia-Eng) 

http:Janua.ry
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Asian Fisheries Society Fisheries Education Workshop, Kitasato, Japan, 

16-18 May. (Chua Thia-Eng) 
Paper presented: 
Chua, T.E. Fisheries education and training in developing Asia: new challenges to 

mleet evlopn'nelt nrceds. 

URI/USAID Coastal Resources Management Round table Meeting, Orcas 

Island, Puget Sound, USA, 22-24 May. (Chua Thia-Eng) 

Coastal Area Management and Planning Neiwork (CAMPNET), Seattle, 

USA, 25 May. (Chua Thia-Eng) 
Paper p'e",cnted: 
Chim. T.E. Coastal resources tanagemlent initiatives in Southeast Asia. 

5th International Symposium on Coastal and Ocean Management, 

Seattle, USA, 26-28 May. (Chua Thia-Eng)
 
Papers: presented:
 
Chua, T.E. and J.N. Paw. Aquaculture development and coastal Zone managenent
 

in Southeast Asia: conflicts and coniplementaritv. 
White, A.T. and G. Savina. Community-based Inaline reserves, a Philippine first. 

International Conference on Ecology in Vietnam, New Paltz, New York, 

28-30 May. (Chua Thia-Eng) 
Paper presented: 
Chua, T.E. Coastal area managernent in the A,..ociatlion of Southeast Asian 

Nations (ASEAN). 

ASEAN/US CRM P Malaysian Sutb- Project Technical Worksho1 on Coastal 

Profile of South Johore, Genting Highlands, Malaysia, 16-18 

June. (A. White) 

ASEANU CRMP Malaysian Sub-Project National Workshop on Coastal/US 
Resources Manage:ment, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 30 ,July-3 

August. (Chua Thia-Erig) 

Pacific Science Congress, Seoul, South Korea, 20-30 Auguist. (J.L. 

Munro) 
Paper presented (in ahsewnio): 

White, A.T. The effect of comnmunity-nmanagcd marine reserves in the Philippines 

on their associated coral tref fish populations. 

Secundo Congreso Latino Americano sobre Clencias dei Mar, Universidad 

Nacional Ag.raria La Molina, Lima, Peru, 17-21 August. (M.
 

Aguero, M.L. Palomares and D. Pauly)
 
Invited Lecture:
 
Aguero, M. "'Fundarnritos teorico practices de! manejo pesquero en paises
 

subdesarrollados". 

Workshop on Models for Yield Predictions in the Peruvian Upwelling 
Ecosystem, Instituto del Mar del Peru, Callao, Peru, 24-28 
August. (M. Aguero, D. Pauly and M.L. Palomares) 
Presentation: 
Pauly, D. ane I. Tsuluyana (eds.) The Peruvian anchovela and irLupwelling 

ecosystem: three decades of change. 
Paper presented: 
Aguero, M. A bioecononitc model of the Peruvian pelagic fishery. 

FAO/IPTP (Indo-Pacific Tuna Programme). Second meeting of Tuna 

Research Groups In the Southeast Asian Region, University of the
 

Philippines, Quezon City, Philippines, 25-28 August. (P. Dalzell).
 
Papers presented:
 
Cortez-Zaragoza, E., P. Dalzell and 1). Pauly. Seasonal abundance, morphometrics
 

and hook selectivity of yellowfln (Thunnus albacares)off Darigayos Cove, 
La Union, Philippines. 
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Tandog-Edralin, D., E. Cortez-Zaragoza, P. Dalzell and D. Pauly. Some aspects of
the biolog' and population dynamics of skipjack tn Philippine waters.Planning Workshop on Determining the Socioeconomic Impact of

Introducing Seaweed Production as Basis for Marine Aquaculture,
Manila, 22-26 September. (Chua Thla-Eng and A. White)


Seminar on 
the Current Projects o!. ICLARM's Resource Assessment and 
Management Program, 9 October. (all RAMP staff)
Presentations: 
Gayanilo, F., Jr. The Compleat ELEFAN software package for analysis of length

frequency data for fish stock assessment. 
Paloniares, M.L. Estimation of the food consumption of marine fish population.

Pauly, I). Dynamics of the Ieruvian anchoveta.
 

ITROFIC Conference and Workshop, 
 University of the Philippines,
Quezon City, Philippines. 17-23 October. (P. Dalzell and D. Pauly)
Paper presented:
Dalzell, P. Philippine snall pelagic fisherivs: a review and assessment of present

levels of exploitation.
ASEAN Pacific Island Nations International Fisheries Conference, Manila,

26-29 October. (Chua Thia-Eng) 
Snellius II Symposium, Jakarta, Indonesia, 23-29 November. (D. Pauly) 

Paper presented:
Daizell, P. and I). Pmuly. Assessmient of the fish resources of Southeast Asia with 

emphasis on the Ilanda and Arifura Seas.
Firs' Indian Fisheries Forum, Mangalore, Karnataka, India, 4-8 

December. (Chua Thia-Eng) 
Papcr presented:
chu)a T.I. and J.L. Maclean. l las scientific research in Asia contributed to Asian 

fisheries development?

9th Shrimp and Finfish Management Workshop, 
 Safat, Kuwait, 7-9 

December. (D. Pauly)
 
Paper presented:
 
Pauly, I)., M. Soriano and NI. L. Palornares. On 
 improving the construction, 

parametrization and Interpretation of steady-state mUtspecies models. 

Publications and Consultancy Reports 

Aguero, M. 1987. A bioeconomic model of the Peruvian pelagic fishery, p.
307-324. In D. Pauly and I. Tsukayama (eds.) The Peruvian
anchoveta and its upwelllng ecosystem: three decades of change.
ICLARM Studies and Reviews 15. 

Aguero, M. and G. Costello. 1987. Constraints to the development of 
effective fisheries management in the LDC's: implications for
training and research, p. 8i7-821. In Groupe d'Etude de
Resources Maritirres, Universit.6 de Quebec a Rimouski (ed.)
Proceedings of the International Conference on Fisheries, 
Rirnouski, Canada, 10-15 August 1936.

Aguero, M, and E. Gonzales. 1987. Self-regulatory mechanisms In small 
scale fisheries. Report of a consultancy for the Bay cf Bengal
Programme, Madras, India. 

Chou, L.M. and A.T. White. 1987. Artificial habitats, p. 60-62. In Chua
T.E., L.M. Chou and M. Sadorra (eds.) The coastal environmental 
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profile of Brunei Darussalam: resouimce assessment and 
management issues. ICLARM Technical Reports 18. 

Chou, L.M. and M.W.R.N. De Silva and A.T. White. 1987. Coral reefs, 
algaes and seagrasses, p. 43-57. In Chua T.E.. L.M. Chou and M. 
Sadorra (eds.) The coastal environmental profile of Brunei 
Darussalan: reso, ce assessment and management issues. 
ICIARM Technical Reports 18. 

Chua, T.E. and J.N. Paw. 1987. Aquaculture development arid coastal 
zone management in Southeast Asia: conflicts and 
complenientarity, p. 2007-2021. In O.T. Magoon. M. Converse, D. 
Miner, L.T. Tobin, D. Clark and G. Domurat (eds.) Coastal zone 
'87. Proceedings of the 5th Synposiuni oil Coastal alld Ocean 
Management. Se-attle, Washingzton, USA. 

Chua, 	T.., IL.M. C(loil anld Avalig Matdanani bin -Laji Jxtfiir. 1987. 
) . Coa/sttl resni irccs illiatagelleltit issllcs aJnld pll{n formulationl, 

15-1-16-. In Chua ''.E., .M. Chou and M. Sadorra (eds.) The 
coastal environrrental profile of Bruni Darussalan: resource 
assessment and management issues. ICLIRM Technical Reports 
!8. Fisheries Department Brunei Darussalam and International 
Center for Living Aqpaitic PcRsoirces Management. 192 p. 

Chua. 	 T.E., L.M. Chou and M. Sadorra, editors. 198'.The coastal 
erwvironne ntal profile of Brunei Darussalam: resource assessment 
and manag,,icent issues. ICILARM Technical Reports 18. Fisheries 
Departli,.ent Brunel Darussalamn and rliternational Center for 
Living Aquasic Resources Managemennt. 192 p. 

Cortez-Zaragosa, E., P. Dalzell and D. Pauly. 1987. Seasonal abundance, 
morphometries and hook selectivity of yellowfmin (ltonnus 
albacares)off Darigavo Cove, La Union, Philippines. p. 130-135. 
In Report of the Second Meeting of the Tuna Research Groups in 
the Southeast Asian Region. Manila, Philippines, 25-28 August 
1987. Irndo-Pacific Tuna Development ai,,1 Mnmagement 
Programme, IPTP/87/GEN/12, Colombo. 

Dalzell, P. 1987. Information retrieval and current awareness in the
 
tropics: the Papua New Guinea experience. Naga 10(1): 15.
 

Dalzell, P. 1987. Some aspects of the reproductive biology of stolephorid
 
anchovies frorn northena Papua New Guinea. Asian Fisheries 
Science (1L):91-106. 

Dalzell, P., P. Corpuz, R. Ganaden and D. Pauly. 1987. Estimation of 
maximum sustainable yield and nimaximum economic rent from 
the Philippine small pelagic fisheries. Bur. Fish. Aquat. Res. Tech. 
Pap. Ser. X(3). 28 p. 

Dalzell, P. and R. Ganaden. 1987. A review of the fisheries for small 
pelagic fishes in Philippine waters. Bur. Fish. Aquat. Res. Tech. 
Pap. Ser. X(i). 58 p. 

Dwiponggo. A.., T'. Hariati, S. Banon, M.L. Palornares and D. Pauly. 1986. 
Growth, mortality and recruitment of commercially important 
fishes and penaeid shrimps in Indonesian waters. ICIARM 
Technical Reports 17. 

Longhurst, A. and D. Pauly. 1987. Ecology of tropical oceans. Academic 
Press, San Diego, California, USA. 
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Loo, M., L. Hsu and J. Paw. 1987. Physical environment. p. 5-22. In 
Chua, T.E., L.M. Chou and M. Sadorra (eds.) The coastal 
environmental profile of Brunei Darussalam: resource assessment 
and management issues. ICLARM Technical Reports 18.

Morgan, G.R. and D. Pauly. 1987. Analysis of length-frequency data: 
some available programs and user's instruclions, p. 373-162. In 
D. Pauly and G.R. Morgan (eds.) Length-based methods in 
fisheries research. ICLARM Conference Proceedings 13. 

Muck, 	P. and D. Pa'iJy. 1987. Monthly anchoveta consumption of guano 
birds, 1953 to 1982, p. 219-233. In D. Pau! ,and I. Tsukayama
(eds.) The Peruvian ancloveta and its upwelliuei ecosystem: three 
decades of change. ICLARMI Studies and Reviews i5.

Munro, 	J.L. 1986. A systems apl)roach to stock ass.sselenfit illtropical, 
small-scale, multisl)ecies nIllhigear fisheries,' p. 85-90. In 11.11. 
Chan, K.J. Ang, A.T. ILaw, M.I.tt. Moliamed and 1.11. Onlar (eds.)
Developnent and management of tropical living auiatic 
resources, Uriversiti Pertanian Malaysia, Serdang, Malaysia.

Palomares, M.L. and D. Pauly. 1987. User's manual for the fish 
population dynamics phg-in iiodule for H P ,1( 'V calcjIlators. 
ICLARM Software 1,5 p.

Palomares, M.L., P. Muck, J. Mendo, E. Chuman, 0. Gonez and D. 
Pauly. 1987. Growth of the Peruvian anclhoveta (ELrgra dis 
ringens). 1953 to 1982, p. 117-14 1. In D. Pauly and I. Tsuikayama
(eds.) The Peruvian anchoveta and its upwelling ecosystem: three 
decades of change. ICLARM Studies and Reviews 15. 

Pauly, 	D. 1987. Application of information on age and growth to fishery 
management, p. 495-506. In R.C. Summerfelt and G.E. Hall 
(eds.). The age and growth of fish. The Iowa University Press, 
Ames, Iowa, USA. 

Pauly, D. 1987. Managing the Peruvian upwelling ecosystem: a 
synthesis, p. 325-342. In D. Pauly and I. Tsukayama (eds.) The 
Peruvian anchoveta and its upwelling eco,;ystem: three decades of 
change. ICLARM Studies and Reviews 15. 

Pauly, D. 1987. On reason, mythologies and natural resource 
conservation. Naga 10(4): 11-12. 

Pauly, D. 1987. A review of the ELEFAN system for analysis of length
frequency data in fish and aquatic invertebrate, p. 7-34. In D. 
Pauly and G.R. Morgan (eds.) Length-based methods in fisheries 
research. ICLARM Conference Proceedings 13. 

Pauly, D. 1987. On microcomputer vs thinking and their respective roles 
in fisheries research Indeveloping countries. Naga 10(2):3-4.

Pauly, D. and G.R. Morgan, editors. 1987. Length-based methods in 
fisheries research. ICLARM Conference Proceedings 13, 468 p.
International Center for Living Aquatic Resources Management. 
Manila, Philippines and Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research, 
Safat, Kuwait. 

Pauly, D. and I. Tsukayama, editors. 1987. The Peruvian anchoveta and 
its upwelllng ecosystem: three decades of change. ICLARM 
Studies and Reviews 15, 351 p. Instituto del Mar del Peru 
(IMARPE), Callao, Peru; Deutsche Gesellschaft for Technlsche 
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Zusammenarbeit (GTZ), GmbH, Eschbom, Federal Republic of 

Germany and International Center for Living Aquatic Resources 
Management (ICLARM), Manila, Philippines. 

Pauly, D. and I. Tsukayama. 1987. To the memory of Haydee Santander 
Bueno, p. xi-xii. In D. Pauly and I. Tsukayama (eds.) The Peruvian 

anchoveta and its upwelling ecosystem: three decades of change. 

ICLARM Studies and Reviews 15. 
Pauly, D. and 1. Tsukayama. 1987. On tht implemeriuation of 

management-oriented fishery research: the case of the Peruvian 

anchoveta, p. 1- 13. In D. Paul' and 1. Tsukayama (eds.) The 
Peruvian anchoveta and its upwelling ecosystem: three decades of 

change. ICLARM Studies and Reviews 15. 
Pauly, D., M.L. Palomares and F.C. Gayanilo. 1987. VPIA estiinates of the 

monthly I)p)ulatiorl length COmlposition, reern lment, mortality, 

biomass and related statistics of Peruvian anchoveta, 1953 to 

1981, p. 142-166. In D. Pauly and I. "stkayama (eds.) The 
Peruvian anchoveta and its upwelling ecosystem: thlee decades of 

change. ICIAR1VM Studies and Reviews 15 

Pauly, D. and M. Soriano. 1987. Monthly spawning stock and egg 
production of Peruvian anchoveta (Efigraulisr nifetLS), p. 167-178. 

In D. Pauly and I. Tsukayama (eds.) The Peruvian auichoveta and 

its upwelling ecosystem: three decades of change. ICLARM 

Studies and Reviews 15. 
Pauly, D., A.C. de Vildoso, J. Mejia, M. Sanmame' and M.L. Palomares. 

1987. Population dynamics and estimated anchoveta 

consumption of bonito (Sarda chiliensis)off Peru, 1953 to 1982, 

p. 248-267. In D. Pauly and I. Tsukayama (eds.) The Peruvian 

anchoveta and Its upwelling ecosystem: three decades of change. 

ICLARM Studies and Reviews 15. 
Paw, J.N. and S. Bunpapong. 1987. The coastal resources management 

profile of the Upper South, Thailand. Trop. Coast. Area Mgt. 
2(2): 1-4. 

Savina, G. and A.T. White. 1981. Neighboring islands may not be the 

same. Trop. Coast. Area Mgt. 2(2):7-i0. 
Silvert, W. and D. Pauly. 1987. On the compatibility of a new expression 

for gross conversion efficiency with the von Bertalanffy growth 

equation. U.S. Fish. Bull. 85(1):139-140. 
Tandog-Edralin, D.D., E.C. Cortez-Zaragoza, P. Dalzell and D. Pauly. 

1987. Some aspects of the biology and populaton dynamics of 

skipjack (Katsuwonus pelamis) in Philippine waters, p. 100-111. 
In Report of the Second Meeting of the Tuna Research Groups in 

the Southeast Asian Region. Manila, Philippines, 25-28 August 

1987. Indo-Pacific Tuna Development and Management 
Programme. IPTP/87/GEN/12, Colombo. 

Tsukayama, 	 I. and M.L. Palomares. 1987. Monthly catch and catch 

composition of Peruvian anchoveta (Engraulis ringens) (northern 

central stock, 40-14OS), 1953 to 1982. p. 89-108. InD. Pauly and 

1. Tsukayama (eds.) The Peruvian anchoveta and its upwelling 

ecosystem: three decades of change. ICLARM Studies and 
Reviews 15. 
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White. A.T. 1987. Coral reefs: valuable resources of Southeast Asia. 
ICLARM Education Series 1.36 p.


White, A.T. 1987. Industry, p. 1-10-142. In Chua T.E., I,.M. 
 Chou and M.
Sadorra (eds.) The coastal enviionnmental profile of Brunet
Darussa lam: resource assessment and rnanagerent is.,ues.
ICLA RM Technical Reports 18.

White, A.T. 1987. Mineral resources, p. 63-66. In Chua T.E., L.M. Ctiou

and M. Sadon-a (eds.) The coastal environmena, profile of BruneiDarussalan: resource asscssinert and nlanagement issues. 
ICLARM Technical Reporls No. 18. 

White, A.T. and G. Savina. 1987. Community-based marine reseives, aPhilippine first., p. 2022-2036. In O.T. Magoon, M. Converse, D.
Miner. L.T. Totlin D.Clark and G. IDomnurat (eds.) Coastal zo-ie
'87. Proceedings of the 5th Symposiuim on Coastal and Ocean 
Managtemeni, Seat tie, Washmigt on. USA.

White, A.T. and M.W.R.N. de Silva. 1987. Bcches. 1p.58-59. In Chua
T.E., L.M. Chou and M. Sadorra feds.) The coastal environmental 
profile of Brunei Iarussalalil: r.vsource assessrient and 
management issues. !C L\RM Technical Reports 18.White, A.T. and M.W.R.N. de Silva. 1987. Toulsm and recreation, p.
138-139. In Chim T.E.. L.M. andChou M. Sadorra feds.) Fe
coastal environmental profile of Brunei Dai:ssaliou: resource 
assessment and managem ent issues. ICIARM Tethica! Reports
18. 

White, A.T.. M.W.R.N. de Silva and Pengiran Shariffudin bin Ha i Yusof.1987. Institutional and legal framework, p. 149-153. In Chua
TE., L.M. Chou and M. Sadorra (eds.) The coastal environmental
profile of Brunet I)arussalani: resource assessment and 
management issues. ICLARM Technical Reports 18. 



Resource Assessment and Management Program 

Project Summaries 

Project Title 	 Tropical Fish Stock Assessment Project 

Cooperating Institutions 	 Predominantly in-house studies, with 
informal linkages with various research 
institutions 

Dure.tion 	 Continuous from July 1979 

Key personnel ICLARM 	 Dr. Daniel Pauly 
Dr. John Munro 
Ms. Ma. Lourdes Palomares 
Ms. Mina Soriano 

Objectives 

" To increase our understanding of the dynamics of exploited 
tropical fish communities. 

" To develop stock assessment methods which are straightforward 
and readily applicable to tropical stocks. 

Results 

In 1987, the emphasis of this project which had hitherto been 
concentrated on the development and dissemination of computeTr-based 
methods for the analysis of length-frequency data was gradually shifted 
toward multispecies modelling. 

Here, three main lines of study were followed
* 	 development of multispecies yield-per-recruit and mesh size 

optimization models; 
" refinement and large-scale application of methods for the 

estimation of food consumption of natural fish populations: and 
" improvement of existing methods for the construction of 

multispecies food web models. 
The first line of study, mainly by Ms. M. Soriano working In 

cooperation with Mr. G.T. Silvestre (University of the Philippines, college 
of Fisheries), led to the development of a set of versatile routines for 
multispecies ylcld-per-recruit analysis which explicitly incorporate 
selection ogives arid length-specific "values" (biological or commercial). 
This package will be incorporated as "ELEFAN VI" in the Compleat 
ELEFAN package, and models behind its various routines will be 
documented in the primary literature. 

The second line of study, followed mainly by Ms. M.L. Palomares, 
consists of Identifying and standardizing, for as many species of fish 
species as possible, literature estimates of their food ration, and using 
the latter to derive an empirical model of food consumption in marine 
fish. 
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Extremely encouraging results were presented in December 1987 at 
a scientific meeting In Kuwait and it is expected that a suitable empirical
model as needed for nultispectes modelling, will be available by the end 
of 1988. 

iAegarding the third line of study oni Improving l)od web models, a
first step was the relomilation of the "ECOPATH" appIroach of J. 
Polovina and coworkers (NMFS, South \Vest Center, Hawaii) and Its 
integration with the theory of R.E. Ulainowicz (1986. Growth and 
Developmieit; l.cosysteiiis Pheno iinoloLgy, Springer Verlag). A computer
prograln ("I,2COPATI II") u id (ioc inciltation along these lines was 
presented .itthe Kuiwan Iitciiig toent iolned above. This wrk, which isbased on both ccol()gial Ihwor, anoi o 1lhe theorl(Ol' of fishii g, and which 
also relies oil food culsuuliptioii .- udies (see al)eve) Shows grcaIt 1)1 oulise 
for integf-ation of st dies on Irollical aiquaiti o ystems, aiid will receive 
giOwillfig t phasis in 1988 and beyonld. 

iis pIlre'viotus years, oil)pii nrtuities w( re takcil, whencver they
offered t htnsofvcs, to investigate variou s subject lmttcr not Ieeossarily
covered by t*ivt'iiuaioi areas of eiplhisis. These various "excursiwns". and 
the main areas of en upiasis descI-ibed bhere o(l to a IargC Ii miber of 
publicatiouns a Ild ilr uasCd recognition for Hic ) o(_ct.

Also, two IC IARM s:alf .s.ceessfu lIV deLoIild MS tIisos at Ihe 
University of the I hilippiu itn 1987' 

" 	 Ms. M.I.L. iP1alomares deflendcd he(r" thesis emlilled "Co'nlpr-ative 
studies oa the lood consumn)tion of riuariinc fishes with emphasis 
on species occt-rhg in the Philippites" (16 October i987)

" Ms. M. Sorian1o defended, her thesis entitled "A graphical method 
for separation of IiiLxtuire distributlors into its Gaussian 
components" (5 November 1987) 



Project Title 	 Network of Tropical Fisheries Scientists 

Cooperating Institutions 	 Fisheries Resources and Environment 
Division, Fisheries Department, FAO: 
FAO/DANIDA Training Course in Fish 
Stock Assessment in the Tropics: 
Norwegian Agency for International 
Development (NORAD) 

Duration 	 Continuous from April 1982 

Key Personnel ICLARM 	 Ms. A. Cruz (Network Secretary) 
Dr. J.L. Munro (Fishbyte Editor) 

Objectives 

e 	 To enhance communication between fisheries scientists working 
on the assessment, conservation and management of tropical 
stocks. 

* 	 To enhance output of these scientists by improving access to 
literature, providing free database searches, distributing manuals 
and other iJterature and publishing a newsletter at regular 
intervals. ie technical focus i- on the estimation of the 
biological, fisheries and socioeconomic parameters which 
determine the magnitude of harvests and the application of those 
parameters to models to arrive at scientifically sound 
management measures for tropical stocks. 

Results 

By the end of 1987, the Network of Tropical Fisheries S:ientists 
(NTFS) membership totalled 760 from over 80 countries worldwide. 
Members from Asia accounted for 40% of the total (see Fig. 2). Potential 
growth a7 as are the Pacific, Caribbean and the South Central American 
region. '. ¢eral new members from these regions were nominated by staff 
of the Norwegian/FAO RV FRIDTJOF NANSEN project, and it is expected 
that cooperation will iric.ease between th. NiT'S and the latter project, 
which is also supported by NORAD. 

Three issues of the newsletter Fishbyte were published in 1987. The 
second of these was mailed with an updated list of active NTFS members. 
Active members continue to contribute scientific publications to the 
growing Network library. These, and publications from the FAO, have 
been distributed to interested Network members. 

The Marine Science Division of UNESCO has recently agreed to 
donate copies of Its Reports in Marine Science Series to the Network for 
distribution to interested members. In late 1987, UNESCO 
questionnaires on the future of marine science teaching were distributed 
to the NTFS members. 
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These new Interactions between NORAD and NTFS and between 
UNESCO and NTFS will strengthen the Network and make It even more 
relevant to the needs of fisheries research workers in the tropics. 

Australia 
...-.............. - - Pacific 

-_____---- ------ Caribbean 

(4.1%) 

(5.4%) 

(8.4%) 

Latin/South 
America Asia 
(8.0%) (38.3%) 

USA/A 

LISA & Canada 

(8.3%) \ 

Europe Africa 
(11.0%) & 

Mideast 
(17.8%) 

Fig. 2. Regional Distribution of NTFS members In 1987. 



Project Title 	 Management-Oriented Fisheries Re
search Project 

Cooperating Institutions 	 Marine Fisheries Research Institute 
(BPPL), Jakarta, Indonesia: Instituto del 
Mar del Peru (IMARPE) and Programa 
Cooperativo Peru ano-Aleman de 
Investigation Pesquera (PROCOPA), 
Callao, Peru: Laboratory for Ichthyology 
and Coastal Systems (LICS), Limnology 
and Marine Science Institute, 

Mexico (UNAM), Mexico City. 

Duration 	 Continuous fro'.n April 1982 

Key Personnel BPPL 	 Mr. A. Dwippongo 
IMARPE Ms. I. Tsukayaina 
PROCOPA Dr. H. Salzwedel 
UNAM Dr. A Yafiez-Arancibla 
ICLA PM Dr. D. Paulv 

Objectives 

* 	 'Ie strengthen the capablities of the participating countries to 
manage their fisheries by creating stock assessment and 
management modules (SAMMs) in various countries and 
institutions. Each SAMM will develop a small nucleus of well
trained researchers. 

* 	 To train fishery scientists in the interpretation of fishery data 
(especially in extracting a maxinum of information from available 
data) and in formulating irmplementable management options. 

* 	 To help determine, in the countries involved in the project, the 
basic information requirements for stock assessment and 
fisheries management. 

* 	 To produce well-documented reviews of the various fisheries 
investigated and original studies on tropical fish population 
'ynamics. 

e 	 To help establish a dialogue between the fishery managers and 
the fishery biologists, and between the fisheries departments and 
the universities of the project's host countries, 

Results 

Several activities conducted under this project were successfully 
concluded in 1987. First, an update version of the ELEFAN programs for 
use on TRS-80 microcomputers was completed in mid-1987 arid sent to 
Zambia, completing ICLARM's commitment of support to the Zambia 
module (1984-1986). 
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The work of the Indonesian module, whose staff were also supplied
with the newly developed software, ended with tile publication of an 
"Atlas of the growth, mortality and recruitment of connerciallv 
important fishes 'Arnd penaeid shrimps In Indonesian waters" (ICIARM
Tech. Rep. 17), with generous support from the L.J. and Mary C. Skaggs
Foundation, Oakland, California. 

Informal links with the Department of Fisheries in Zambia and with 
BPPL Jakarta will be maintained to ensure, among other thng;, analyses
of data sets gathered during the active phase of these modifles. 

The two other modules active In 1987 are the Peruvian module and 
the newly establshed Mexican modu le. 

Pernvian moulue. The key results of the first phase of this module,
completed in mid- 1987, were: ptubllished ina well-received volume entitled 
''he Peruvian Anchoveta and its Upwelling Ecosystenl: Three Decades of 
Change" (I). i'auly and I. Tsukayarna, eds., ICIARM Si udies and Reviews 
151 which was completed in tine to be presented at a mllajor congress of 
marine scientists in Lima, Peru, an~d which also formed the background
of an International IMAtPEiPROCOPAI(LIxJEM workshop on "Models for 
Yield Prediction in the PeruvninIUpwel]ilo Eco-system" held at IMARPE, 
24-28 Augtst 1987.
 

This workshop accortplislied several relevant taslis:
 
v provision of advice to 
 IMARIPE on Its fu ture sampling and 

research programs: 
a definition of the elements of a slinulation niodc of the Peruvian 

upwelling ecosysteni, with emphasis on the food fishes and their 
management: and 

a identification of areas of cooperation between IMRL/VPE and 
lCLAFkM, and PROCOPA and R with aICLAI regard to second 
phase for this module. 

The various workshop presentations, Including monthly time series 
of primary production from 1955 to 1985 and stomach contents data
from 10,000 anchoveta sampled since 1954 will be issued as a Joint. 
IMARPE/PROCOPA/ICLARM publication in ICLARM's Conference 
Proceedings Series, and will neatly complement the time series In the 
abovementloned book. 

Mexican module. The basis of this module is a Memorandum of 
Understanding signed in September between LICS and ICLARM. 

The module's main activity will consist of the (re) analysis, mainly
using powerful length-based methods, of the large database on the fishes 
and shrimps of the southern Gulf of Mexico obtainea by successive trawl 
surveys, in view of producing an "Atlas" documenting growth, mortality
and related parameter estimates and providing the base for a fishery 
management model for the southen- Gulf of Mexico. 

Other aspects of the planned activities, initially scheduled for two 
years, include supervision of students' theses arid various translations 
from and Into Spanish. 



Project Title Growth Studies on Cultured Marine 
Bivalves of Thailand 

Cooperating Institution Chulalongkorn University, Department 

of Marine Science 

Duration 	 December 1985-May 1987 

Key Personnel Thailand Dr. Suraphol Sudara 
Ms. Jintana Nugranad 

ICLARM Mr. J.M. Vakily 

Objectives 

* 	 To develop and apply to as many important species as possible, 

methods for the age detennination and growth parameter 

estimation of Thai bivalves, uclusive of nmithods based on daily 

shell rings. 
* 	 Tc analyze extant length-frequency data on Thai bivalves and to 

derive management options for the stocks investigated. 

* 	 To train Thai marine scientists In microcomputer-based stock 

assessment methods, particularly in analysis of size-frequency 

data. 

Results 

Field growth experiments on cockles (Anadaragranosa)and mussels 

(Perna viridis) performed in 1986 were analyzed and periodic "growth 

rings" in the microstructure of the shells were identified. It is anticipated 

that Ms. Jintana will visit ICLARM in early 1988 to learn the operation of 

the Compleat ELEFAN package as applied to marine bivalves. 

Detailed analysis of these data will be presented in (1) the MS thesis 

of Ms. Jintana on "Growth, mortality. recruitment and reproductive 

biology of the Asian moon scallop (Amusium plauronectes)in the eastern 

part of the Gulf of Thailand" to be completed and defended at 

Chulalongkorn University in 1988 and (2) the doctoral thesis of Mr. J.M. 

Vakily (Kiel University: supervisor Dr. D. Pauly). 
A manuscript containing intermediate results will be submitted to 

the primary literature in 1988. 
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Project Title ASEAN/US Cooperative Prograni In 
Marine Science5,: Integrated Coastal 
Resources Management Project (CRMP) 

Cooperating Agencies BRUNEI DARUSSAIAM-Minilstry of 
Development: Department of Fisheries 
(coordinating agency), Forestry Depart
ment, Town and Country Planning 
Department, Department of Agriculture; 
Marine Department, Ministry of Commu. 
nications; Brunei Museum; Public Works 
Department; Universti Brunei Darus
salam; INDONESIA-Indonesia Institute 
of Sciences (coordinating agency);
Directorate General of Fisheries (lead
implementing Agency); Center for 
Oceanological Research and Develop
ment; Center for Agro-Economic
Research, Office of State Ministry of 
Demography and Life Environment; Uni
versity of Indonesia: Bogor Unlversity of 
Agriculture; Research Institute for 
Marine Fisheries: MALAYSIA-Ministry of 
Science, Technology and Environment 
(coordinating agency); Fisheries Depart
ment (lead implementing agency); Uni
versiti Kebangsaan Malaysia; University 
of Malaya; Forest Research Institute;
Universiti Pertanian Malaysia; Depart
ment of Drainage and Irrigation; Depart
ment of Town and Couniry Planning; 
Universiti Sains Malaysia: Economic 
Planning Unit of Johore State Govern
ment; PHILIPPINES-National Science 
and Technology Authority; Philippine
Council for Agriculture and Resources 
Research and Development (coordinating 
agency); University of the Philippines
(Diliman): Marine Science Institute, 
Institute of Social Work and Conmmunity 
Development; University of the Philip
pines In the Visayas: College of 
Fisheries: Bureau of Fisheries and 
Aquatic Resources; SINGAPORE-Science 
Council of Singapore (coordinating 
agency); National University of Singa
pore: Primary Production Department; 
TKAILAND-Office of the National Envi
ronment Board, Ministry of Science, 
Technology and Energy (coordinating 
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agency); Thailand Tourism Authority; 
Fisheries Department: Royal Forestry 
Department; Faculty of Science, Chula
longkorn University; Kasetsart Univer
!Ilty; Faculty of Social Sciences and 
-umanities, Mahildol University: Depart
ment of Land Development: Phuket 
Marine Biological Center 

Duration 	 4 years beginning January 1986 

Key Personnel Brunei Danis
salam Awang Matdanan bin Haji Jaafar, 

Pengiran Sharifuddin Pengiran Haji 
Yusof, Dr. M.W.R.N. de Silva 

Indonesia Dr. Punvito Martosubroto, Dr. Kasijan 
Romimohtarto, Dr. Subaglo Soemodi
hardjo, Mr. Mulia Purba. Mr. Zen Uemar 
Purba, Dr. Nuriai Naamin, Mr. Agus 
Brotosusilo, Mr. Subhat Nurhakirn. Dr. 
Soerjono Soekanto, Mr. Budihardjo. Mr. 
Dikdik Sodiki) 

Malaysia .	 Dr. Abu Bakar Jaafar, Ms. Ch'ng Fim 
Loot. Dr. Arbain Kadri, Dr. Chan Hung 
Tuck, Dr. Lim Poh Eng, Dr. Kam Suam 
Pheng, Mr. Sieh Koh Chi, Dr. Koh Hock 
Lye, Mr. Mohd. Zaki bin Mohd. Saad, Dr. 

Ang Kok Jae, Dr. Jahara Yahaya, Dr. 
Wong Poll Kam, Dr. Wan Arafah 

Philippines: Dr, Rafael Guerrero III, Dr. Edgardo 
Gomez, Dr. Liana McManus, Prof. 

Ricardo Federizon, Mrs. Leda Handog, 
Prof. Elmer Ferrer 

Singapore : Mr. Leslie Cheong, Dr. Chou Loike Ming, 
Dr. Chia Lin Sien 

Thailand : Mr. Arthorn Suphapodok Dr. Teerayut 
Poopetch, Mr. Yodchai Karnasuta, Mr. 

Somporn Losawadikul, Dr. Munawadi 
Hungspreugs, Mr. Prawin Limpsaichol, 
Mrs. Nisakorn Kositrana, Dr. Sanit 
Aksomkoae, Dr. Choompol Ngampong
sai, Dr. Pisoot ViJarnsorn, Dr. Subarn 
Panvisavas, Mr. Robert J. Dobias, Mr. 
Chalermsak Wanichsombat, Dr. Sirikul 
Bunpapong
 

ICLARM : 	 Dr. Chua Thia-Eng (Project Coordinator), 
Dr. Alan T. White (Technical Advisor), 
Mr. James N. Paw (Project Specialist), 
Mrs. Flordellz Y. Guarin (Project 

Specialist) 
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Objectives 

The goal of the CRMP is to increase existing capabilities within theAssocialion of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) region to develop andimplement comprehensive, muitidisciplinary and environmentally
sustainable coastal resources management strategies through: 

r aialyss, docunentation and dissemination of information on
trends in coastal resources development:

* 	 increasing awareness of the importance of coastal resources 
management policies and identification, and where possible,
strengthening of management capabilties;

* 	 provision of technical Solutions to coastal resources use conflicts;
and 

* 	 promotion of institutional arrangements that bring multisectoral 
planning to coastal resources development. 

Results
 

In 1987, the ASEAN-IjS Coastal Resources Management Project
(CRMP) took initial steps towards the development of environmentally
sustainable management plans for the ASEAN region's invaluable coasl alresources. ufter two years of operation, the project has attained most of
the goals originally set fbr the initial phase.

A major achievement of the project in 1987 is the full participation ofBrunel Darussalam and Malaysia in all aspects of project activitie:, thusmaking the project one of the few with full ASEAN participation.
ICIARM project stall' continuously provided technical advi e,participated to extentthe possible In in-country activities, providedlogistical support and Information services. They regularly visited thecountries and met with the national staff and researchers to discuss 

problems, offer advice, make suggestions, join In the field surveys, helporganize and conduct workshops, meetings and training courses, andbring In other organizal ions or Individuals to the project as needed.
Brunei Darusslalan.All planned activities of Brunei Darussalam for1987 were carled out. A multidisciplinary team from ASEAN nations was

deployed to work with the national scientific team in undertaking fieldsurveys on the country's coastal ecosystems between April and June. The
results 
were analyzed and published in 'The Environmental CoastalProfile of Brunel Darussalam: Resource Assessment and Management

Issues". 
 This profile has provided the necessary database for theidentification of management issues and information gaps which formthe basis for the development of a coastal resources management (CRM)
program in the country. The Government has shown great interest In the
project and has incorporated 
 a number of project tasks in its national 
program which is to be implemented using national funds. 

Indonesia. The coastal profile wasof 	Cilacap completed in early1987. Field activities, however, were slow to commence because oftechnical refinements to the original 1987 plan andwork cashflowdifficulties. Other whichfactors contributed to 	 the delay of project 
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activities were the Indonesian general elect!.ns on 22 March-23 April, 

feast in May, the lengthy process of procuring equipmentthe Ramadan 
and slow flow of documents. 

By July, most field task activities were underway and by the end of 
made In field studies. The sub1987. significant progress has been 

project is planning a technical reporting and planning workshop in 

Jainuary 1988. 
Malaysia. The Malaysian subproject commenced its coastal profile 

1986. The nitial draft was completed by apreparation activities in late 
team of scientists from the Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM) and 

in june. A secondthe results werc presented at a nat.onal workshop 

draft is currently being reviewed for publication. 'INvo national workshops 
plans which were finallywere conducted to develop CRM program 

completed in November. Both the Federal Government and the State 

are very keen in CRIM planning as manifested byGovernmcnt of Johore 
strong government commitnient to project plan implemertation. 

to implementPhilippincs. The Philippine subproject has been able 

most of its planned ieid research for 1987. The coastal environmental 

profile has been completed and is ready for publication in early 1988. 
study teams have gatheredThe biogeograph1ical and anthropological 

situation and perspective of ruralmuch information on the economic 
also put together a newsletter,fishernen at the project site. They have 

out with current findings of the research"Mangalap", which comes 
teams. Some of the initial res 'Ilts have been included among the project's 

working paper series. 
nowSingapore. Singapore has coileted its country profile which is 

in the final stages of editing. It has also administered a questionnaire 

survey in households to gauge their perception and use of coastal areas. 
whichDevelopment of cage culture systems is an on-going task activity 

:lso includes a study of fish caught near and outside cage farms. 	 Site 
andselection and assessment cf artificial reefs has been completed 

'construction began in December. Rehabilitation of the Singapore River by 

stocking shrimps, seabass and red ULapia are on-going although initial 

results were not satisfactory. 
ThailandL Most research activities have been implemented according 

to schedule. The environmental 	profile of the Upper South is in the final 
published in 1988. The emphasis, asstages of review and will 	 be 

turn to CRM planning. In late December, aresearch is completed, will 
planning team was appointed to oversee the development of CRiM plans. 

In some project tasks base maps for CRM planning have been prepared 

from field data. Initial results will be presented as technical reports. The 
forum to seek localcoordinating agency has conducted a public 


community participation.
 

Information 

out with three issues of the newslette:,Newsletter. The project came 
"Tropical Coastal Area Management". It is now being distributed to 

in 92 counuies.approximately 1,500 institutions and ind'viduals 

http:elect!.ns
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Technical Series. The Environmental Coastal Profile of BruneiDarussalarm was published and the other five coastal profiles are beingreviewed and edited for publication. Technical l-eortS sil) H lied on
project tasks are also heing reviewed for p) blicatio!l in 1i leclcilical
Report series. 

Education Series. The Project has published its first educationalhandbook "Coral Reels: Valuable Resources of Southeast Asia". A secondhandbook, "Marine Parks and Reserves: Management for CoastalEnvironment in Southeast Asia", is scheduled for completion in February1988. The third on seagrass habitats and rnanagement is currently being
prepared. 

cORAURFFS 

Library and Services. The pr(ct cool inues to purchase relevantreference books and journals on CRIM. The library has also solicitedrelevant articles lronv al)lropriate jouials in response to requests offield 
staff. 

Part icipat ing coi. in tries can avail ol the library service an1d requestreprints. The Inumber of requests received to date is about 150.Working PaperSeries. The project has conic up with a working paperseries which consists of major project doctinients (progress reports,training documents, prcliminary technical reports, country profiles, etc.)for in-house circulaliCn. To date, there are 37 documents in the series.Notable outputs in 1987 included a draft directory of CRM institutionsand scientists in ASEAN and the Project's research and training activities 
for 1986-1989. 

Institutional Linkages 

The Project continues to maintain dialogue and cooperation withvarious international and national agencies involved in coastal resourcesmanagement and related activities. Linkages have been established with
USAID missions and other relevant USAID CRM-related projects inSoutheast Asia. The Project maintains Close working relationship with 38national institutions in the ASEAN countries. These form a sizeablenetwork of ASEAN organizations engaged in coastal resources planning
and management activities. 



Project Title 	 Management Options for Tropical Small-
Scale Fisheries 

Funding Institutions : 	 The Ford Foundation: Bay of Bengal 
Programme (BOBP): Food and Agricul
tural Organization (FAO) of the United 
Nations 

Cooperating Institutions : 	 Ministry of Fisheries and Livestock 
(MF&L), People's Republic of Bangla
desh; BOBP: FAO: Bangladesh Centre 
for Advanced Studies (BCAS), plus 
informal linkages with other institutions 

Duration 	 Four years, beginning March 1986 

Key Personnel ICLARM : 	 Dr. M. Aguero, Mr. E. Gonzalez 

Objectives 

" 	 To develop further suitable interdisciplinary research 
methodologies for analysis of management options in small-scale 
fisheries. 

" 	 To develop further quantitative as well as qualitative tools for the 
analysis of important socioeconomic aspects of tropical small
scale fisheries and the identification of the basic underlying 
cause-effect relationships. 

" 	 To identify and document the various institutional types and 

conditions that have resulted in successful management of small
scale fisheries and related activities in tropical third-world 
countries. 

" 	 To develop and widely disseminate a research manual based on 
the above interdisciplinary methodologies and findings. 

• 	 Tu develop a curriculum and courses in the use of these 

methodologies and on applications of microcomputers in fisheries 
management. 

Results 

Several research and training activities were conducted during this 
year as part of the overall project: 

Bangladesh Project. during 1987, the following activities were 

completed: 
" A multidisciplinary research team was formed with members of 

BCAS and MF&L. 
" 	 A detailed bench mark study of the inland fisheries of Bangladesh 

was conducted and a final report draftel, which includes a 

description of the research methodology. 
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e 	 Several meetings with the Secretary of th, Ministry of Fisheries
and Livcstock, the Joint Secretary and the Direc t or 	of Fisihries ofBanglad,.sh 
 were leld on the iesearch !ndings. policy 
recorrneidai ions and future act ivitifs of the il( leet. 

e Tvo powerlul microcomputers were purchased and set up 	in the
headquarters of the Directorate of Fisheries of Bangladesh. 

a Two Intensive training courses were conducted: 
The first of these, on the "Methods, Problems and Solutions

of Data Acquisition", was held In Dhaka, Bangladesh, 17-19
January 1987. The objectives of this training course were: 1) to
enhance the skills and capabilities of MF&L District Officers and
field officers in data collection, supervision and control; 2) 	 toprovide supervisors of data collection efforts with a better
understanding of the methods, techniques and possible solutions 
to problems of data acquisition.

The second course was on "Fisheries Management InBangladesh: Theory, Policy. Problems and Solutions", 19 October
13 November 1987. This course had two components:
classes/lectures delivered at ICLARM headquarters with theparticipation of ICLARM staff and several guest lecturers with
experience in fisheries management; and a field trip in toe
Philippines, Indonesia and Thailand. The purposes of this second 
course were: to enhance the skills and capabilities of Senior
Officers of the MF&L Bangladesh directly involved in the project
and of selected members of the monitoring team of the project
and NGOs to analyze management problems of inland fisheries of
Bangladesh; and to expose the participants to methods,
techniques and possible management solutions that have been 
applied in other countries. 

Parallel to these training activities, linear programming andeconometric techniques are being used to model the inland fisheries ofBangladesh in a doctoral dissertation being conducted at ICLARM by
University of Chittagong's resource economist, Mr. A.K.M. Mahfuzuddin
Ahmed, who finished his Ph.D. course requirements at Universiti
Pertanian Malaysia (UPM). Guidance and supervision is provided by Dr. 
Max Aguero.

In 1987, planning for an ICLARM/IFAD (International Fund for
Agricultural Development) Project, "Socioeconomic Study of Impact of aFish Culture Extension Program on the Farming System in Bangladesh",
v.,as initiated. It will strengthen ICLARM's Involvement In the
development of the fishery sector of Bangladesh, through theparticipation of both the Resource Assessment and Management and the 
Aquaculture Programs of ICLARM. 

Self-regulatory mechanisms, A study on the identification, analysisand evaluation of self-regulatory mechanisms as management options forsmall-scale fisheries was conducted under the sponsorship of BOBP. A
draft entitled "A Review on Self-Regulatory Mechanisms for FisheriesManagement In Small-Scale Fisheries" was submitted to BOBP,
containing the results, analysis and conclusions obtained during anextensive literature review and the development of case studies in 
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Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand which were visited for 

discussions with representatives of the concerned communities. A joint 
FAO/BOBP/ICLARM publication is planned for 1988. 

Manual on data and information needs for small-scale fisheries 
management.A manual Intended to provide guidelines for the acquisition 
of information and implementation of a database system for srall-scale 
fisheries management purposes is being elaborated by ICLARM in 
collaboration with an FAO staff member. A joint pubhlication by ICLARM 
and FAO is expected to be released in late 1988. 

Small pelagic fisheries economic profile. An economic profile of the 
various gears used in the small pelagic fisheries of the Philippines is 
under preparation in collaboration with the Small Pelagics Project (see 
next project summary). The profile is expected to provide indicators on 
the economic performance and operation of the most important gears 
used throughout the Philippines. 

Master's thesis. RAMP Program Assistant, Ms. AN. Cruz, worked on 
improved procedures for the economic and financial analysis of fishery 
investment projects, under the supervision of Dr. M. Aguero. The data 
are from the irawl fishery of western Peninsular Malaysia. 

... A4. 


Exequliel Gonzalez uses a microcomputer with overhead projection during 
the training course for personnel from the Ministry of Fisheries and 
Livestock, Bangladesh. 



Project Title 	 Assessment and Management of Small 
Pelagic Stocks of the Philippines 

Cooperating Institutions Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Re
sources (BF-'AR), Philippines, with 
funding from World Bank 

Duration 	 . August 1986 to August 1988 

Key Personnel ICLARM Mr. Paul Dalzcll, Ms. Perlita Corpuz, 
Atty. Reuben Ganacdeil 

Objectives 

* 	 To collate and review the available biological and economic data 
on the small pelagic fisheries of the Philippines.

* 	 To establish a sampling prograrn to obtain improved infr, rmation 
on 	levels of catch, fishing effort and catch composition data on 
small pelagic fishes. 

* 	 To suggest means by which the economic performance of the 
fishery may be imi;roved. 

Results 

During February 1987, sampling by field staff of small pelagic
landings commenced at six sampling sites in the Philippines. Prior to this 
the sampling teams, consisting of two biologists and an economist, were 
trained in the Identification of small pelagic fishes and the techniques of
data gathering. Several follow-up visits were made to the sample sites by
BFAR and ICLARM staff to monitor the progress of the sampling teams.
Biological data collection has proceeded without any major problems, but 
all teams have reported some difficulties in obtaining economic data,
particularly from commercial fishing operators. The teams are also
required, with BFAR assistance, to collect data on the characteristics of 
major fishing vessels and gear types. Copies of the raw data are sent
monthly to Manila where they are entered into computer files. Copies of 
these data sets, suitably edited, will be filed at the respective Department
of Agriculture offices where the sample teams are based. 

It is planned to compile, in a handy format, the length-frequency
data for small pelagics from this project and from other sources in the
Philippines. This will make the data readily available for fishery scientists 
to reanalyze in the future. Also, summaries of all the other data sets will 
be produced in a form readily accessible to other workers. 

A large body of data on catch, effort and catch composition of small 
pelagic species in the Camotes Sea has been collected by BFAR between 
1983 and 1987. Towards the end of 1987 these data were jointly
analyzed by BFAR and SPM personnel. The results of the analyses will 
form one of the contributions of the Project. In connection with this work, 
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efforts were made to obtain growth parameters for one species (Selr 
crtunenoplhthalmus)Independent from lengih data by the use of daily 
growth rings in the otoliths. 

A review 3f secondu,- ri'.a L:,Phiiippine srrall pelagic fishes was 
completed by mid- 1987, while a gencral re'view of*contemporary data on 
small pelagic catches was published in August 1987. Also, a history of 
the Philippine small pelagic fisheries was reconstructed, covering 
aggregite effort and catches from 19-18 to 1985. These time series 
Fig. :3), to be published 11n i988, shoaw that Philipplle small p lagic 
stocks are severely overlishecd. Etononiic overiishing probably began by 
the inid-1960s whilst biological overfishinL4 probably began du1ring tile 
mitd- 1970s. 

The final 'roj('it doct. ient will l)ropose al ppr()ih for il0trher 
monitoring of ise trcnds, and a management scheme for reliahilitation 
of tlie fishey. 
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Fig. 3. nine series of total small pelagic catch, fishing effort and catch per effort in the 
Philippines, 1948-1985. Note steady increase of effort und decline of catch per effort, I.e., 
abundance and net returns. 



Project Title . The ICLARM Software Project 

Cooperating Institution 	 Predominantly in-house activity, with 
Infornal linkages with various Indi
viduals and research institution. 

Duration : 	Continuous from 1986 

Key Personnel ICLARM 	 Dr. D. Pauly, Ms. M. Soriano, Mr. F. 
Gayanilo, Jr. 

Objectives 

Documentation and dissemination of software for calculators and 
personal computers in the areas of fish population dynamics,
fisheries and aquacultLure economics, fish genetics and other 
fields covering ICLARM's areas of interests. 

Results 

The ICLARM software project is a continuation and amplification of a 
more specific two-year project by GTZ, the University of the Philippines
and ICLARM and devoted io the development of a specific , graphics
oriented software package, tue Conipleat ELEFAN, for the detailed 
analysis of length-ire quency data. A test version was widely distributed 
in August-September 1987. The package was also successfully tested 
during three training courses held In 1987 In the Philippines, Peru and 
Mexico (Further details in Table 1 of the Introduction to this Report).
These experiences were used to finalize version 1.0 of the Compleat
ELEFAN, which will be ready in earl, 1988. A detailed manual for this 
software will be written in 1988 which will replace the short "guide" now 
distributed with the 10 diskettes making up the Compleat ELEFAN. 

Other software development included the updating of the one
diskette version of ELEFAN for Apple II (CP/M) and their compatibles,
known as "Kiel Package", of which over 100 copies were distributed by
ICLAIM to users throughout the world. Additional copies were 
distributed by staff of the Institut ffxr Meereskunde, Kiel, Federal 
Republic of Germany. our partner in this venture. 

Also, a 16K RAM module for use with HP41CV calculators was 
designed, based on program listings in an earlier vers!on and 10 modules 
were produced by a US-based manufacturer. Of these, five were 
purchased by FAO for distribution to field staff and the others were sold 
to other uers. It is expected that further units will be ordered In 1988 
and that this will gradually reduce the unit price.

The manual distributed along with these chips inaugurated the new 
"ICLARM Software" series, created especially to disseminate the output of 
this project, 
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In 1988 a number of programs will be made available for 
distribution, covering mainly fish stock assessment, but gradually 
expanding to include programs pertinent to aquaculture and fisheries
related socioeconomic research. 

I SOFTWARE 1 

User's Manual for
IIAM .. .,o.. . the Fish Population
 

Th.C, ,..1EA... Dynamics Plug-in Module
 
DISK 1, .4...for ___ HP41 CV Calculators 

M.L.Palomares 
"
 D.Pauly 

WdTUMATIMALCUIARW F M ,S4LTt 
Liv~e OUA1CU~4RC5 OCANLRATUM01"410USW1 
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AQUACULTURE PROGRAM 

Background 

Aquaculture is a diverse set of technologies designed for rearing
aquatic animals and plants and has been the topic of considerable 
discussion, speculation rand promotion. With few exceptions, its
technologies arc poorly developed in comparison to the husbandry of
poultry and mammals. In particular, warmwater aquaculture in tropical
and subtropical regions is largely dependent on traditional methods
involving more art than science, often with seed collected from wild 
stocks. 

With the exception of work on commron carp, oysters. salmnor, and 
trout, aquaculture research is a relatively new activity when compared to 
agricultural research. Most terrestrial livestock were domesticated 7,000
9,000 years ago and have been subjected to selective breeding programs
for centuries. For example, research during the past 50 years on poultry
and mammals has involved thousands of scientists at numerous
research institutions around the world, and there have been major
advances in modem husbandry as a result. In contrast, aquaculture
research efforts have been few and scattered and have originated largely
within the past 15 years. A strong research effort along classical animal 
husbandry lines is lacking, especially for the most Important tropical 
species. 

Many national laboratories, international agencies and private
producers are now placing emphasis on aquaculture as an important
future source of food. However, they mostly pursue short-ter-m adaptive
research and technology transfer, neglecting longer-term, more basic 
research. Frequent shifts in priorities by governmental groups and by
International assistance agencies, their emphasis on 'quick development
results', their focus on extension of poorly developed technology, and the 
scattered and disjointed nature of support for research efforts have all
hampered the organization and funding of vital longer-term research,
particularly for tropical species. Moreover, there is a general lack of well
trained aquaculture researchers In third-world countries. Hence,
research methodologies and rigorous experimentation are poorly
developed in many tropical aquaculture research institutions. 

A further problem has been the tendency of researchers, educators 
and their supporting donors worldwide to view aquaculture as a 'part offisheries' and to Isolate aquaculture research and training from 
agriculture. Aquaculture Is a food producing system and must be seen In
the broad context of food production by other systems - not only capture 
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fisheries but also agricultulrC. This viewpoint is essential for tie success 
of aquacifilure devlopmlcnt andtithe avoidance of' fiafures. Iii paiticular, 
it inakes 1o sense to separate freshwater aiiactltiure fron agricultre. 
Agricul kural ree i allld(l cxteisiotl are well uieveloped. A1 Ii actllture 
research aind extension are not i -Id cal bnelfit Il-oi)I closer irClatioili.hip 
with agrictilture. This is a iev p)ersp,)ctive for a qtiaculture and 

aqucnlto rs; sts that needs more active promotion and evahmition. 

p 1"' 4.,

lithat cd low il thyu food chtah tl hi-th stabic fOr third-world aquaculture 
(Invloplicl. Examp~les Shown hcrr are (Ih"10 Nile 1i lpii, (Orec~hlotiisrlih[tilu:O al the(Volta 

River, Charla aid (t! ( h*ltl , c:arp lCh'lioph~inin(r~i on dc×ll u).'l:broo~d.,ock 1.wino sor-ted at 

lt, Udhw, awe hat'hrry, Sri i.nk.i. 11htto., hy I.SX.. Pullin. 

It is the fuiction of, 1CI\RM's Aqw.cdll~re Prgraiin to help to brig 
such new perspectives to tropical qitiulture research and to provide 

leadership in research atd trainiin.ig fOr tih developmenut of those sectors 
of tropical aqli cult,-e mo:;t likely to provide income to siimll-scale 
larners and fislieni:Ind to provide fish (a high quality protein food) to 
domestic mi-arkts and consiners. 

ICLARM's Aqu acultuire Progrm began tei years ago amidst 
considerahie diversity of interii tional opinion on aqo aculture research 
priorities. ICIARM somght first to est ablish a successfhil track record in 
collaborative activities, sharing and wherever aplropriate strengthening 
the facilities of existiig national institutions, whilst developing a strategy 
for long-tenn work. Twentv-fivc projects were completed wxith 20 
cooperating instit-i.ions together with variot s aincillary activities, s-ch as 
training, workshops, conferences, reviews and advisory services. This 
prol ect-by-proJect approach, rather than a longer-terni program, w as 
partly necessitated by financial constraiots. Despite its limitations, it 
provided ICLARM with a clear perspective on tle most appropriate focus 
for the future development of the program. 

The spectrum of potential aquacaltire research issues is extremely 
broad. Based on its work during the previous decade, ICIARM has come 

http:trainiin.ig
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to focus on two research themes as being of major importance for the 
expansion of tropical aquaculture. These are: 

* The genetic Improvement of c dtured organisms, especially those 
feeding low in the food web that are cultured by small-scale farmers in
less capital-intensive aquacuilure systems to supply domestic markets,
notably tilapias, carps (common carp, Chinese carps, Indian major carps
and other local species) and molluscs (particularly the bivalves clams,-
cockles, mussels and oysters).

* The development of technology for low-cost Inland and coastal 
aquaculture systems in which the above species can be grown on organic
residues and natural aquatic foods (bacteria, detritus, plankton and 
plant material). 

The main program activities are interdisciplinany, cooperative
research and training, combining the biolofical and social sciences. In 
addition to generating important research results and strengthening
third-world institutions, the various activities undertaken provide
leadership in the improvement of research methodology. 

The Aquaculture Progi am is now in transition frorn a project-by
project approach to a core program of strategic research with associated 
networks. The strmture envisaged for this (takrn frormi ICLARM's 5-year
Plan 1988-92) is shown in Fig. 4: three separate research units (with
associated network activities) and a small core staff , ICLAIRM's
headquarters to coordinate activities, to provide scientific leadership and 
to maintain a global Network o "TropicalAquaculture Scientists (NIAS).
Interregional cooperation is a major feature of all activities; for example,
Africa-Asia cooperation for the genetics and Integrated farmIng 1.1emes
 
and Asia-Pacific cooperation in 
coastal aquaculture. For all elements of 
the program, contributions to research and training activities include
linkages with developed-countuy institutions and exploratory linkages to 
institutions in other regions. 

The geographical scope for these activities is the entire tropical and
subtropical belt. Aquaculture is most developed in Asia, where it has 
tremendous scope for future growth. However, established systems and 
recent advances in As an aquaculture have tremendous relevance for
 
aquaculture cdevelopment 
 in other regions, especially Africa. The
developing countries of Africa lack a history and tradition of aquaculture
comparable to those of Asia. Africa has common problems of 
malnutrition and poverty with many of the third-world countries of Asia,
but has relied largely on traditional agriculture and capture fisheries for 
food production. Africa is the world's least developed region with respect
to aquaculture. The reasons for this are complex and include lack of a 
strong research base and institutional support for aquacuiture
development and lack of trained personnel. Fundamental sociocultural 
and economic questions regarding land tenure, labor availability,
acceptable farming practices and the scope for aquaculture development
in the context of other food producing systems, are alsc critically
important and need thorough appraisal. 

Much of Africa is clearly unsuitable for aquaculture in the short 
term at least because of climatic, social and economic factors. Where 
aquaculture development makes sense In Africa, the primary need is for 
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(HtQ)Fig. 4. Diagrammatic representation of the components of ICLARM's Aquaculture Program: 2. ICLARM Headquarters 

(Manila); 2. the Network of Tropical Aquaculture Scientists (NTAS). coordinated by IQ; 3. the Aquaculture Genetics Unit 

(AGU) (Philippines) Centre (CAC) (Solomons) and its associatedand its associated Aquaeulture Genetics Network: 4, the Integrated Far-ming Unit (IFU) (Southeast Asia)
and its associated Integrated Farming Network; and 5, the Coastal Aquaculture 

Coastal Aquaculture Network. The broad arrows (-i} indicate the linkages between the tIQ, NTAS, AG. IFU and CAC 

and Training. The narrow arrows ('4---) indicate interregionalthat together constitute the Core Program of Research those containingfrom the AGU, IFU and CAC. The regions labelled with capital letters are 

prominent institutions and research groups participating in network activities. Broken arrows ) indicate possible 
institutional networks coordinated 4---
linkages to other regions (see text). 
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low-cost technology suitable for broad Impleinentation in rural areas. The
criteria for suitability are sticcess in fish i)roduction and income
improvcmer t over a widc range of conitiins of iriput availability and
prices. cxplieflir ( ,' i ci-1 [listllaice. atl[1 lrirFrket-. .y s are
nceded wlich ;:tn' s.':itivclv iliselisilivc to changes ill inputs and
Inalliag nelicilt skills. Iiltrgratcd frlminlg systeis aid inutti.ods for
iliplovinig fisli lrodctioli from tanril dalls ald sinal! reservoirs have
excelle t pir)pcets. In this irespect, the Asill eXp<rienc is irivaluable. 

Coastal acjl aculii re of Imolhuscs, especlailv bivalves, historicallv 
most developed in Asia, could he miuich Ilor widelv implemented inOther tropical wItel:S of sritable (1r1il ity. TIl'lcr is intCrest in aqcraculture
development ilI Lati Aincric;l, the Caribbear- and some s;ubtropical
regions suich as tilt so therin piat ft llie Pcople's R4elpult1lic of China.
ICIARM Is establishnlg tuacu1lr; lucl'ilftwil ild ilrai;ill linkages
with inldividuhals arid i ii.ioll irin 1lcsc reg iolls. 

The poteltial 10r ;uLcIlrltur C in the South Pa.ift" i, iriticular, is
still largely untapped, altholgh nemw Ideas. tecliologies and changing
economic l)ot(ciemi; ls have stiggestcd th'ii a I-Inuler' of new approaches
wou ld be woth )iirsling, espccially in th, context of he preserit lack of
iricoric-Canilig ')pportlinitiiis in tlis regioi. ICIARM has a Sorlli Pacific
Office that plants anld )r-rdilites ICJI t-M's activitics ill tilt, rgion. Tie

South Paciic ( il ihi, (. It ail 
 CI ARN'.- .,iti! m't rIrills.
However, it.,. ;It . mulpit;,>- is ctlrr t'tl{lv co to t .c
Clevelupnlierill of I(l9\ Isf Castl' al Aji it illi Ir. (' :tit' oil 
Gulida!Cirll:l Isl]inll ilt lie! Solorttu.i is-arik.
 

The CoxisgulIAti ',lilire C'ntm r-' 
 (CA(I iihS bc:t tljli)lme! a! the
invitation of Ill(, Guwerrlllleut of SolmorL Isllinds to i.\'elop t' onoilic;.ll' 
viable olipla icutlt lre ,vst err vhich will b of sigiliflic;ile to tlit' C(OluilOllies

of the COt 
 i Of tim Sot h Picili: 1egiol ill partictllia- :r1id to t ronical

coastal areas ill generalI. The first 
 mnajor activity is dil-c'ted towards the
developmrenti of economically viable hatcher ald inol, tlv syst e'rs for
 
giant cl;arims, principally the largest species, 
 "riduclutrr qflrn.s. This is a
collaborative Undertaking by ICIARM and the Division of Fisheries,
Government of Solomon Islands. This activity follows a three-year
collaborative research trojec with the James Cook University of North
Queensland, Townsvllle, Australia, which aimed to develop a soil,

scientific basis for the intensive cultivation of TIMctcna I.rtgas.


The latter objective has largely been achieved. However, there are
 numerous other aspects 
 of giant clarn cultivation which need to be
addressed and it is also apparent that. given the availability of giant clam
hatchery facilities, a wide variety of other topics are opened to
investigation, requiring few additional capital inputs. These activities
all consistent with 

are 
the IClIRM objective of developing aquacultrire

technology suitable Ior widespread adoption by the island nations that 
the CAC is primarily designed to serve. 

ICLARM's aquaculture program activities are expanding beyond their
initial focus on Asian aquaculture systems to assist aquaculture
development in other regions. This involves the establishment of
mutually beneficial information, research and training linkages. 

http:onoilic;.ll
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Progress of Work 

rnterregional linkages and activities 

The year has seen significant progress towards interregional linkages 
in the Program's research and training activities. This has been possible 
largely through donor support for ICLARM field staff and facilities on a 
longer-term basis !han hitherto. 

ICLARM's African Project Office was established in 1987 in Malari, 
the lead nation for fisheries and aquacul tlire dc.loplrl lilifir tihl 

Southern Africa Development Coordination Conference (SAI)CC) 

countries (Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malaui, Mozarubirpic, Swaziland. 

Tanzania, Zambia aInd Zimbabwe) tIhrough the project Research ibetile 

Development of Tropical Aqiaculitre Teclnology 1o - inp lementation in 

Rural Africa, supported by the Deutsche Geselischaft foir Technische 

Zusainmenarbelt, GmbtH- (G'/1). This has provided a niocL~st beginning 

and a base in Africa for ICIARM's outreach in coopcirami research and 

training. 
Among the notable activities led from the Mai ' project office in 

1987 were: 1) the first training workshops conducted by ICIARNi in 

Africa, Ilnwhich lecturers from Asia, Eliope and the United State.3 gave 

courses on Asian aqu acutlture, research methods arid microcomputer 
techniques to trainees fron Mala(,,i Rwanda. Zambia and Zimbabwe: 2) 

conmencement of construction of new experimental ioond and tank 

facilities for integrated farming research in Mala'2,i: 3) commencement of 

a detailed .ocioeconomic review of the, prosT)ec'.s for development of 

integrated farming systems in. Mala',i: and 4) tht first study tours of 

Southeast Asian ,aquaculture organized by ICi,,RM for African 

aquaculturists, including visits to Thailand and/or the Philippines by 

scientists from Cameroun, Cote d'Ivolre, Ghana, Mala'vi. Zambia and 

Zimbabwe Two aquacuiturists from Peru also joineG the Philippine study 

tour. 

The year 1987 was a year of transition for the South Pacific Office as 

preparations were made for relocating the Office to permanent 

headquarters at the ICLARM Coastal Aquaculture Centre near Honiara, 

Solomon Islands. This Inviolved a transitional move to temporary quarters 

In Townsville. Australia, while the bufildngs were completed in the 

Solomon islands. The office was scheduled to reopen in the Solomon 

Islands In January 1988. The Coastal Aquaculture Centre became 

operational In 1987, although the formal opening ceremony will be early 

in 1988. 
The other major event of 1987 with respect to interregional linkages 

was the commencement of the NTAS - a worldwide network for individual 

tropical aquaculture scl2ntists. Membership has already grown to more 

than 50, and is eventually expected to match that of the Network of 

Tropical Fisheries Scientists (which exceeds 700). The first issue of the 

NTAS newsletter 'Aquabyte' will appear in 1988. 
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Major events and achievements 

The biggest event of the year for ICLARM's Aquaculture Program was 
the Second International Srmposiun on Tilapia in Aquaculture (ISTA I)
held in Bangkok, 16-20 March 1987, co-organized with the Thai 
Department of Fisheries. ISTA II was a resounding success and drew 258 
participants from 40 countries. ICLARM representatives will visit the
Cbte d'Ivoire in 1988 with a view to holding ISTA III there in 1991. 

ICIARM also held a 'piggy-back' workshop on Tilapla Genetic 
Resources for Aquaculture, 23-24 March in Bangkok, following ISTA II.
Thirty-seven participants from Africa, Asia and developed countries 
discussed he documentation, conservation and use in research for 
aquacull rc development of tilapla genetic resources. The
recommendations made will strengthen ICLARM's plans for a Genetics
Research Unit and Network and the proceedings, to be published by
ICLAtRM, will be a valuable source of reference for all concerned with 
tilapia culture. The workshop was spunsored by the Federal Republic of 
Germany, through the German-Israel Fund for Agricultural Research In 
Third-World Countries. 

In genetics research. ICLARM continued its highly productive
collaboration with the Philippine 3ureau of Fisheries and Aquatic
Resources and the Marine Science Institute of the University of the 
Philippines. The year was spent mainly in improving Inethods for testing
the performance of tilapia strains on station and on farns, the latter
being fraught with difficiih ies in taeging and retrieving fish but essential 
experience for development of methods for testing and demonstration of 
genetic gain.

In integrated agriculture-acuaculture research, ICLARM submitted 
in 1987 through the World Bank its report to the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP) entitled 'Research and Education for
Development of Integrated Crop-Livestock-Fish Fanning Systems In the 
Tropics', under a UNDP Preparatory Assistance Grant. This report will be
published in 1988 and will provide the framework for ICIARM's future 
strategic research in this important field. 

The year also saw the commencement of a new Asian Development
Bank Regional Technical Assistance Grant to ICLARM for Rice-Fish 
Culture Research, in collaboration with the Asian Rice Farming Systems
Network of the International Rice Research Institute and the Freshwater 
Aquaculture Center of Central Luzon State University in the Philippines.
Moreover the International Fund for Agricultural Dcvelopment
commissioned ICLARM to prepare a project document on Rural
Aqua, ! ture Development in Bangladesh. This will lead to a project on 
integrated farming development to be implemented in 1988. 

Progress in the construction and development of the Coastal 
Aquaculture Centre has been excellent. Technical innovations have
included extensive use of low-cost ferro-cement tanks and drains and the 
use of coconut logs and a plastic fabric, usually used for lining dams, for 
the construction of very inexpensive raceways. While the prime focus of
efforts has centered on the Centre's associated giant clam hatchery, the 
broader aspects of the International Giant Clam Mariculture Project have 
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not been neglected. TWo issues of the informal newsletter "Clamlines" 
were produced for circulation within the Project group and to interested 

outsiders. The Fisheries Divisions of Western Samoa and of Kiribatl and 

the Center for Oceanological Research and Development in Indonesia 
were new participants in the Project. 

Collaboration with the Fisheries Research Branch of the Queensland 
Department of Primary Industry in the analysis of a large database 
resulted in the preparation of a report on the estimation of growth and 
size-specific mortality rates for Tridacna giqus and T. derasa on the 
Australian Great Barrier Reer 

Among the other important results of the various Program activities, 
the fish production achieved in the cage culture trials in the 
Sagudling/Cirata 'scI-voir project in Indonesia deserves special mention: 
1.5 to 3.0 tloicis/ 1,10-i' caie/yeai oficarp were produced. 

Three inwt iings were pi rticulaly important for the Prograiin in 1987. 

The I)rt-sdi ic of ICIJkM representatives at the nid-year meeting of the 
CGIAR at Mont11cllier illMay and the meeting of the Technical Advisory 
Coininittc aid the CGIAI illWashington in October unloubtedly helped 
to '-c 1GbI,{s viewpoints on those sectors of tropical 

aolaCul , nOst in IWl. I of rleseatrch Sl))oritI through a CGIAR 

initiative. ,. elit to China I)ircctor Dr.ally. visit v General Ian Smith 

and Aquac IIll( lgrorm L)irector Dr. Roger Pollin was the first 

oipportulnity to explorc possiblc ]linkagcs iila(ri acultu-c 'escarcli between 
ICLARM and Chllesc seciciltists. 

In suminriy. 1987 was a year of plannitig and consolidation of the , 


Program's rcsea-ch focus and interrogional linkages,
 

Training 

In addition to the African training workshops and study tours 

mentioned above, Program staff were active in lecturing on overseas 

trips. Dr. C.R. dela Cruz lectured on aquaculture technologies and 

systems on a visit to Bangladesh and, with Drs. Munro and Lampe, 

provided considerable training Input to the Saguling-Cirata Reservoirs 

project in Indonesia. Two Indonesian scientists from this project visited 

the Philippines for training and orientation on aquaculture and reservoir 
fisheries. Details of such training are rioted in Table 1 of the Introduction 

to this Report. 
Program staff and consultants also assisted graduate students with 

thesis programs In Asian and African countries. As ICLAIZM develops its 

facilities and completes Its staffing under the 5-year Plan, training 

activities, both organized courses and assistance to individuals, will 
increase.
 

Advisory Services 

Program staff were very active in 1987 in supplying advisory services 
to numerous individuals and institutions, particularly on research 
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methods and choice of tilapias for different culture environments and 
sources of good broodstock. The advent of the NTAS will augment such
services in the future. In addition, 1987 saw the first involvement ofICLARM with project development for the International Fund for 
Agricultural Development, when Dr. Catalino R. de la Cruz and ICLARM
consultant C. Lightfoot completed a mission to Bangladesh and a project
document for the People's Republic of Bangladesh Aquaculture Research 
Proj ect. 

In Africa, project leader John Balarin travelled e: tensively in the
SADCC subregion for interaction with government agencies, universities 
and developrnent projects. 

Program Plans 

The Aquaculture Program structure, depicted in Fig. 4, p. 45, will
take at least five years to coniplete and will depend upon available
funding. Table 2 gives an approximate tinefraine. The network activities 
in ACluaculture Genetics, Integrated Farming and Coastal Auaculiture 
will be est ablislied without waiting for the coinpletion of construction of 
the respective research units. 

The construction and staffing of the research units will depend upon
the progress of negotiations with cooperating institutions and donors.
 

The Aquaculture Genetics and Integrated Farming 
 Uits will be
established in tropical Southeast Asia, probably in the Philippines and
Thailand, respectively. 'The Coastal Aquaculture Centre is already
functional in the Solomon Islands. Associated network activities will link
research and training efforts with national and regional institutions. This
networking will be vital In ensuring compleinentarity of the program's
activities with national and regional programs. It will also provide
opportunities for visiting researchers to participate in program activities. 
Networking activities will be highly interactive between the three program 
areas shown in Fig. 4, particularly the development of improved tilapia
and carp breeds for integrated farning systems. Genetics and integrated
farming system research will be combined in some institutions. The 
NTAS will link individual scientists in all the Program's chosen fields. 

Genetics 

Using criteria for selecting sites for an international center, ICLARM
Is seeking an appropriate site in the Philippines for an Aquaculture
Genetics Unit In association with one or more existing Institutions, to be
constructed when funds permit. It will occupy a 3-4 ha site, having a
modest laboratory and hatchery, ponds and tanks and a small scientific 
and support staff. It will concentrate primarily on tilapia genetic
Improvement and secondly on training in this field. The unit will receive 
tilapia founder populations (principally 0. niloticus collected from itswide geographical range in Africa) and will develop improved breeds. The
unit will incorporate a tilapia germplasm collection, duplicated at one or 
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Table 2. Approximate timeframe for the future development of ICLARM's Aquaculture Program. 

Program Component/Activity 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

A. 	 Manila Headquarters (IIQ) 

1. 	 Acquisition of additional facilities and staff 

2. 	 In-house research, training and information 
activities . .-

. Organization of confe!rences and workshops - -..... !_ 

4. 	 Coordination and organization of reporting,
 
reviews and other publications -- -_
 

5. 	 Organization of activities of the Network 
of Tropical Aquaculture Scientists; publica
tion of 'Aquabyte' b. 

6 	 Advisory services -1-

B. 	 Aquaculture ;enetics Unit (At U) and 
Network Activities 

1. 	 Planning /siting /agreeii ents/securing funding
 
for A G U 

2. 	 AGU construction and staffing/initial gern
plasm collection I
 

3. AG U tilapia breeding programs start
 
- Establishment of network activities;initial
I 


coordination from IIQ I I
 
5. 	 Network cooperative research and training:
 

tilapias and carps I
 
6. 	 AG U fully operational _ _O 

C. 	 Integrated Fanning Unit (IFU) and 
Network Activities 

1. 	 Planning/siting /a|reeinents/securing funding 
for IFU 

2. 	 IIU construction awl staffing I 
3. 	 IIU research program starts 
4. 	 Establishmsent of network activities; initial
 

coordination fron IIQ
 
5. 	 Network cooperative research and training:
 

crop-livestock- fish farming I I
 
6. 	 IFIU fully operational I 

D. 	 Coastal Aquacnilture (Ceti (CAC) 
and Network Activities 

1. 	 Establishmint of network activities; cour
dination from CAC
 

2. 	 CAC cooperative research and training:
 
coastal aquaculture, foeus on giant clanis
 

3. 	 CAC fully operational I

more network institutions, and will be responsible for an international 
registry of tWapia strains. 

Selective breeding research will be done at the unit and in 
cooperation with the national institutions participating in the associated 
network activities. Any genetic gain will be transferred rapidly to the 
culture industry through supplying information and Improved breeds to 
national research and extension organizations and thence to farmer 
cooperators. Germplasm and improved breeds will be distributed through 
the network to member institutions for cooperative research and adaptive 
field trials, especially in Integrated farming systems. 

For the tilaplas, ICLARM attaches particular importance to 
developing interregional (Asia-Africa) linkages so that Asian researchers 
and culturists can access tilapia germplasm to produce improved breeds, 
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while Africam researchers and culturists can benefit .roin Asian
 
experience in developing aquaculture systems.
 

ICiARM's planls iucluidi the developmlent of nctwork Jii;lkages with

African nationial institutions In an Jntel atiilal effort to 
 pronillot e tile
 
documentation., ctlli,'al~oil 
 and wise ilse of0il;Pia gllntic resoltrsi,.
 
,nany of which are threatened by tllvironnleilital dcgr;idltio;iail mixilg

through poorly c9ntrolled fish and water tirnsfCrs.
 

A similar effort is possible for the carps 
 ic'),1n1 n al ir), Chilleee. 
carps, Ildian il]maJor carps and some oitlir lociil c;l-ps s iwiis ltitlills 
and Lt)o spp.) hitI is of second priority for ICILARM ho-ca usc of tili:lower
 
potential of carps in illIv 
locat ions. Carp gentic ' reso lIrecs are' touidmainly in Chiina, central and .-astcrn lFur)pe aind til Indial
si bcontinent. The indigeillo15; carps of Afric havc vet Itobe scrocdied for 
culture potential. Carl) genetic improvCeinleit researcI will be ili'ltlidtd ill 
the prograin's n etworking act ivitics. 

Integrated firming systems 

This second program theme Is highly interactive with the genetic

improvement 
 theme, because the cilttired organism and its culttre
 
environniint must 
 h e studied together. A t:i, ly interdisciplinay research
 
approach Is reqilred conbining ,iolo*y. economics and socioloy.

Related social scitee xkork wiNl be con(ucld inl parl by the A.siall
 
Fisheries Social Science Research Network, whicl 
 is coordinated by

ICLARM (see P. 89). Hlere aso, the focus is 
ol svsteleis appropriate for 
small farras where the research ration,le is o iied by issues of incllie 
and employmtt generation and by conicvus for equ itiable (list ribiutiion of 
benefits frol1 a llactiltire technology. 

The development of integrated farming technologics repltircs a long
term research effo-t. This is possible only in, a ied icait ed acilitv wI icl is
currently lacking. ICLARMv is planning suich a facility. an nt 1egrated
Farming Unit, In tropical Southeast Asia, in coperirtion with instittions 
eq)erienced in this field, principally the Asian Institute of Technology
(AIT), Bangkok, Thailand, a well-established, independent,

nongovernmental, regional Institution with 
 its aquaculture research and
 
education (M.Sc.) program focused on 
 crop-livestock-fish farning 
systems. 

An Integrated Farming Unit facility is envisaged similar in size to the 
Aquaculture Genetics Unit previously described. It will require
experimental ponds and plots, tanks, animal houses, laboratory facilities 
and a scientific and support staff to complement existing facilities. It will 
lead associated network activities with selected institutions, principally
In Africa and Asia, with 1 nkages to a select number of universities In 
developed countries and other regions. The research program will focus 
on how to Integrate a fish subsystem into existing Asian and African 
farming systems for the benefit of small-scale producers. Rice-based and 
maize-based systems wC.i be Investigated through the network, the 
former in Asia and the latter in Africa. 
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The first priority is technology developrment for viable crop-livestock
fish integrated farming systems in Asia and Africa The challenge in this 

area of research is to examine existing farming systems and to develop. 

through research, technnlog v for the integration of a fish culture 
subsystem into these farning systems to improve product ivity, 

profitability and human nutrition. We must study how to manipulate and 

optimize systems in Asia and, after very carefiul appraisal of African 

fanning systems and their economic and social context, how to adapt 

promising technolocy for use in Airica. 
The second priority is development of systems models, based on 

analysis of existing data sets and new experiments which are interactive 

with the modelling work. Systems modelling, including biotechnlcal and 

economic factors, is an important tool for understanding the potential 

and constraints of integrated fanning systems. T priority for ICL\,M 

Work in this area is to apply this techniipie to existing data sets (from 

African and Asian farms and experimental station,) and then to 

test/ improve models bv flurther experinmentation and application. 

The Integrated Farminig Iii itand network institutions will pursu e in

depth research on subsystem interactions in crupivcstock-fl. s'sterns, 

including biological, technical, economic and sociological coinst r;'ints to 

their inplement ation by small-scale famers Invcst igattion of cost

effective inputs (agricultural byprodhits) to iishponds and methodts for 

maximizing productivity and profitability by maniulat ionI of tcrres!rial 

and aquatic food chains will be carried out. Adaptive field trials will be 

undertaken by participating network institutions and by farmer 

cooperators. 

Coastal aquacUlture 

The prime focus of the Coastal Aquaculture Centre for the 

foreseeable future will be on the culture of giant clams. While a 

satisfactory initial scientific basis has now been laid fcr giant clam 

culture, there are still many topics which need tc be investigated before 

there is an adequate understanding of most aspects of the subject. Of 

high priority are further studies of the basic ecology and biology of giant 

clams, management of fisheries for giant clams (including studies of the 

feasibility of supplementing natural stocks with hatchery-reared seed 

clams) and the development of cost-effective hatchery and nursery 

systems. Much more work is needed on reproductive condition and 

seasonality and spawning induction in broodstock. Kn~owledge of the 

genetic characteristics of giant clams is minimal. Improvements In 

hatchery and nursery methodology are possible and will have a strong 

bearing on the economics of giant clam culture. Aspects of the growout 

systems include practical considerations in addition to investigations of 

social and legal aspects of clam nurseries and farms. 
The Coastal Aquaculture Centre is expected to become a regional 

source of information, training and research supervision for higher 

degrees in aquaculture. The degrees themselves would be offered by a 

regional university, such as the University of the South Pacific which has 

its main campus in Fiji and outreach activities throughout the region. 
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Meetings Attended, Papers Presented 

The Second International Symposium on Tilapia in Aquaculture (ISTA 11),
Bangkok, Thailand, 16-20 March. (J.D. Balarin, J.B. Capill, J.L.
Maclean, M.C. Paguto, D. Pauly, R.S.V. Pullin, I.R. Smith, J.M. 
Vakily). 
Papers presented: 
Arniu ge, A.T.C., J.D. Mdarnn and R.I). IHaller. The design of a tilapt- grader for 

intensive tank systems.
lialarin, J.D. The logistics ofdevelopment planning for tLilapia farming In Africa.IIopkins, K.D., M.L. IIopkins and 1). Pauly. A multivariate model of tilapia growth,

applied to scawatcr culture in Kuwait. 
I.;ngholz, 	1.J. A. Kroncrt, W. Olorf, G. Iloerstgen-Schwark, R.D.Haller and J.D.

Blahirin. Prospects for late maturity in tilapia under laboratory and field 
('onditloIs.


Paguio, M.C. and I.R. S 
 Piti.l'hilippinc tilapia economics: industry 	gmwth and 
potcntial.
 

Pianic, 	 -. , LI. lcstcr mid R.S.V. Pullin. t preliminary study on the use of
canoni(:al dliscrilmnant analysis of morphometric and meristic characters 
to identif, cultured tilapias.


Pauly, I)., J. Morcau and M. 
 Pr-in. A comparison of overall growth performance of 
tilapi: in open water -d acluacuIhu,.
 

Pullin, .S.V. and J.I. Capili. 
 Genetic Improvement of tilapias: problems and 
prospec ts.

Workshop on Tilapia Genetic Resources for Aquaculture, Bangkok,
Thailand, 23-24 March. (J.D. Balarin, J.B. Capill, M.C. Pagulo 
and R.S.V. Pullin). 
Paper presented: 
Pullin, R.S.V. Elecirophoresis.

Australian Marine Science Association Meeting. Aquaculture in the 
tropics, Townsville, Australia, 12-15 May. (J.L. Munro)Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research, Mid-Year 
Meeting, Montpellier, 18-22 May. (R. Jackson, H.R. King, R.S.V,
Pullin, I.R. Smith, J. Storer).

Eighteenth Asian Rice Farming Systems Network Working Group
Meeting, 30 August - 4 September 1987, Islamabad, Pakistan. 
(C.R. de ]a Cruz) 
Papers presented: 
C.R. dela Cruz. Technical Assistance for a reappraisal of and the development and 

testing of new rice-fisi .-stenis. 
C.R. dela Cruz. Issues on rice-fish farming systems research.

Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research International 
Centers Week and Associated Technical Advisory Committee
Meeting, Washington, DC, 21-30 October. (R. Jackson, R.S.V. 
Pullin, I.R. Smith, J. Storer).

Technical Consultation on Aquaculture in Rural Development, Lusaka,
Zambia, 27-30 October. (J.D. Balarin). 
Paper presented: 
J.D. Balarin. ICLARM's Africa Aquaculture Project.

Workshop on Reservoir Fishery Management and Development in the 
Asian Region, Kathmandu, Nepal, 22-29 November. (B.A. Costa-
Pierce). 
Paper presented:
 
Costa-Pierce, B.A., G. Wira Atmadja, P. Effendi and Z. Sutandar. Integrated


aquaculture systems in the Saguling reservoir, Indonesia. 
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Seminar-Workshop on Reservoir Fisheries Development and 
Management, Freshwater Aquaculture Center, Central Luzon 
State University, Mufioz, Nueva EcJJa, Philippines, 3 December. 
(B.A. Costa-Pierce). 
Paper presented: 
Costa-Pierce, B.A. Development of reservoir aquaculture in the Satitulirig reservoir, 

West Java, Indonesia. 

Seminar-Workshop on Culture and Utilization of Carps, Philippine 
Council for Agriculture and Resources Research and 
Development, Los Bafilos, Philippines, II December. (B.A. Costa-
Pierce). 
Paper presented: 
Costa-Pierce, B.A. Traditionali methods of common carp breeding and culture in 

West Java, Indonesia. 

Publications and Consultancy Reports 

Colman, J.A. and P. Edwards. 1987. Feeding pathways and 
environmental constraints in waste-fed aquaculture: balance and 
optimization, p. 240-281. In D.J.W. Moriarty and R.S.V. Pullin 
(eds.) Detritus and microbial ecology in aquaculture. ICLARM 
Conference Proceedings 14, 420 p. International Center for Living 
Aquatic Resources Management, Manila, Philippines. 

Costa-Pierce, B.A. and D.B. Craven. 1987. Estimating microbial 
production and growth rates in aquaculture ponds using rates of 
RNA and DNA synthesis. Aquaculture 66: 69-78. 

Costa-Pierce, B.A. and 0. Soemnanvoto. 1987. Proliferation of Asian 
reservoirs: the need for integrated management. Naga 10 (1): 9
10. 

Crawford, C.C., J.S. Lucas and J.L. Munro. 1987. The mariculture of 
giant clams. Interdisciplinary Sci. Rev. 12: 333-340. 

de ]a Cruz, C.R., H.W. Khoo, B. Pudadera and V. Wong. 1987. 
Aquaculture, p. 109-131. In Chua, T.E., Chou, L.M. and M.S.M. 
Sadorra (eds.) The coastal environmental profile of Brunei 
Darussalam: resource assessment and management issues. 
Fisheries Department, Brunel Darussalam and ICLARM, Manila, 
Philippines. 

de la Cruz, C.R. and C. Lightfoot. 1987. People's Republic of Bangladesh 
Aquaculture Research Project. Report of the Project Identification 
Mission. International Fund for Agricultural Development, Rome, 
Italy, and International Center for Living Aquatic Resources 
Management, Manila, Philippines. 150 p. (Restricted). 

ICLARM. 	 1987. Research and education for development of Integrated 
crop-livestock-fish fanning systems in the tropics. A review by 
ICLARM submitted to the United Nations Development 
Programme through the World Bank. (UNDP Preparatory 
Assistance Grant GLO/85/003). 154 p. 
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Moriarty, D.J.W. and R.SV. Puilin (eds.). 1987. Detritus and microbial 
ecology in aquaculture. ICILARM Conf!ere-ice Proceedings 14t, 420 
p. International Center for Livir4g Aquatic Resources Management, 
Manila, Philippines.

Pagujo, M.C. 1987. Asian -tudy tour for African and Latin Ancrican 
aquaculture researchers. Naga 10(3): 11.

PLN-IOE/UNPADI-ICIARM. 1987. Miara 	 lauk dlna karanlba. (Growing 
fish in cages). Extension booklet. Perusahaan UnIIm Listrik 
Negara: the Institute of Ecoloiy, Padjajaran University. Handling,
West Java, Indonesia, and the Interna'.onal Center for Living
Aquatic Resources Management, Manila, Philippines. .13 p. (in 
Sundanese).

PLN-IOE/IJNPAD-ICIARM. 1987. Miara lauk emnas dimma .aring terapting
di bendungan Saguling-Cirata. (Cultivating infish lake floating
net systc ctfl in the Saguling and Cirata dan is), ['x lension bookl(.
Perusalhaan Umurn Listrick Negara; and institutc of Ecology,
Padjajaran University, Bandung, West Java, Indonesia and the
International Center for Living Aquatic Resources Management, 
Manila, Philippines. 44 p. (in Sundanese).

Pullin, R.S.V. 1986. Cl'iure of herbivorous tilapias, p. 1,15-1,19. In H.H. 
Chan, K.J. Aiig, A.T. Law, M.I.H. Mohamed and 1.11. Omar (eds.)
Development and management of tropical living acluatic 
resources, Universiti Pertanian Malaysia, Selangor, Malaysia.

Pullin, 	R.S.V. and M.C. Paguio. 1987. The ICLARM Network of Tropical
Aquacultur2 Scientists. Naga, The ICLARM Quarterly 10(3): 9.

Pullin, R.S.V. 1987. General discussion on detritus and microbial ecology
in aquaculture, p. 368-381. In D.J.W. Moriarty and R.S.V. Pullin
feds.) Detritus and microbial ecology in aquaculture. ICLARM 
Conference Proceedings 14, 420 p. International Center for Living
Aquatic Resources Management, Manila, Philippines. 



Aquaculture Program Project Summaries 

Project Title 	 Evaluation of Farmed Tilapia Stocks 

Cooperating 	 Marine Science Institute, University of 
the Philippines (UPMSI); National Fresh
water Fisheries Technology Research 
Center, Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic 
Resources (NFFFRC/BFAR) 

Duration : 	 Continuous from April 1984 

Key personnel UPMSI 	 Ms. Julie M. Macaranas: Ms. Ma. Josefa 
R. Pante and Miss Ma. Carmen A. Ablan 

NF=TRC/BFAR Mr. Melchor M. Tayamen 
ICLARM 	 Dr. Roger S.V. Pullin; Ms. Josephine B. 

Capill and Ms. Mary Ann P. Bimbao 

Objectives 

" 	 To investigate the genetic characteristics of cultured tilapla in the 
Philippines. 

" To identify electrophoretic and other genetic markers for
 
diagnostic monitoring of experimental and commerical stocks.
 

" To provide information for the initiation of stock improvment
 
projects in Philippine tilapia culture. 

" To improve and develop standardized research methods for tilapia 
genetics research. 

Results 

Five 'strains' of Nile tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus) were used in on
station and on-farm comparative culture performance trials. These were: 
1) 'Israel' strain (1.979 introduction to the Philippines from Israel, origin 
Ghana); 2) Traiwanese' strain (1984 introduction to the Philippines from 
Taiwan, origin Egypt or Israel); 3) 'Freshwater Aquaculture Center of 
Central Luzon State University (FAC-CLSU)' strain (derived from selected 
research lines held at FAC-CLSU; 4) 'Singapore' 0. niloticus 11977-78 
introduction to the Philippines, origin Ghana via Israel and Singapore) 
and 5) 'Philippine' strains, as held by farmer cooperators (derived from 
fish distributed by NFFTRC/BFAR and between farms). 

During the year comparative growth trials using fish of these strains 
marked with fingerling tags (Floy tag, USA) were performed in concrete 
tanks at NFFTRC/BFAR (with both communal and separate stocking of 
the different strains) and on different farms chosen to represent a range 
of farming systems - rice-fish and gabi-fish integrated farming and Ulapia 
pond culture. 
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These trials were iindertaken primarily It develop reliable
methodologies for testing new stra ins ind hopefilly iuiiJprov'(l breeds of 
0. niloticus that IC IANM all1d its Clol)ei-atiig istiiitio!iS plan toi develop
throulgh new i (lilet is i-ldtio Africia in 1988, The strains ii sed in this
preliminary work hav l)i'.i cxamiiu d fuF iiltrogrcss;ivc hybridization with 
0. mlOsstlblici is ulsing cle(.-' roplorici markers Ihlit ( iml discrllilate 
b-tweeui the spcei't it.Se\'c loc(l i( aiiiiui illdiscl illlil I'il. analysis of' 
llorpl ictr c i a ,risi iC (l[ti. "l(d-s Is(5'h liqtl,-;iew,rc rel)orted ill 
previolls piil)lic(itti
SNml)positiml ll i I li ti rojet-I a:ki to ( ilt'";c i il liitcrililtiOlhlaoill"liliilpi~t ill AquI~wilttirr-¢ 11)' II)G~-2() M ;lt'c'l1,987, 
['llghk-~, "llllillld.
 

The 
(Acltroxph{rtic dio~l ;11-(.' .s-how\l! ill "l'll~h ll"; wst(W
cleilr 
evideIit. of illl(rti illthe sIlaills - aiiilllstaljlmis,,i)ui 
 i11 tlmI ; isf ictrO

situnation tmat oIll setrves It)Cinl)hi,-;.c hlieii oruImeW
luti .rlils ilid i l
fact that ti1vm ldescribed dforwiik here is (ii vallue )li,, f veliiofinletllstho 
rather than fo r choosing aiionig exist in g strai i. N l,'t"I'I,/l3AR h as in 
lIly (cise tiken (hie dccision to (listr"ihl le onllv 'Israeli' strain umil1il slch 

time that )etter lllltelrial is avaiTll. This cloice hils hcell bastd on 
gieil-al oblservatiois o prlorml alnce. 

Tahlh. "3. l"Ietjt itkc ol Q()'(k romtt.s iitt. ii;s ti ts t(its tt7 dlignostie
loci ill(cii]t d oftf .11il 'tlclitsol (>li) illilm'lI'llillppiml s. 

Locu s Israeli' Tliwallwise' 'CISI -A' I 'I ilippine 
'hilippine lariners 

stock 

Pgi 0.039 0.025 0.288 0.025

Ck 0.158 0.088 0.162 
 0.025 
Sdh 0.042 0.026 0.290 0.014
 
Sod 0.079 
 0 0.188 0.013

Mp-2 0.039 0.038 
 0.200 0.100
 
Mp-3 0.197 0.075 0.175 
 0 
Mdh- 1 0 0.132 0.050 0.025 

The first series of trials In concrete tanks ana in a rice-fish farm
 
were seriously affected by rnortal'ties 
and loss of tags from the fish. 
Tagging techniques and survival were subsequently improved by using
larger fingerlings (ca. 12 g initial weight), attaching the tag by a thread 
through the dorsal misciil(attirc, knotled at caci elld like a rivet - rather
than having a loo p olexternal tricad. Sirvival In tank trials is now from 
63% to 100%. The circular tantks constructed at NFFTRC/IBFAR In mid
year arc shown on ).59. 

On-fanai testing suffered many setbacks Including the total :ass of
data from gabi taro) fish farm plots due to water shortages, fish kills in
rice-.fish fami plots due to water shortages, fish kills in a rice-fish faim 
(probably due to application of mollusclcide) and poor returns of tagged
fish. The data are still being analyzed for presentation at the 
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::.!..... . .i -'i: ;.-.; .:i.." 

(ur' crctc taks at the [urcau of Fishcrics 0( Aquatic RCs(urccs National 

lTV'}\V;.t1i FlsicSricl e"ichiuol ,V Rcsc ril Conie', Muinvz Niicvai Fcij;i, Philippines. bUilt 
,,h ploicct' mi t.1 twHhil I1 ,'rxlh tIi'Ib. with ,hllcr 'Jltl, rlly "O ,, h c. ;M o f's 

t,\ held 

T'rondheitt, Norev. ,J ine 91.1
 
hli natiota[li' S(..Iuiu - oil Gctctic s in ttattf ttrt to he in 

hi s5111;.1 -aVit has 1)c(11 it ranther clisitppointiiig year for the project 

whichIltls scrvcd Iiiii inv to point out the difficlties of performing 

culture pt 1t)rmtl:cu triials witI tiilapia figerlings, particularly on farms. 

Nevertheless the project tiearn is rcsolvcd to solve these problems in 1988 

by working with new tanner cooperators and improving firther tagging 

and retricval tech tique-. TIhte need tol detnonstrate genetic gain on farms 

retinaitis. 



Project Title The Federal Republic of Germany-Israel 
Fund for Agricultural Research in Third-
World Countries: Aquaculture Project 

Subproject 1 Optimal Management of Aquaculture 
Pond Systems In Developing Countries 

Cooperating Institutions : Agriciltural Research Organization 
(ARO), Israel; Technion. Israel Institute 
Institute of Technology ('F/IIT); Uni
versity of Kiel (KU); African and Asian 
institutions (to be identified) 

Duration . 1986-ongoing 

Key Personnel ARO : Dr. Gerald L. Schroeder; Dr. Giora W. 
Wohlfarth; Dr. Ana Milstein; Dr. Gideon 
Hulata 

T/IIT : Prof. Yoram Avnimelech; Dr. Shoshana 
Mokady 

KU : Mr. Mark Prein 
iC[ARM : Dr. Daniel Pauly; Dr. Roger S.V. Pullin 

Objectives 

* To identify and quantify the effects of major variables affecting 
production in aquaculture ponds.

* To develop methods applicable to third-world countries for 
monitoring and increasing yields in fishponds, especially in those 
fed with organic residues and agricultural byproducts.

* To understand the flow of nutrients through the autotrophic and 
heterotrophic food webs to target organisms.

* To optimize the effect of the available inputs (organic and mineral 
nutrients, fishes stocked) on fish growth and yields.

* To increase yields above the currently attained plateau in ponds 
Without supplemental feed. 

" To develop management techniques for aquaculture in third
world countries. 

* To develop diagnostic techniques, kits and instrumentation. 
" To train scientists from third--world countries in these techniques. 

Results 

ICLARM's main role in this subproject is collaboration with project
researchers in the analjsis and Interpretation of aquaculture data sets 
by multivariate techniques. During 1987, the collection of raw data from 
Israeh fish farms and their Input into computer files ,vere completed. Mr. 
Mark Prein (KU) went to Israel in November 1.987 and visited, with Israeli 
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counterparts, several farms to record their' different maniageinrt 
practices; mainly with respect to weighing and harvesting techniques, 
feeding, manuring and aeration systems. This kind of informaltion is lot 
t-art cf their normal reporting pracice. Also disciissed werc vr,iiois 
met hodological procedures. Other data were obtained lrol II the 
Meteorological Services of Israel. 

Mr. Prein also spent time at ICLARM hadquartcrs, M ani, wlivre he 

completed the standarchidization and collputerizatioi, of' the L' !i(l' data set 
on tilal)i:i growl i ia ti lnuiliment al tparatiCx .rtcolcoted (11rili the 

research collaboration be tween IC'1,\M a id lie Froshwater Aqu aculture 

Center of Centnil Luzon St ate Unilversilv (FAC-CLSU) from 1978 to 1982. 
Both the Israeli aind tlie IC\IARMiI'AC-C LSU dat a sets will h)r analyzed in 
1988 usilig nilltix'ariate terhliqlcs devchoped or adaipted at Dor Station 
and ICLARM for use in aqiIMculture. 

Subproject 2 	 Utilization of Tilapia Genetic Resources 
for Expansion of Acluaculture 

Cooperating Institution : 	 Agricultural Research ()raiization 
(ARO), israel: Uniiversit of Ita mburg 
(1-LU); Institute of Aquatic i3iology (AB), 
Achimota, Ghan: other African anid 
Asian research iiintit, tions (to be 
ident, ",xl) 

Duration 	 1986 - ongoing 

Key Personnel 	 ARO Dr. Gideon H1-ulata 
HU : Prof. Wolfgang Villwock 
LAB : Dr. Martin A. Odei: Mr. Jos.-ph K. Ofori; 

Mr. J.N. Padi 
ICLARM Dr. Roger S.V. Pullin; Ms. Josephine B. 

Capili 

Objectives 

" To conduct a literature survey on commercially important species. 
particilarly Oreochromisniloticm s. 

" To contact key persons with experience on native )opulations of 
tilapia in Africa. 

" To establish working relations with African institutes that can 
participate in the collection and evaluation of resources. 

" To select sites for collection of genetic material on the basis of 
gathered information. 

" To assess the needs of selected African countries, with reference 
to improving t-eLr capability for culture of tilapia in general and 
upgrading their stocks In particular. 
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0 	 To investigate stock diversity by comparison of morphometric and 
meristic charmcters with reference collectifos and published 
descriptiol, . 

* 	 To investigate genetic variability using electrop horetic and other 
analytical teclhniiqucs. 

* To 	design methods for evaluation of production traits. 
* 	 To train African personnel in tilapia genetics research, culture 

and management. 

Results 

ICLARNI's main activity in 1987 in this project was the Workshop on
Tilapia Genetic Resour-ces for Aquaculture, 23-24 March, held in
Bangkok, Thailand. Among the 37 participants from a total of 17 
countries were scientists from Cameroun, C6te d'Ivoire, Ghana, Mala vi,
Rwanda and Zimbabwe. This was the first time that African scientists
interested in the genetic inprovemnent tilapias were al'e to discuss this 
topic with researchers froni Asian countries having large and successful 
tilapia industries such as the Philippines and Thailand. The workshop
was also ati ended by geneticists and acinacultli-ists firon Canada,
France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Israel, the United Kingdom
and the United States of America. Drs. R.H. Love-McConiell and D.FI.E.
Thys van den Aridenaerde were Invited personsas resource to contribute 
their long field experielce of tilapia biology and distribution. 
Representatives from FAO and the Network of Aquacul lire Centres in
 
Asia also took part.
 

The result was a large report on Tilapia Genetic Resources for

Aquaculture, to be published by ICLARM in 1988, and a clear set of

recommendations for an international 
 program of research cooperation
f, the future documentation, conservation. evaluation and utilization oftilaj.a genetic resources. The detailed recommendations included the 
e-labi Thment by ICIARM of an international registry of tilapia strains
and the development by the University of 	 Hamburg of a reference
collection of preserved specimens. A 	 new field guide to the cultured
tilapias is being prepared and will be incorporated in the published
workshop report. Documentation and collection of genetic material will 
commence in 1988 ",gether with assistance to the Institute of Aquatic
Biology, Ghana, for development of aquaculture research facilities and
the identification of additional cooperating institutions in Africa and Asia.
For this, extensive travel will be undertaken by the project's key 
personnel. 



Project Title 	 Research for the Development of Tropical 
Aquaculture Technology Appropriate for 
Implementatlion in R1ral Africa 

Cooperating Institutions 	 Department of Fisheries, Mala,i (DOF): 
Chancellor College. University of Malax'i; 
other African institutions to be 
Identified: Deutsche Gesellschaft ffir 
Technlsche Zusarn inarbeit Gmb-l 
(GTZ) 

Duration 	 Planning Phase, November 1985-April 
1986; Startup Phase, May 1986-October 
1986; Main Project, November 1986-
October 1989 (with provision for 
extension) 

Key Personnel DOF Mr. Orton V. Msiska; Mr. Max K. 
Nyirenda 

ICLARM Mr. John D. Balarin; Dr. Roger S.V. 
Pullin 

Objectives 

* To develop aquaculture technology appropriate for 

implementation in rural Afrca through a program of cooperative 
research with African and Asian institutions. 

* 	 To train research and teaching personnel from African 
institutions to surengthen their capabilities for supporting 
aquaculture research and evelopment. 

* 	 To st.engthen aquaculture research, training and information 

exchange activities between African and Asian Institutions. 
* 	 To provide African cooperating institutions with relevant 

information for the furtherarice of rural aquaculture research and 
development. 

@ To publish and disseminate widely the results of ail cooperative 
research and training activities. 

The startup phase of the project was completed by further planning
 

missions to Botswana, lcsotho, Mala~vi, Swaziland, Zambia and
 

Zimbabwe to discuss cooperative research links. By mid-year, formalities
 

within Mala~vl were completed and the project office was opened with the
 
project leader in residence.
 

The first major project activlry was in March, when five .African 

scientists from Cameroun, Ghana, Mala,:,i (2 and Zimbabwe were 

sponsored to attend the Second International Symposium on Tilapia In 

Aquaculture (ISTA It)in Bangkok, Thailand, followed by a two-day 

Workshop on Tilapia Genetic Resources for Aquaculture. Thereafter, the
 
visitors were taken on a three-day awareness tour of various examples of
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Participants at the opening cereniony of the . 
Aquaculture Awareness Workshop held at 
Chancellor College. University College, 
University of Malawi, Zoinhla, Mala V', 
September 1987. 

Acouacidtore scientists visiting Mala%i 
dIisc u ss pOon r-eseinrcl atith Bl3unda 
Colleige of Agriculture (I3CAI, University
of* Makhivi. to 11111) ICLAMN'"ft 
('uu1lLiuts Drs. tafiCl GucNr r1o and 
.. vin.. lopkiis; Mr. J.G. Likongw 

-, . . . ' 	 (13(A): ICIANZM Consultait Dr. Peter 
1:-1 W hardsand A(I culture Pro m'llaln 
D~irector D~r. Roger Pullin. P1hotos by 
John 13alarin. 

Examining miadeya (a coarse maniz- hrain) 
one Gf the possible resources that could 
be used to feed fish in Malki ,i. 

Thai aquaculture. The Malaw'i delegation went on to visit ICLARM,
Manila, and to tour aquaculture establishments In the Philippines.

In May, ICIARM consultant Dr. Kenneth Ruddle visited Malawl for a
review of the socioeconomic aspects of aquaculture development and to
plan further collaborative work, including higher degree studies, with the
Center for Social Research, Chancellor College, University of Malaw-i. 

In September, an Aquaculture Awareness Workshop and
Consultation was held in Malaw-i. Attended by 33 participants from
Mala vi, Rwanda, Zambia and Zimbabwe, the week-long workshop
consisted of a series of lectures by five experts from Germany, the
Philippines, Thailand and USA and followup discussions. They also 
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toured nearly 10% of the farm ponds in the country and made 
recommerndations for future research. Emphasis was placed on uitilizing 
on-farm resources such as grass, compost. ash and maize bran. The 
theme throughout was to create a better understanding amongst African 
scientists of aquaculture technology advances in Southeast Asia. The 
development of tilapia culture systems in the Philippines proved most 
interesting to the participants, who saw scope for similar developments 
in their countries. The course material distributed is listed in Table 4. 
Eight senior staff from the Mala vi Fisheries Department plus a visitor 
from Lesotho vient on to attend a six-day workshop on use of 
microcomputers In aquaculture research run by Mr. J.M. Vakily of Kiel 
University, wno prepared comprehensive course notes. 

Work started in October on the construction of thilty-sLx 200-m2 

experimental ponds and thirty-six 5-m 3 bloassay tanks at Donasi 
Experimental Fish Farm. Due for completion by January 1988, these 
facilities will accommodate the main research thrust of the project. To 
increase the research capacity of the project, candidates at Chancellor 
College, University of Malaw'l have been shortlisted for four Master's level 
scholarships and some of their thesis work will be done at the Domasi 
station. 

The project has established a modest aquaculture library in Malawl 

and in 1988 will begin offering an aquaculture information service. 
ICLARM publications have also been distributed to libraries In the 
SADCC subregion. 

Table 4. Course notes and other materials (reprints, books, etc.) given tC all participants in 
the Aquaculture Awareness Worlkshop held under the GTZ-ICLARM project Research for the 
Development of Tropical Aquaculturc Technology Appropilatc for Implemntation in Rural 

Ainca, 21-25 September, Chancellor College, Zomba, Malacvi. 

Banda, G. Sociological studies of aquaculturc in MalaM. Manuscript. 10 p. 
Edwards, P. Lectures on integrated agriculture-laquaculture farming systems. Asian 

Institute of Technology., Bangkok, Thailand. 82 p. 

Guerrero, R.D. Il. 1987. Tlapia farming in the Philippines. National Book Store, Manila, 
Philippines. 84 p. 

llopkins, K.D., E.M., Cruz, M.L. lopkins and KC.Chong. 1981. Optimum manure loading 

rates in tropical freshwater ponds receiving untreated piggery wastes, p. 447-460. 
In Proceedings of the International Symposium on Biogas, Microalgae and 
Livestock Wastes. 15-17 September 1980, Council for Agricultural Planning and 
Development, Taipet, Taiwan. 

Hlopkins, K.D. and J. Bowman. A research methodology for Integrated agriculture
aquaculture farming systems. Manuscript. 23 p. 

Little, D. and J. Muir. 1987. A guide to integrated warmwater aquaculture. Institute of 
Aquaculture, University of Stirling, Stirling, Scotland. 238 p. 
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Project Title Rice-Fish Farming Systems Research 

Cooperating Institutions The International Rice Research Institute 
(IRRI) and its Asian Rice Farming 
Systems Network (ARFSN); the Fresh
water Aquaculture Center of Central 
Luzon State University (FAC-CLSU); 
funding is from the Asian Development 
Bank, supplemented by additional funds 
for workshop organization from the 
Interrational Development Research 
Centr,: of Canada and provision of an 
Associate Expert by the Ministry of 
Development Cooperation of the 
Government of the Netherlands. 

Duration 
. August 1987-February 1990 

Key personnel ICLARM Dr. Catalino 	 R. de la Cruz; Dr. Roger 
S.V. Pullin; Mr. Anne Van Dam 

IRRI Dr. Virgflio R. Carangal 
CLSU 	 Prof. Ruben C. Sevilleja: 

Dr. Rodolfo G. Arce 

Objectives 

* To establish collaborative research on rice-fish farming between 
national, regional and international programs as a means of
overcoming the narrowness of previous research on this subject.

" To formulate and refine rice-fish research methodologies to be
applied in the development of technology within the Asian Rice 
Farming Systems Network (ARFSN)

" To evaluate options for integrating rice and fish production,
Including concurrent and rotational rice-fish farming, deepwater
rice-fish systems and smallholder rice/backyard fish farms.

" To facilitate training and the exchange of research information 
and ideas on rice-fish farming among rice and aquaculture
scientists in 	 Asia by holding meetings and workshops and 
distributing publications.

" To develop improved rice-fish farming systems which will increase 
the productivity and income of Asian rice farmers. 

The project Is an Asian Development Bank Regional Technical 
Assistance Project for reappraising rice-fish farming and deve!oping and 
testing new rice-fish farming systems. This is being accomplished
through a farming systems research approach developed in the Asian
Rice Farming Systems Network (ARFSN) of iRRI. It includes on-station 
and on-fari research in Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, the Philippines
and Thailand, as well as meetings, workshops and exchanges of
publications to disseminate research results and technology. 
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lmproving concurrent rice-fish farming systems. An example: the prevailing method of 
planting rice in rice-fish system (lfrJ vs. the border planting method (right). 

A deepwater rice area in West Bengal. Photos by Catalino R. de la 
Cruz. 

Results 

The project began in August 1987 when the newly-hired Project 
Leader reported for duty. Linkages and work plans were then established 
with the national programs in the five participating countries. The main 
site for on-station research is the Freshwater Aquaculture Center of 

Central Luzon State University (CLSU-FAC), Mufioz, Nueva Ecija, 
Philippines. A new 4-ha research area has been constructed t h2re for the 
project. However, some research will alsu be done at the International 
Rice Research Institute (IRRI), Los Bafhos, Philippines. 

Protocols for the on-station research at FAC-CLSU were finalized. 
The research will focus on rice-fish farming component technology 
modification/verification, development and evaluation. 
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On-farm research in the Philippines and Indonesia, in collaboration 
with national programs has already commenced. Plans for research in 
the other participating countries will be finalized during the project's first 
rice-fish workshop, to be held in Ubon, Thailand, 21-25 March 1988. 
Planning for this major workshop has begun; the objectives are: 1) to 
review the state of the art of rice-fish farning; 2) to determine strategies
for rice-fish farming systems development; 3) to discuss plans for on
farm -nd experiment station research programs and determine common 
methodologies. There will be about 35 participants in the workshop
represe-uting seven Asian countries (Bangladesh, China, India, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand) and a number of national, 
reglorul and international institutions within the region. 



Project Title 	 Development of Aquaculture and Fish
eries Activities for Resettlement of Fami
lies from the Saguling and Cirata 
Reservoirs, West Java, Indonesia 

Cooperating Institutions 	 Institute of Ecology (IOE), Padjadjaran 
University; Indonesian State Electric 
Company (PLN); West Java Provincial 
Fisheries Agency and its Technical Man
agement Unit (UPT)-Saguling and Cirata; 
with funding from the World Bank 

Duration 	 July 1986-January 1989 

Key Personnel IOE 	 Professor Otto Soemarvoto: Ir. Gelar 
Wira Atmadja 

UPT Mr. Pepen Effendi 
PLN Ir. Sutandar Zainal 
ICLARM Drs. Barry A. Costa-Pierce, John L. 

Munro, Catalino R. de la Cruz and Prof. 
Harlan C. Lampe 

Objectives 

* 	 To identify the most appropriate aquaculture and fisheries 
methods for resettlement of 3,000 families from the Saguling and 
Cirata reservoirs. 

* 	 To establish, run and conduct research with various aquaculture 
systems with potential for large-scale job creation among 

displaced persons. 
e 	 To provide technology transfer to UPT, extension and training 

advice, and scientific training of selected staff at Asian centers of 

excellence, including ICLARM. 
* 	 To complete a comprehensive aquaculture and fisheries 

development plan for reservoirs. 

Results 

The project established and conducted research with land-based and 

water-based aquaculture systems in 1987. Experiments with 

commercial-sized (7.3 x 7.3 x 2.6 m) floating net cages (hereinafter called 

7 x 7) stocked with common carp of average initial weight 1.3 g produced 

1.07 ± 0.15 t/cage (mean 	± SD) of fish of average weight 260.8 g In 90 

days with a feed conversion ratio (FCR) of 2.3 (n = 4). Net profit for this 

unit was Rp 270,000 (about US$170', in 90 days. Experiments with 

subsistence 	units constructed of low-cost materials (bamboo, wire and 
3netting) of 17.0 to 17.5 m stocked with fish of average initial weight 

70.8 g produced 147.3 ± 20.5 kg of fish of average weight 278.1 g in 90 
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FIoIting lit cage aquaculture opf'rations in the Siguling Reservoir, West Java, Indonesia.Tht aquaculturt, busine.sc. of fivc falilics art lcated licr. Photo by [.A. Cosa-Pierce. 

days at an FCR of 2.0 (n = 7). The yield of fish from one cage is sufficient 
to Supply the annualentire animfal protein needs of a family of five 
persons. In addition, pen systems of 1.5 ha and 5,000 211 sizes wereestablished in some bays of the Saguling reservoir and developed into 
community fisheries centers. These are now being further developed into 
model Integrated farming units. 

By October, 928 families had been trained in aquaculture and
fisheries methods by the project and the West Java Fisheries Agency.
Some 430 families have now been resettled and are engaged in
aquaculture occupations in the Saguling reservoir. Over 800 floating 7 x
7 net cage units are operating in the Saguiing reservoir, aTnd total
aquaculture production from floating net cage aquaculture reached over

2,400 t in 1987, worth an estin;ated $2.2 million.
 

The project conducted research 
 on the carrying capacity of the
floating nets in 1987 after data analyses from farmers' surveys indicated
 
possible overstocking. 
 A 9 x 9 m unit stocked at 0.5 kg/in 3 was
compared to a 7 x 7 unit stocked with the density of fish normally used

by the farmers (2.4 kg/m 3 ). Mean production for the lower stocking

density was 975.6 kg in 90 
days, compared with 1,070 kg for the 2.4

kg/m 3 
 density. However, the lower stocking density exhibited a 67%
savings In the required amount of seed fish needed, and a 50% savings
in the amount of feed used. Total capital cost for the 9 x 9 unitm was
only 1.5 times that of the conventional 7 x 7 unit, but Its net profit over a
90-day growout period was Rp 655,200 vs. 331,000 ($423 vs. $214).

The project Initiated an intensive monitoring of fish population
dyramics In the Saguling reservoir In September 1.987. A series of 36 
experimental gill nets at sizes of every one-half Inch from 1" (2.5 cm) to5" (12.5 cm) are being set weekly for a 50-week period. Length
frequencies of the multispecies stocks are being tabulated along with gut 

http:busine.sc
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contents analyses. By the end of 1987, project scientists determined that 
the Saguling reservoir has a vir.ually empty pelagic zone, and its fish 
population is dominaled by a small, carnivorous cyprinid, Hampala 
macrolepidota. Surveys of the capture fishermen in the reservoir showed 
that small ri-iesh gill nets of 1-2" (2.5-5 cm) mesh sizes were the dominant 
fishing gear, and that capture fisheries yields were very low, 
approximately 1-3 kg/fishermen/week. Management recomrnendat ions 
are being fommiated to enhance the stocks In Saguling by the project 
scientists, including the possibility of introducing species to occupy the 
pelagic niche. 

The project also constructed a modern hatcherv with running water 
and flow-through (ruim systems to produce fligerlings for farners in the 
Cirata region, and to conduct research on feed fonulations and 
practices. 



Project Title Development of a Research Framework 
for Integrated Agriculture-Aquaculture 
Farming Systems 

Cooperating Institutions The United Nations Development Pro
gramme (UNDP) Global and Interregional 
Programme and the World Bank (WB) 

Duration : One year, beginning July 1986 

Key Personnel UNDP : Mr. Timothy Rothermel 
WB : Mr. Eduardo Loayza 
ICLARM : Dr. Roger S.V. Pullin 

Objectives 

e To evaluate the applicability to integrated agriculture-aquaculture 
fanning systems research of the analytica! methodologies being
used in farming or cropping cystems research. 

e 	 To develop interdisciplinary research and data analysis 
methodologies appropriate 1or the examination of integrated 
agriculture-aquaculture farming systems (i.e., crop-fish, animal
fish) and for the development of systems modelling, involving 
biological and economic factors. 

a To prepare an extensive literature review on integrated 
agriculture-aquaculture faiming systems 

e To publish the :esults of these investigations in the form of a 
research framework. 

9 To develop a fundable plan for the application and further 
refinement of this research framework through cooperative 
research, workshops and on-farm testing. 

Results 

The project completed its report to the United Natons Development
Programme entitled 'Research and Education for Development of 
Integrated Crop-Livestock-Fish Farming Systems in the Tropics'. The 
report was submitted through the World Bank and was accepted with the 
comment that the project had more than fulfilled its objectives. The 
report was compiled from materials presented and discussed at the 
Workshop Towards a Research Framework for Tropical Integrated
Agriculture-Aquaculture Farming Systems', held at ICLARM, Manila, in 
October 1986 and from review material written by Drs. Peter Edwards 
and Joseph A. Gartner of the Asian Institute of Technology (AIT),
Bangkok, and Dr. Roger S.V. Pullin of ICLARM. A condensed and edited 
version of the report will be published in 1988 in the ICLARM Studies 
and Reviews Series. Work is still in progress on two other products of 
this project: an annotated bibliography for integrated farming research 
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and a review of the application of systems modelling techniques to 
integrated farming. 

During 1988, the report and formulation of proposals for future 
research cooperation in integrated farming research will be discussed 
with interested institutions, agencies and donors Including the 
Aquaculture Development and Coordination Programme (ADCP) of FAO, 
AIT. the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research 
(CGIAR) and UNDP. The report has been circulated to ADCP and 
appropriate CGIAR isearch centers for comment. 



Project Title Coastal Aquaculture Centre 

Cooperating Institutions The Governmelnt of Solomon Islands 
(GSI) and the Guadalcanal Provincial 
Government (GPC) 

Duration 
. 1986-1988 

Ke- Personnel ICLARM 	 Dr. John L. Munro; Mr. Graham F. 
Usher - Technical Cooperating Officer 
seconded to ICLARM by the Ministry of 
Overseas Development of the United 
Kingdom (ODA): Mr. I-Iugh Govan -
Voluntary Se-rvice Overseas (VSO) of the 
United Kinpgdon, also seconded to 
ICLARNM. 

GSI 	 Mr. Baraka Kaitera (GSI Fisheries 
Division) 

Objectives 

" To test, develop and demonstrate methods for the cultivation of 
economically 	 valuable aquatic organisms, including the
production of 	eggs, larvae, spat, seed a1d oaLture animals or 
plants.

" To investigate methods for environniental ,nhancement or 
manipulation which relate to art ificia! impnroveient ,,f natural 
fisheries. 

" To investigate and develop methods for processing and marketing 
aquaculture products.


" To appraise the so.-iai and economic 
 impacts of such 
developments in the region (as encompassed by the South Pacific 
Forum).

" To provide public dissemination of the results of the above 
activities. 

" To serve as a regional source uf fisheriec, and aquacu'ture
Information and as an administrative base for ICLARM's act!vi:fes 
within the South Pacific region. 

Results 

The Coastal Aquaculture Centre is located about 25 km from
Honiara on the narrow northwest Guadalcanal coastal plain. The 4.8-ha
site, together with the adjacent seabed to a distance of 100 m from shore,
has been leased by ICLARM from the GSI for 50 years (from 13 October
1986) for a nominal fee. At the termination of the lease or Its expiry the
facilities on the property will become the property of the GSI. Theproperty is bounded by coral reefs bathed in clean, clear, high-salinity
seawater. Approximately 4.5 ha of reef and shallows lies within the
leased area and offers scope for testing a variety of nursery and growout 
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Broodstock tanks at ICIARM's Coastal Aquaculture Ccntre" 
near I loniara, Solomon Islands. 

techniques. Additionally, two isolated offshore reefs are within 0.6 km of 
the Centre. 

The first phase of development of the Centre has involved 
pump/power house and fencing the property. By the end of 1987 
completed buildings included a small hatchery/laboratory building, a 
house for the Hatchery Manager and cottages for two security 
guards/caretakers. A residential block consisting of four small chalets 
was nearing completion. A diesel generator provides general power 
supplies and a diesel pump draws water from the ocean to supply the 
giant clam hatchery, broodstock tanks, settlement and nursery tanks. 

The first major clam spawnings were initiated at the CAC in 
November 1987, just over one year from the acquisition of the site and 
the start of construction. Very high settlement rates were obtained and 
by the end of the year over one hLndred thousand settled juveniles were 
established in five ferro-cerient settlement tanks. This was a very 
encouraging initial result which suggested that the attention paid to site 
selection was paying dividends. 

Giant chms (Tridacnag gas) in broodstock tanks. 
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A modest array of scientific and technical equipment has been
assembled from various sources, including a significant component
loaned to the giant clam hatchery project by our collaborators, the
Solomon Islands Fisheries Division, and derived from Japanese bilateral 
grants. 

As part of the collaborative arrangements the GSI seconded a
qualified Technical Assistant to the Project for a period of five years.
Unfortunately, the incumbent resigned from the GSI Fisheries Division inmid-year. A replacement is expected early in 1988 when a GSI fisheries 
officer returns from overc'tas training.

Funding for the first phase of the deve!opment of the Coastal 
Aquaculture Centre and the Giant Clam Hatchery has been derived from 
a number of sources. Over the period 1985-86 part of the Australian
Development Assistance Eureau's core contribution to ICLARM was
earmarked, at their request, for support of activities in the South Pacific
region. The New Zealand External Aid Divis!on provided NZ$25,000
whic> enabled ICLARM to investigate possible sites for the Centre and
subsequent!.;' to enter Into negotiations with the Government of Solomon
Islands. Funds for construction of the hatchery/laboratory building and
the set of four chalets, totalling approximately A$55,000 have beenprovided by the Australia and Pacific Science Foundation and a sum of
US$10.000 provided by the L.J. and Mary C. Skaggs Foundation has
been utilized for the purchase and Installation of the pumps, l)ipes and
tanks which consitute the seawater system. The United Kingdom
Ministry of Overseas Development is providing the services of the
Hatchery Manager, together with travel funds and a contribution towards
project coordination costs and has provided the project with a vehicle 
all totalling 39,000 Pounds Sterling over three years (1986-89). The
Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO) organization has provided a Research 
Assistant for two years to assist the Hatchery Manager In the
development of the facilities plus a grant of 5,300 Pounds Sterling for 
construction of village-operated giant clam nurseries. 

The total capital cost for the first phase of development, to the end of
the 1987, has amounted to aDproXImately US$111,000. The second
phase will commence early In 1988, after the official opening of the
Centre. Thereafter reporting on the actlivit.:i of the Centre will be on a 
project-by-project basis. 



Project Title 	 International Giant Clam Mariculture 
Project 

Cooperating Institutions 	 James Cook University of North Queens
land, Townsville, Australia (JCUNQ): 

Fisheries Research Branch, Department 
of Primar ,. Industry, Prisbane, Queens

land (DPIQ); University of Papua New 
Guinea, Port Moresby (UPNG); Silliman 
University, Dumaguete City, Philippines 
(SU); Marine Sciences Institute, Univer
sity of the Philippines, Quezon City (UP); 
Fisheries Division, Ministry of Agricul
ture and Fisheries, Suva, FiJi (FDF); 
Fisheries Division, Ministry of Natural 
Resources, Honiara, Solomon Islands 
(FUSI); Overseas Development Natural 
Resources Institutes, Overseas Develop
ment Administration, London, England 
(ODNRI): University of Newcastle-upon
"yne (UNT): Center for Oceanological 
Research and Development, Jakarta, 
Indonesia (CORD); Fisheries Division, 
Tarawa, Kiribati (FDR); Fisheries 
Division, Apia, Western Samoa (FDWS) 
and the Micronesian Mariculture 
Demonstration Centre, Koror, Republic 

of Palau (MMDC). 

Duration 	 1983-1988 (first phase) 

Key personnel ICLARM 	 Dr. John L. Munro
 
Mr. Graham F. Usher
 
Mr. Hugh Govan
 

Objectives 

* 	 To create a foundation of scientific knowledge which will enable 

giant clams to be raised in sufficient numbers in hatcheries to 

make reef restocking or extensive mariculture feasible. 

To reverse the trend of the larger species towards extinction.* 
e To develop a new industry in the equatorial Indo-Pacific based 

upon the extensive cultivation of an esteemed traditional food 

resource, which will provide increased food supplies and 

exportable products. 
To create mariculture systems for the only phototrophc, and-thus 

self-feeding potential farm animal known to humankind. 
* 
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Results 

The International Giant Clam Mariculture Project is a loose networkof collaborating institutions linked by the common objectives listedabove. For the three years tip to mid-.1987 the ICLARM and
activities were particularly closely linked, with Dr. J.L. Munro based 

JCU 
inTownsville, Australia, and serving as joiit coordinator of a major projectproposed by ICLAt-LM and funded by the Australian Centre forInternational AgriculItIral Research (ACIAR). Funding for scientific work on giant clams was ch'inneled thlhroug__ h JCU to four of the cooperating

agencies UPNG, UP, SU, FDF). However, ICLARM had no financial
involvement with JCUNQ or ACIAR. 

While the jrime locus of ICLAR". 's efforts has been on thedevelopnient of the Coastal Acimculture Centre, with its associated giantclam hatchery, the broader aspects of the Intleniational Giant ClamMarietilt i ire Project have not been neglected. Two issues of the informal
newsletter "Clanlines" were produced for circulation within tile groupand to interested outsiders. The Fisheries Division of Western Samoa andof Kiribati and the Center ot Oceanological Research and Development
ill Indonesia have becoi e new participants in the Project. ICJARMfunctions is a souirce of refere Ice mat erials a11(1 ii forimation for 
participants. 

Collaboration with the Fisheries Research Branch of the QueenslandDepartmeint of P-rimary Industry in the analysis of a very large database
resulted in the preparmtion of a report oi the esliration of growth andsize-specific mortality rates Imr "I7kiacna gigas and T. derasa on the 
Atistralian Great Barrier Reef. 



INFORMATION PROGRAM
 

Background 

The value of information in aquatic sciences was well recognized by 
the founders of ICLARM, who prescribed a library of international 
standards for the Center as well as its own publishing unit. 

Information retrieval arid dissemination have become cornerstones 
ICLARM's activities and since 1984 these functions have been combine, 
in a Selective Fisheries Information Service, which has been funded by 

IDRC of Canada. It is widely used by researchers all over the world. 

ICLARM's information resources are unique n Asia, with computerized, 
easily searchable databases, not only of library holdings but also of 

compact-disk and online overseas aquatic databases, together with the 
substantial contributions of ICLARM's own seven technical series and 
four regular newsletters/magazines. 

"The evolution of ICLARM's information resources into an inicnnation 
service is continuing, with critical analyses of the literature and 
databases: investigations into the shortcomings of scieltiffic 

communication in aquatic sciences; and research that may lead to 
improving both the information resource and access to it. Thus, the 
present Information Program has the dual roles of service and research. 

For aquatic science, as for many other fields of science, information 
is difficult to get in tropical and third-world countries. Researchers in 
particular suffer from lack of access to current ideas, current literature 
and even standard textbooks whether in fisheries, aquaculture or related 

coastal zone or rural research. Compounding this, too often, research 
activities fall to produce usable research results and publications. In 
general, the flows of information are south-north in direction rather than 
around the tropics. 

There are also financial aspects to the acquisition dimension of this 
problem. Researchers in the tropics often cannot attend meetings with 

their peers In other countries, particularly those in other regions; library 
budgets (where there is a library) are meager, while the costs of western 
journals and books and use of computerized database services are 

exorbitant by third-world standards. The high cost of journials leads 

further to the ironic situation that third-world researchers who publish 

in western journals cannot aiford to buy back their own research results. 
The progress of fisheries science in the third world has been 

fragmentary partly as a result of the above mentioned problems. 
However, apart from such general statements, there Is very little that can 
be said authoritatively abeut the status of fisheries science because there 
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are no quantitative data. Without such data it Is impossible to set 
-


the scientists themselves 

realistic goals tc Improve the situation. For exampl . we know little about 

as a group, their numbers, their educational
background or their productivity. How well do they access and usefisheries literature? We know even less abiboI the use and uIselulness of
their work. Measuring citations to published papers is one techniquLte toestablish impact but as yetlthere Is no database in this field from whichto make the calculations. Thus, there are presently no data to indicate
how well scientific results are being used by other scientists either within 
a country or regionaly/internationally.

Assuming that published u.ipers achieving some impact in theflsherie:, scientific community 1Ato our knowledge of the resources ortheir use in fisheries or aq;.iculture, then these papers can be.considered to be impacting, pOS.i!]v in the same relative proportions, onthe development of fisheries mni. ifement mechanisms and institutions 
or on aqeiILi Iture development.

In order to make proper judgements about effectsthe of future programs aimed at improving scientific education or productivity infisheries science, such baseline information about the present scientific 
communitv is indisptnsable

Fisheries hnmoranon research is needed to make the necessaryquantita.ive dcta available. Not Grly fisheries administrators and theresearchers themselves would benefit; there are uses of the data for 
educators, librarians and publishers also.

Armed with quantitative measures of these characteristics, 
numerous parameters can be extracted. For example, donor given aa 

proposal for an information retr*eval 
 project can use the publishingproductivity of the average scientist to estimate how much literatutre islikely to emanate from a given country or subregion per year, and relatethis to the estimaes in the proposal. Of course, the proposal writer canbenefit from the same dat;' Publishers can determine whether themarket is large enoip, for a projected fisheries publication or newjournal in a specific fu-!d. Authors can see are thewhich dominantpubli,'cation channels. Educators (and donors) can assess the need for new coirses/degiees within the region. Administrators can use the data on numbers of research/training institutions and the relationship
between institution size and productivity.

Research of this nature is basic and long-term; it is research thatnational institutions would be unlikely to carry out, hasyet clearusefulness to them and others. In itshort, represents the kind ofresearch that ICLARM was specifically designed to carry out. 

Progress of Work
 

Publishing activities 

Two Items were added to ICLARM's technical series In 1987
Software and Education. From sales, library exchange and free issue, the 
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total number of books in the technical series (now numbering seven) 
distributed since the first publication in 1980 is over 71,000. 

The major publications of 1987 include The PeruvianAnchoveta and 
Its Upwelling Ecosystem: Three Decades of Change, a 351-page book 
which analyzes over 30 years of monthly time-series data on the 
cceanography, biology and fisheries of one of the most productive 
ecosystems in the world; Length-Based Methods in Fisheries Research, 
468 pages, proceedings of the International Conference on the Theory 
and Application of Length-Based Methods for Stock Assessment 
containing 25 papers: and Detritusand MicrobialEcology in Aquaculture, 
420 pages, proceedings of the Bellagio Conference on Detrital Systems 
for Aquaculture, which contains 16 papers as well as related discussions 
and question and answer sessions. 

On behalf of the Asian Fisheries Society we edited and printed The 
FirstAsian FisheriesForum, 727 pages, consisting of 165 papers. We are 
also beginning to process the proceedings of the Second International 
Symposium on Tilapia in Aquaculture comprising around 100 papers. 

Distribution of Naga, The ICLA4-MR Qua-terly (new name for the 
ICLARM Newsletter) from the fPrst issue in July 1978 is more than 
122,500. Circulation at the end of 1987 was 2,000 of each issue, after 
"pruning" the number of recipients based on a questionnaire sent out to 
readers in July 1986. 

Book Exhibits. ICLARM publications were exhibited through the 
Philippine information Agency at the Fook Fair Manila, 20 February to 
11 March, Philippine Center for International Trade and Exhibitions; 
Agri-Aqua, Livestock and Poultry Caravan Fair '87 on 22-29 March in 
Manila, 25 April to 2 May in Cebu and 17-24 May in Cagayan de Oro, 
Philippines; the International Council for Research in Agroforestry Book 
Exhibit in Kenya on 7-11 September 1987 and the Frankfurt Book Fair 
in the Federal Republic of Germany in October 1987. 

Contributions.The number of items published or in press by ICLARM 
staff and in the Center's technical series during 1987 was 56, bringing 
the total number of items to 408 since ICLARM's first output ten years 
ago. 

Library 

The library's continued growth has enabled the staff to play an 
important and active role in providing information services to the 
Center's staff as well as to non-ICLARM staff. In fact, there was a 44% 
increase in library use by external users from 1,338 in 1986 to 1,929 in 
1987. 

As expected, the library holdings have increased with the arrival of 
new reference materials for the ASEAN-US Coastal Resources 
Management Project. By the end of 1987, the library contaii.,:d: 8,206 
volumes of books and monographs, including theses, dissertations and 
conference papers and proceedings; 657 serial titles; 3,389 reprints; 117 
microfiche titles and 1 microfilm. Other information materials such as 
maps, newsclippings, filmstrips and video films are also available. 
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Through the Selective Fisheries lrlforniar ion Service (SFIS) projectfunds from IDRC. additi.onal nicrocoiupti)ters and lhe comipact disc
version of the Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries Abstracts (ASFA CD-ROM),
including a player, were acqtir-ed during the year. A total of 125 p)ersons(March-December 1987) used the compact disc to I)ertori their own 
literature seairches. 

A Colnputer catabase (Micro ISIS apllication) for the serials holdings
and nloilograph or analytic type of iiaterials was developed diring theyear. As of end of 1987. tli library databasc co itaiiod 6,:152 references 
on broad areas of fisheries a;m aq(taci lt irc Illatcrials including coastal 
zone nariagcIicr it. 

An updlted ScIi;iIs I [oldillgs li.t w Isalso prcpli-ed du riIlg the year.Work is als() )rogressing ow compttcrizigil:;11 ilie rcfeleeices which have
appeared il the illforllmtioil Ii)pariiitll t of Na.)I. the ICLARM Q i rterly, 
over Illt past 1() years.

The lib"I: r, siff, wcr llso c igagcd ill conduc(tin g inlornation
training activities i -,crl instilutions aiid individuals during Lhe year
(see Table I ill tht tntr(ductioil to this Report for details). 

Program Plans 

Ill plil)lic~ltioil, tle growiiig iiuniber of imialuiscri)ts requiring
typese-tting aId] edlitiiig,lfrom the sev,.n ICLARM teeliical series, thevxarious iwsUVlettClrs ;md isian Fisl:crics Society puiblications, will require
sole exlillsioll inl staflfing aid cqtli)I1i.!ill in the nlear fltriutc.


The lih rv 3 , 
 will mnlake1ise of the ct,.)pwt riz;tiori of its collections toproduce a 10-ye ar ii dxcd list of I(_ck and monograpih holdings and
10-year iiclexed 

a 
cowi pil ition of ill the articles appearii;g inl t"icInformation Depart liit of the ICIAtM Newsletter a rid its si iccessor

Naga. "Ih e(se will c uniq iiusescfi bibiographies of tropical fisheries
 
literatre.
 

SFIS is expected to 
begin agaii ill 1988. while an African uwodulIC ofthe Service is plillned to begin during 1988. with its oilice within 
ICLAtRM's African project office in Malawi.
 

In tilte research lrca, the Asia ii 
 Fisheries Socicty's information 
project will contil m in 1988 1iidcr ICIARM sw peCrvi>:.01i. Iii houseinforniation research will include a citation analsis ol ICLARMdocurnents to find out tile extent to which the Cernter's publications have
been used by other researchers in various countries. 

Meetings Attended, Papers Presented 

In-Depth Training Course on Mini-Micro CDS/ISIS for Information
Management, Bangkok, Thailand, 19-30 January 1987. (J.L.
Maclean and R.M. Temprosa)

Seventh Congress of Southeast Asian Librarians, Manila, 15-2 1 February
1987. (N.I. Jtocson, J.L, Maclean and R.M. Temprosa) 
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Fifth Council Meeting, Asian Fisheries Society, Tokyo, Japan, 14-15 May 
1987. (J.L. Maclean and L.L. Estudillo) 

Asian Fisheries Society Workshop on Fisheries Education and Training 
in Asia, Kitasato University, Iwate. Japan, 16- 17 May 1987. (J.L. 
Maclean and L.L. Estudillo) 
Paper presented: 
Maclcan, J.L. An overview of lisherics education and training in Asia. 

Book Development Association of the Philippines General Meeting, 
Quezon City, Philippines, 14 October 1987. (L.B. Dizon) 

Book Development Association of the Philippines and United States 
Information Service Seninar/Workshop on The Business of Book 
Publishing: Managing for Plcfit and Economic Choices. Thomas 
Jefferson Library, Manila, Philippines, 24-27 November 1987. 
(L.B. Dizon) 

University 	of the Philippines Institute of Mass Communication/UNESCO 
Training Course on Book Publishing for Middle Level 
Professionals (Asia and Pacific), Quezon City, Philippines, 1 
November to 15 December 1987. (L.B. Di-on, resource person) 

Publications 

Carigma, M.A. 1987. The Asian Fisheries Social Science Research 
Network. Naga 10(3): 10-11 

Carigma, M.A. 1987. P. list of societies and networks related to fisheris 
and aquaculture. Naga 10(3): 12-14. 

Carigma, M.A. and E. Tech. 1987. The Asian Fisheries Society. Naga 
10(3):15. 

Maclean, J.L. 1986. An Asian Fisheries Forum, p. 268-27.. In H.H. 
Chan, K.J. Ang, A.T. Law, M.I.B.M. Mohamnmea and I.B.H. Omar 
(eds.) Develop~ment an,". management of tropical living aquatic 
resources. Universiti P :-tanian Malaysia, Serdang, Malaysia. 

Maclean, J.L. 1987. .hzll-s."le integrated famling in the Philippines. 
Naga 10(1): 1 1-12. 

Maclean, J.L. 1987. Who's w.rking on Lates calcarifer(seabass)? Naga 
10(1): 16. 

Maclean, J.L. 1987. Microcomputiers in Information services in 
developing countries. Naga 10(2): 15-16. 

Maclean, J.L. 1987. Who's working on fisheries computer applications? 
Naga 10(2): 18. 

Maclean, J.L. and L.B. Dizon, editors. 1937. ICLARM Report 1986. 
ICLARM, Manila, Philippines. 



Information Program Project Summary 

Project Title Selective Fisheries Information Service 
Cooperating Institution International Development Research 

Centre (IDRC), Canada 

Duration 3 years beginning March 1984 

Key personnel ICLARM Mr. Jay L. Maclean 
Mrs. Rosalinda M. Temprosa 
Mrs. Nonna I. Jhocson 

Major Objective 

To extend the capabilities of the existing ICLARM Information 
Program to users In tropical third-world countries. 

Specific Objectives 

* To assist in an advisory capacity in strengthening the Infornation 
capability of fisheries institutions in third-world countries.

* 	 To provide answers to specific questions to researchers working
In subject areas in which ICLARM has special expertise--finfish
and mollusc aquaculture, integrated farming, small-scale 
fisheries and resource management.

* To produce bibliographies and reviews on important topics as 
identified by trends in enquiries. 

Results 

The Selective Fisheries Information Service (SFIS) was first 
announced in the April 1984 ICLARM Newsletter. Since then, the service
has been promoted through a regional press release, publications in 
newspapers and international newsletters, personal contacts and brief 
"talks" in local and foreign conferences/meetings. In addition, a brochure 
was produced to facilitate publicity. 

The project ended in April 1987, having answered 678 enquiries.
Sixty-two per cent were from Asia, 15% from Africa, 8% from Latin
America, 7% from Oceania and the remaining 9% from North America 
and Europe. 

The 10 major areas of enquiry are shown in Table 5. 
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Table 5. SFIS enquiries by major subjects. 

Topic No. enquiries 

Tflapia 88 
Integrated farming 50 
Resource management 49 
Shrimps 47 
Culture systems 41 
Socioeconomics 35 
Fish biology 31 
Nutrition 23 
Molluscs 22 
Fisheries, general 21 

Each requester was sent an evaluation questionnaire postcard along 

with the information package to obtain feedback about the service and 

its products. Users were asked to indicate the quality of the information 
received. There were 176 returns. An overwhelming majority of the 

respondents marked that the information sent was "very useful" for their 

needs. Question 2 enquired of the quantity of Information, to which most 

of the users answered "most of what was needed". However, while 13% of 

the users found the information "Inadequate", it was nevertheless "very 
useful". One reason for the inadequacy was that we did not provide many 

of the documents themselves; another was that not much had been 
published in the field. Respondents using the information for a specific 

project indicated that the information "improved the project quality" and 

when looking for general knowledge, the information "improved the 

subject knowledg, iit did not lead to new research ideas". Most of the 
requesters indica.., that the information helped them locate or 

communicate with other researchers in their field. In general, the 

responses were 'rely encouraging. Nevertheless, there were complaints 
about delayed postal deliveries; one respondent suggested the use of 

telefax in transmitting data. 
Assistance and advice on information use and handling has been 

provided through attendance and papers presented at various workshops 

In Southeast Asia, USA and lately Africa. Short-term training in fisheries 
librarianship, online searching, database management and non-technical 

library activities have been conducted for individuals and various groups 

both local and foreign. 
'iLP.RM's information capabilities have been strengthened to carry 

out pruject activities through the acquisition of library materials, 

installation of a microfiche reader/printer, an IBM-PC XT computer and 

recently the ASFA CD-ROM and player. The last mentioned Item is 

proving exceptionally popular for personal users of SFIS and the library. 



EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM 

As in past years, ICIARM's activities in this field have been carried 
.out primarily the of the Center'sin context networks and cooperative
research programs as well as in response to requests by FAO and other
international agencies. The diverse activities carried out during 1987 are
shown in Table 1 of the Introduction to this Report.

Recently, the Center clarified further its role in fisheries education 
and tIrainin,. Detaiils fe)llow: 

Educational Opportunities 

ICIARM is not an educational institution and does not offer degrtees 
or diplonmas. However, ICIARM seeks to assist researchers to further
their careers within the limits of staff time and expertise. The Center 
undertakes the lollowing:

0 'IThesis Slupervisiol. ICIARM staff all l)rovtde supervision of M.S. 
and Ph.DU. theses/dissertations in fisheries and aquaculture
topics related to the Center's research. 

e Scholarships. Scholarships for degree courses are sometimes 
available to researchers in particular projects mplemented by the 
Center. 

* Teaching. Undergraduate and graduate teachtng and individual 
lectures are often undertaken by staff on request.

* Curriculmn Developuiert. ICLARM has experience in assisting
educational institutions to develop teaching programs and offers 
such assistance in most branches of the aquatic sciences. 

Availability of staff for these educational activities is limited.
Interested persons/institutions should plan well ahead and contact 
ICLARM as early as possible In the development of their proposals. 

Visiting Scientists, Training Visits 

Study or training visits normally last from two weeks to two months.
Longer visits can also be arranged. The site Is usually ICLARM
headquarters in Manila, Philippines. There are no laboratory facilities,
but visitors are given desk space and access to IC[ARM's excellent
library and computing facilities. Opportunities for field studies on 
selected aquaculture topics will also become available. 

Study and training opportunities at ICLARM headquarters are
available in all the Center's areas of research and expertise: 
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e 	 stock assessment, population dynamics; 
* coastal zone nianagernent;
 
a tropical aquaculture (carps, tilapias and biv'alve molluscs);
 
* 	 social sciences: a1d
 
* ilforalion and library scielce.
 
A study or training visit to ICIARM headquarters typically consists
 

of some or all of the following: 
" introduction to new research methods: 
• 	introduction to numeric or bil)liographic data processing using 

mlcroconlputers: 
" 	 processing, with assistance fiti)l ICLARM staff, a data set brought 

along by the visitor atid, it' tinle i)enlits, conul)letion of a 
publishable report: 

" 	 free searches in tile visitor's field of interest of' cotnl)uterized 
literattre databases, stiel a-, ASFA and tose of the ICIARM 
library atnd stall. Available ar-tides c'an also be stippliud 

* 	 guided readings in the visitor's suljcct area: 
" 	 tip to five free 1CLIARI books or reports rcievilit to tlie visitor's 

subject ar'eai: 
* 	 visit to apr)lopriait e cooperating instittitions and 

fisheries/aluacult tire operations illthe Philippines; and 
" 	 a serminar consisting of a lectture by tie visitor about his or her 

research topic, Followed by discussions with ICIARM and other 
invited research ers. 

A certificate is nor-nmlly issi ted by ICLARM attesting to the 
successful completiont of the visit. 

ICLARM believes that followitp activities are an important part of the 
training iltnction. This is done tthrough the Center's networks in 
aquaculture, social sciences aid stock assessment and thtough 
involvement of sitcccsstll trainees inproject activities where possil e 

A fee of*US$350 l)r week is charged. In addition, vi ,itors mitst cover 
their owl daily lodging aid food costs rallginig froth 11,$.10 to US$60 for 
nodest acconill Iodct iltis, as well as their rounctrip airlare to Mania. 
ICLARM cxiiiassist iii booking suitable lodging. Interested persolis nlust 
identity their source of ftimdilng before contacting ICLARMI. The fee is 
negotiable in the case of visitors who pay their own transportation costs 
and fo,- inerbers of ICLARIM's networks. 

Program Plans 

Beginning in 1989 stock assessment courses are being offered, 
consisting of a structured series of lectures by ICLARM and external 
researchers and practical sessions using microcomputer and other 
techniques. Emphasis will generally be on methods developed at the 
Center, notably length-based inethods, multispecies modelling and other 
topics related to fisheries management. 

When fully operational, ICIARM's Coastal Aquaculture Centre in the 
Solomon Islands, South Pacific, will offer on-the-job training to selected 
applicants in research methods as well as in cultivation and postharvest 
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techniques, particularly to extension workers in the South Pacific. 
Initially training activities will focus on giant clam culture. 

ICLARM aquaculture facilities in other regions are planned for the 
future. Training will be offered in freshwater fish culture research, 
especially in genetics and culture systems. 



SOCIAL SCIENCES
 
Background
 

Since its inccption ten years ago, ICILARM has been engaging with 
cooperating groups in social science research on fisheries and 
aquacul[ure issues. ICIARM has long recognized the importance of the 
social sciences and their potential contributions to issues of fisheries and 
coastal zone management and to aquaculture development. As fisheries 
resources have become increasingly overfished and as coastal resources 
especially have become scenes of intense competition amongst various 
user groups, issues of resource management, including the required 
institutional development and allocation of the available catch and other 
benefits, have become increasingly important. 

The importance of these issues and those related to the nontechnical 
aspects of aquaculture development have become generally recognized, 
yet the number of social scientists available to address these and related 
issues has remained small. While the usefulness of the early social 
science work of ICLARM has been widely acknowledged, it became quite 
clear in the early 1980s that the Center's task needed to shift from the 
research per se to 'ilude that of helping develop a group of practicing 
social scientists at w.,enational level who could begin addressing these 
critical issues. The Asian Fisheries Social Science Research Network was 
an outgrowth of this concern, which was shared by IDRC of Canada and 
the Ford Foundation, both of which have become major financial 
supporters of the Network since it formally began in 1983. 

While other social science work outside Network member institutions 
and countries continues to be pursued under the Aquacuiltiire and the 
Resource Assessment and Management Programs, this work will 
increasingly involve coordination and collaboration with this Network. 

The Asian Fisheries Social Science Research Network (AFSSRN) is an 
attempt to remove two serious constraints on social science research 
related to fisheries and aquaculture In Asia: 1) the serious shortage of 
experienced social science professionals and 2) the weak institutional 
support for long-term fisheries social science research. The results of 
these constraints have been a dependence upon countries outside the 
region for education, consultation and research in social sciences. The 
overriding objective of the AFSSRN, therefore, is to build national 
research capacity to address important economic and social issues in the 
management and development of the living aquatic resources in Asian 
countries. It Is a program of institutional and professional development 
which seeks to provide continuity to and improve the quality of fisheries 
social science research and to assure that future professional social 
science needs can be largely met within the region. 
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Current Network membership consists o' eight institutions in
Southeast )asia .sc'Fig.5) and Includes both uiiv< ,itv aild goveniut
 
research gi outps.
 

The 
inipor -ince of tlie Network piogru'i rests in thel reat ecanoA:iCi 
and social importa rice of lisheries anad aqtjactilture to tite cotllinies antd 
the people in Asia. Fish ,ijplies rilost of the atliintal protein to the people
of the region and providr.s an incolle to more thau twentv iIIllion people
in Southeast Asia alone The rgional fisheries i a,,, arge', -Crs I b It 
the iea-slton fishries of the re,._;oii ar teiIv)lrcowerexploitation.
"'ti)is has ints -Crscd the ex)ectations for aqllacult re, xiic are veIy high
intdeed. To, (.ilcv, tlese developlment expectations and lto ,chleve a 
rational nttailO.ernet of fisheries resotncresat the itis essential that 
policyiakers. ;iie it irtagers and other dec(''saii 1tiakershave
available to [('till adequate illlo-rinatil o l Ile econounic al(1 social 
conse(iitettces Cl their decisions. Tbhis can only ;e prov'ded by research 

by socialdtoi".p co.iqetelt sci,'atists corami tted to the solutin ofn 
problerns of the region. "--owever, the nmnber of prccv.;iotals currently
involved in ihe efort IS TiGI nearly adeqiuioe to the task and their 
distribution wit hia lie region is uneven. Moreover, the current scope of 
the Network is not broad enough to he able to address (ie variety of 
isstis titat arise in all Asian countries. 

The Network h;,s two broad prograin area!,,: 
(1)The developmnent to g-Icrliof mediuim- loir I)rograms of social 

science research on manageinet and development issues of national 
and regionall importance related Io fisheries and ac]tiactiltm-e resotrces. 

The AFSS-LN assists re-earchers from the social sciences In 
afliliated universities attd governmenrit researcn inslt.Utiors to 
develop and inipl-ment progrars of research. It -x'aoiides grants
for high priority projects, partly as a means of n iring continuity
in the research progiarns at the early stages of tniplernentatioli.
Network research teams can draw on experienced :cieritists from 
ICLARM, other Network Inqtilutions and elsewhe, e for technica! 
and professional inputs whwre needed. The Network organizes 
special workshops to c-vellop and evaluate appropriate
methodologies for econormic, social and multidisciplinary research 
on fisheries and a.qUaculture in the Asian region. 

(2) The development of naticnal programs of professional training in 
fisheries and aqtL, culture economics. 

The Network has. heretofore, linked eight institutions in four 
countries of Southeast Asia and the number of institutions will 'e 
increased during the next pnase of development. The interest in 
and awareness of the inportance of this kind of research is 
growing throughout the world and the Network will grow both 
within and oait of Southeast Asla n order to support the 
development. of effective fisheries social science research 
programs. Expansion to South Asia In Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and 
South India will take place when adequate financial resources are 
available. Consi-leracion will also be given to Network expansion 
to the People's '.Kepublic of China at one or two major reser rch 
centers. Within th. ,ountries already in the Network, it is planned 
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Fig. 5 Member institutions of the Asian Fishenes Social Science Research Ne wcrk as of late 1987. Further 
linkages are being promoted at the national level, in order to broaden the participation of social scientists in 
research on issues of resource management anri aquaculture development. 
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that the geographic and issue orientation will be broadened 
through the admission of additional collaborating institutions. 
National networks will be built around the mernbez institutions. 
Later, the Network, or others like I.will include Latin America 
and Africa. 

The Network aims to assist a university in each major flishing nation 
in Asia to beccme a national leader in this specialized field of applied
social science and to assist other universities and institutions to develop
special competence to deal with Issues of national importance. Particular 
attention is given to the development of training material related to the 
unique conditions under which aquaculture and marine fisheries operate
in the region. The Network provides affiliated universities with 
professional and technical assistance in destigning fisheries an,,
aquaculture economics courses and programs of study, assistance with 
teaching and research materials and literature, and identifying
opportunities for staff training and professional exchange in association 
with IDRC of Canada, one of the key supporters of the AFSSRN. 

As these two prograrn areas develop, the Network will encourage: (1)
the establishment of strong professional working relationships (iinkages)
between the fisheries social scientists and agencies responsible for 
fishery resource use management, planning and development; (2) the 
increasing collaboration of social scientists with fisheries and 
aquaculture scientists in research; and (3) the formation of a regional 
professional association to carry on the work of the Network. 

Progress of Work
 

A list of all projects undertaken by the network institutions is shown 
in Table 6. Twenty-three were active during 1987. Results of some of 
these projects are being prepared as Network working papers from which 
a selection will be made for publication.
 

The Coordinator of the 
Network was active in assisting the various 
projectF in ongoing planning of future projects at the various institutions 
and in training activities (see Table 1 of the Introduction of this Report). 

Program Plans 

The Network research activities will fall within three program areas 
of which the first two will be emphasized. These are: 1) Capture fisheries 
systems and their management, 2) Aquaculture systems and enterprise
management and 3) Market systems analyses. Participating Institutions 
will each have research programs that are similar to some or all of these 
three program areas but each institution has defined its programs
somewhat differently to suit national needs and the special skills and 
interests of the team. 

The discipline mix in some cases may include biology, economics,
geography, anthropology and sociology. The past Network experience
provides a foundation for the effective integration of input from a number 
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Table 6. Completed and ongoing research projects of the Asian Fisheries Social Science 

Research Network, as of December 1987. 

TitIc 	 Researcher and Institution Duration 

Market Potential for Fresh-	 Kusain Mlohd. Noh: lVaculty of Resource March-October 1986 

water Visi 	 F olonmics and Agribusinscs, Universiti 

i'ertanian Malaysia (17'M ), Serdang, 

Selangor, Mlaysia 

Marketing Analysis of the Molid. Ariff utssein: vaculty of Resource October 1986-1987 

Fish Fry and Fingerling Econonics and A gribusiness, Uniersiti 

IIluSr' in Malaysia lertanian NiaiavsLi ( 'lNI),Serdang, 

Selangor, Malaysia 

.\ irn. Mlanagkenent .\nly- 1-1. .uperan: laculty of tesourci Econom- August 1987-March 

sis if Integraled Farns with irs and :\grihnsinss, Unist-rsiti tertanian 1988 

i: slsvater lish, Prawn and Malasia ( U11] I, Serdang, Selangor, 

Otl er Agricultural A livitivs Malaysia 

It -vyw f M yialavis I- 1isher-	 lKusairi olold. Noh: Vaculty of Resource August 1987-March 

ies' .,anlageiwnt i'olicies 	 l''oniinic s and Agrihusini:s. t'niversiti 1988 
lPe rtanian Malav sia ('N) , Serdang, 
Selangor, Malaysia 

Vcioinic .\nalvsis of Cockle 	 ItuangraiT okrisna: Vacuity of Ecolnol- August 1985-Septen-

Culture n 1 hallaid irs and Business ..\dministration, 1Kaset- beir 198 
sart Univmersity, B angklok, 'lhaihtnw| 

Economlnic V%alul ilo of Sea Marut Muaisgkoe- lacuity of Virnomics August 1.985-Septen-

Bass Culture in Selecte ndinBuiess Administration, iKasetsirt her 1987 

Coastal A ri'as in 'iliailad Umiivrsity , Bangkok, 'Ihailand 
-

iconini A navsis of (irico Sanit IKao-ian: :icultv of Economlsics August 1985-Septem 

Nlussel ('ultoun S vstens in ai'l Business Administration, 1Kasetsart bvr 1987 

hiland University, Bangkok, Thailand 

Econiic Analysis of Sorikit rugsinavisuitti: Vacuity of August 1985-Septen-


Various I)vster (ultuore icrnoulics and 3usiness .\dministration. her 1987
 

Practices in Thailand I .xietsart University, Banok, Thailand
 

Price Analysis of Selected ltuanirai Tokrisna: Vaculty of Veiunons- August 1987-March
 

Marine Vish ic; and Business Administration, Kasit- 1988
 

sar University. Bangkok, Thailand
 

iEcoisiini2 Viability of I-rvsh- ltuangraiI(okrisna: Vaculty of Vconon- August 1987-March
 

watl'r Praswn i1. ,, gnb," i's and BIusiness Administration, Kaset- l C88
 

:ulturt in Thaland sart University, Bangkok, Thailan.
 

Freshwater Aquaculture in liti iKantangkul: Vaculty of iEcoisoiiics Olctober 1987-March
 

Northeastein Thailand: The and Business Administratinn, I. asetsart 1988
 

Development and Conszailnts University, Bangkok, Thailand
 

Benedict Posadas: Cillege of Arts and April 1986-'ebruaryVvaluatiir of the Soeio-

eoniies and )iffusiin Sciences. University of the Philippines 1987
 

Process of "Iulbt-llulbot" in tse Visayas, Iloilo, Pihilippines
 

Fishing in hloilo,Philippines
 

Patterns and Processes of idi Siason College of Arts and Sciences. December 1985-,Ian

uary 1987Decision-Making Anorig 	 University oif tin- Philippines in tile 

SiialI-Scaie l ishernien wi 	 Visavas, Iloilo City, Philippines 

Selected Areas of lhilo.
 

Philippines
 

1987-March
 

of the Seaweeds Industry in Sciences, University if tile Philippines 1988
 

Selected Areas of the Phiiip- in the Visayas, Iloilh City, Philippines
 

A Socio-conomic Analysis 	 Benedict l'osadas: College of Arts and August 

pines 

Econmics of Aquaculture: Mudiantono: Faculty of Economics, November 1985-August 

Case of Sinimp Cultivation Diponegoro University, Kotalc Pos 270, 1986 

in Central Java, Indonesia Semarang, Indonesia 

Continued 
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Table 6. Continued 

Title 

Analysis of Catfish l'ro duc-
tion and Marketing in 

Central ,lava lrovinc, 
Indonesia 
The lconomic \ssissninn 
if tlitselil lishpo ls ij, 
Central Java, Iidonisia 

Ai Evaluation of thie Methois 
ani Level of Mal.agtneilt of 
Aquaculture S vstons andol 
Enterprises in J, 
AnaIlyNsis of I ish I('nsuIIIIti on 

Patterns in Selected 'rliilr 
and ltural Areas of Central 
.Java 
A I eKiv%, or I'sherits Man-
agem-nt Measures arid Esti-
mates of Fisheries tilntial 
in Use for tlhe North CoAast 
o f Java
 

,\ssessment if it Credit 

and Financial Provirais 

for tilt- Fishery Setor. 

Philippines 


Market Structure A nalvsis of 

Fish l)istribution Channels 

Sulplying Metro Manila 


Irpact of Fishing Boat 
Motorizatiof ,in Income 
Distribution in lndinesia 
Comlfarative l'conii 
Analysis of Different Prawni 
Nurserv Production Systems 
iii the lhilip ines 

Economics (if l'rawn latch-
ery alil Integrated Ilatch. ry-
Flioating Nurser% fl)eratiins 
iii thi Philipp ii s 

Costs and R turns . inalvsis 
oNex l I)c ehp)id Aqua. 
vulture Production Systeims 
in the 'hilippfines 

Siicio-ecniiiic Analysis of 
tle National Bangus Breed-
ing Prolan (NIl(P) 

Researcher ard Institution 

Ilasuki Suwardo: lacultv of Fconorics. 
l iponegoro University, I otal os 270, 
Setmrarang, Indneosia 

uludiianoto,: Fiaelly oIf Fit ,l(11iCs, 
lil teii.irio tnivrsitv, Kotak los 270, 
Stmaralig, Intlronsia 

Nludiantllo: Facultv if Economics, 
l)iloinegoro University, Kotak los 270, 
tlarang, Indlonesia 

SNafrudin It. Suhartwo "iVreoty (If Ic-
Diri,ri~oro 


Pos 270, S'miarang, Indonesia
 

ihromirs l)ilc. i rniwrsity, Kotalh 

\Viratri: Iiacultv of 'ioninics, Ijipo-
u.goro University, Kotak ('os 270, 
Siroarang, iloloiesja 

(incirisi (ictaio: Certitr for Policy and 
livxclopiment Studies. University (If the 
Philippines at Ilos Bainos ( ULPLB) College, 
Laguna, I'lilil)pines 

Fnriuta 'lorres: Center fir llicy and 
lfeveloplnent Studies, Uriversity of tile 
Il ilippiiies at los Banos ( tl'llJ, ) College, 
Lagu na, Philippines
 
laisal Kasrvno: Centir for Agro I cio-

noriciResearch, .11.Ih. IL. ,Juanda 20, 

Blogo r, Indonesia 

l)anilo Israel: Atuaculture Department. 

Southeast A sian Fisheries D 
 xli ip inent
 
Center (AQD-SEAFDI"C), Tigbauan
 
Iloilo, lloilo City, Philippines 
Danilo lsra,I: Aquat lture Department, 
Southeast Asian Fisheries I)evclohpment

Center (AQD-SEAI"DIC), Tigbauan
 
lii ilo, Iloilo t;Iy, Philip)iies
 

lanili, Israel: Aquaculture Depfartment, 
Soutieast Asian IFisheries I)velorment 
Center (AQD-SAFDEFC), Tigbauan 
Iloilo, Ilhilo City, Philippines 

Noel I.opez: Aquaculture Department, 
Siiutheast Asian Fisheries Development 
Center (.:,QD-SIKAIFDEC) and Bureau of 
Fisheries and Aquatic Resources (BFAR), 
Quezon Avenue. Quezon City, Philippines 

Duration 

August 1
9

86-.July 1987 

August 1987-March 
1988 

September 1987-March 
1988 

August 1987-Marcn
 

1988
 

S?pternber 1987-March 
1988 

August 1985-August
 

198r
 

February 1986-Noveni
be 1987 

April 1986-Leceniber
 
1987
 

July 1985-August 1987 

July 1985-August 1987 

July 1985-August 1987 

August 1987-March 
1988 
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of disciplines in a single research effort. This research is somewhat more 
difficult, given the nature of the production process and fisheries 
property rights, or lack thereof, than research with similar oblectives in 
agriculture or other land-based systems. The concepts and practice of 
modelling and simulation will be introduced into the Network research 
programs to assure that an adequate analytic framework is prepared to 
address questions concerning the dynamics of fisheries systems. 
Simulation can play a particularly important role in analyzing systems 
and provides a framework in which optimization need not be the driving 
force or the central objective. Optimization models, in contrast, tend to 
place an unnecessary constraint on both researchers and policy 
decisionmakers. 

Capture fisheries. The Network research program oii capture 
fisheries systems and their management will direct is -ffort to an 
assessment of the costs and benefits of managing the nearshore 
resources. The res3earch will be conducted at a number of levels of 
complexity. At the most basic level the research will focus upon 
estimating the level of effort reduction necessary to improve or maintain 
production of selected coastal systems and the benefits that will result 
from these changes. Estimates of the costs and the community social 
impact will also be made in these cases. Attention will be given to both 
pelagic and demersal resources, the focus to be determined by the 
significance of the resource in the community or district under 
consideration. At a greater level of complexity, the research will attempt 
to formulate models of management systems that can supl)ort 
decisionmaking by policymakers and resource managers. A subset of the 
research activity will be directed to exploring the potential of simulation 
methods in dealing with the nearshore and other fisheries management 
problems of the region. 

The interdisciplinary research mentioned above is only a part of a 
broader mix of disciplines that are necessary to address questions 
concerning the impact of management on the community. broadly 
construed. A significant part of the Network research effort will attempt 
to address the social and political impacts of management at the 
community level. This work will provide a broader basis for policy and 
management dectsionniaking. 

Aquaculture. The focus of Network research in aquaculture will shift 
substantially beginning in 1988. The enterprise management of farming 
systems, integrated 4nd otherwise, will constitute a major thrust of the 
research. This represents a substantial change In approach from earlier 
work which concentrated on costs and earnings. 

The Network will focus on the dynamics of the farm-ling process. To 
provide a framework for dynamic analysis a subset of the research effort 
will be devoted to exploring the simulation of aquaculture systems as a 
basis for more effective management and planning. 

An Important new approach to Network research in aquaculture will 
be the effort to link the research activity to other ongoing development as 
well as research programs. The objectives of the link are two: 1) to obtain 
data, over time, on the operations of the development program and of the 
enterprises that are part of it and 2) to provide timely analysis for the 
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support of the development project and for extension systems in support
of the enterprises in it. Another important benefit of this approach to
research is that it wfil force attention to the analysis of the dynamics of 
management and development In a systems context. 

Network aquaculture research will shift some of its resources to the 
development of dynamic analytic and management models of
aquaculture enterprises and of famting systems. Using these models as a 
guide, teams will experiment with the creation of fish farm simulators,
for integrated and other farms as well. The program of the Network seeks 
to provide a research foundation for the more effective management of 
fish farns. 

As in the case of marine lisheries management research of the 
Network, aqlacuIture research will also address the larger questions of
community impact. This, in fhct, is an integral part of what has been 
termed aquaculture systems analysis. Tlnicre is a clearer framework,
which derives from agriculture, for this kind of analysis than exists for 
marine fisheries and coastal communities. This stems to some extent 
from the fact that the production processes in land-based systems are 
generally less erratic than those based upon the sea. 

Marketing. Marketing and pricing issues are sometimes central to
fisheries aquaculture development and management. The Network will 
address these issues as they arise. The research will be on the markets 
as a systemn. 

With regard to training and education, plans are being made for 
doctoral courses and increased M.S. programs in network Institutions.
The methodological skills of team members will be advanced through
short courses of two-weeks duration, Eight such courses will be offered 
over the next three years. 



ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE 

Although ICLARM experienced, in 1987, a growth in total revenue of 

over 40%, the Center's revenue profile continued to shift away from 
unrestricted grants to restricted and special project grants which, when 

combined, accounted for 76.2% of total 1987 revenue as compared to 
63.5% in 1986 (see Figs. 6 and 7). 

While the jump in total revenue was primarily caused by increased 

activities in various projects which commenced in 1986, close to 6% of 
total 1987 revenue was received from five new donors - the Danish 

International Development Agency, the Asian Development Bank, the 
Skaggs Foundation, the Austral.a and Pacific Science Foundation and 

the French Government. The involvement of these five new donors in 

ICLARM increased the total n,,mber of ICLARM donors to nineteen 
evidence that the Center continues t draw more donor interest and 
support. 

In fact, it was also in 1987 that the Center received the good news 

that the World Bank and the Federal Republic of Germany's Der 
Bundesminister fir Wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit (BMZ) were to 
provide unrestricted support for the Center's 1988 programs. These 

announcements were most welcome since unrestricted grants continue 

4,000 -

Total revenue 
3,000 

S2,000 - Special project grants 

__-00-- Restricted core grants 

Unrestricted grants 

0--------------....-------------------------- Other income 

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 
Year 

Fig. 6. Revenue profile In actual amounts, in million USS. 
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Fig. 7. Revenue profile as a percentage of total revenue. 

to play a key role in keeping ICLARM's programs together especially In an
environment of numnerous restricted grants.


While unrestricted grants continue to be 
 sought for the above 
purpose, ICLARM also welcomes restricted grants which willl providefunding for the various p)rogramns and projects set forth in its Five-Year
Plan (1988-1992). The Center's Five-Year Plan, which was approved by
its Board of Trustees in 1987, describes the various research programs
and activities which ICLARIM feels are of utmost importance for fisheries
and aquaculture research. If Successful in encouraging donors to provide
restricted funding for these high priority programs and activities,
ICLARM will remain faithful to its mandate to provide leadership infisheries and aquaculture research in spite of the donor shift towards 
restricted grants. 

It Is therefore expected that over the next few years, the level of
restricted core grants will continue to increase while special project
grants decline as the Center focuses management resources on Its core 
programs. 



1987 SOURCES OF SUPPORT
 

1. Unrestricted Support 

United Statec Agency for International Development (USAID)
 
Australian Development Assistance Bureau (ADAB)
 
Danish International Development Agency (DANIDA)
 

2. Restricted Support 

Activity 

a. 	 Giant Clam Project/Coastal 
AquacultuI.re Centre 

b. 	 Asian Fisheries Social 
Science Research Network 

c. 	 Management Options for 
Small-Scale Fisheries 

d. 	 Selective Fisheries 
Information Service 

e. 	 Network of Tropical 
Fisheries Scientists 

f. Integrated Farming Systems 

g. 	 ASEAN Coastal Resources 
Management 

h. 	 Reservoir Management 
(Cirata and Saguling 
Dams, Indonesia) 
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Sources of 1987 Support 

Overseas Development 
Adminis'rtion (ODA) 
Skaggs Foundation 
Australia and Pacific Science 

Foundation 

Ford Foundation 
International Development 

Research Centre (IDRC) 
of Canada 

Ford Foundation 

International Development 
Research Centre (IDRC) 
of Canada 

Food and Agriculture Organi
zatlon (FAO)/Danish 
International Develop
ment Agency (DANIDA) 

Norwegian Ministry of Devel
opment Cooperation 
(NORAD) 

United Nations Development 
Programme (UNDP) 

United States Agency for 
International Develop
ment (USAID) 

International Bank for Re
construction and Devel
opment (IBRD) 

http:AquacultuI.re
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i. 	 Philippine Small Pelagics 
Management 

J. 	 Appropriate Technology 
for Aquaculture in Africa 

k. 	 Germany-Israel Third-World 
Aquaculture Research 
Cooperation 

1. Rice-Fish Farming Systems 

m. 	 Publication - The Peruvian 
Anchoveta and Its 
Upwelling Ecosystem: 
Three 	Decades of Change 

n. 	 Management of Tropical 
Small-Scale and Open Water 
Fisheries in Bangladesh 

o. 	 Interregional (Asia-Ah-ica) 
Cooperation in Aquaculture 

International Bank for Re
construction and Devel
opment (IBRD) 

Deutsche Gesellschaft ffir 
Technische Zusammenar
belt (GTZ) 

Der Bundesminister ffir
 
Wirtschaftliche Zusam
menarbelt (BMZ)
 

Asian Development Bank 
(ADB) 

Programa Cooperativo 

Peruano 
Deutsche Gesellschaft 

ffir Technische Zusammen
arbeit (TZ) through 
Programa Cooperativo 
Peruano 

Ford Fou ndation, 
Bangladesh 

French 	Government 



STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES'
 
(US$) 

REVENUE 
Grants 
Consultancy and .ervice fees 
Publications 
Miscellaneou s 

EXPENSES 
Resource Assessment & Management 

South Pacific Office 

Aquaculture 

Education & Training 

Libr-ary & Information Services 

Information Research 

Board of Trustees 

Program Development 

Program Advisory Committee 

Administration & Finance 

General Operating Expenses 


EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUE OVER EXPENSES 

FUND BALANCE AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 
As previously stated 
Adjustment 2 

As restated 

FUND BALANCE ATEND OF YEAR 

1As audited by Sycip, Gorres, Velayo & Co. 

1987 1986 

$2,878,675 $ 1.791,092 
198,291 396,910 

19,440 18,720 
36,949 18,168 

3,133,355 2,224,890 

$ 1,651,372 $ 713,509 
- 27,773 

820,274 565,697 
183,651 284,306 
161,614 264,750 

18,308 

67,925 82,001 
4,084 15,007 

- 43 
228,490 152,235 
109,611 50,927 

$ 3,245,329 $ 2,156,248 

(111,974) 68,642 

405,317 368,381 
(133,422) (165,128) 

271,895 203,253 

$ 159,921 $ 271,895 

Adjustrr.ent was caused by changes in 1987, in the policies for accounting for property 
and equipment. The new accounting policies are now closer to those used by members of the 
CGIAR. 
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ICLARM STAFF 

Director General 
Ian R. Smith, Ph.D. 

Resource Assessment and Management Program 

Daniel Pauly, Ph.D. Director
 
Ms. Anabelle Cruz, B.S. 
 Program Assistant
 
Ms. Ma. Lourdes Palomares, B.S. 
 Research Assistant
 
Ms. Mina Soriano, M.O.S. 
 Programmer

Felimon Gayanilo, Jr.,B.S. 
 Programmer
 
Ms. Nenita Sunglao, B.S. Secretary
 

ASEAN INTEGRATED COASTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROJECT 

Chua Thia-Eng, Ph.D. Project Manager
Alan White, Ph.D. Technical Advisor
 
James Paw, M.Aq. 
 Project Specialist
Ms. Flordeliz Guarin, M.S. Project Specialist

Ms. Socorro Guerrero, A.B. 
 Project Assistant/Secretary
Ms. Angelina Agulto, A.B. Project Assistant
 
Ms. Marie Sol Sadorra, A.B. Project Editor
 
Ms. Germilina Dizon, B.S. 
 Project Accountant 

PHILIPPINE SMALL PELAGICS MANAGEMENT PROJECT 

Paul Dalzell, B.Sc. Project Leader 
Ruben Ganaden LI.B. Project Officer 
Ms. Perlita Corpuz, M.A. Project Economist 
Ms. Norma Parial, B.S. Secretary 

MANAGEMENT OPTIONS FOR TROPICAL SMALL-SCALE FISHERIES 

Max Aguero, Ph.D. Associate Scientist 
Exequiel Gonzalez, B.S. Project Specialist 
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Aquaculture Program 

Roger S.V. Pullin, Ph.D. Director
 
Barry A. Costa-Pierce, Ph.D. Associate Scientist (Indonesia)
 
John D. Balarin, M.Sc. Project Leader (Africa)
 
Catalino R. dc la Cruz, Ph.D. Project Leadcr, Rice-Fish
 

Integrated Farming Project 
Anne van Dam, M.Sc. Associate Expert, Rice-Fish 

Integrated Farming Project 
Graham Usher, M.Sc. Research Associate, Coastal 

Aquaculture Centre 
Hugh Govan, B.Sc. Research Assistant, Coastal 

Aquaculture Centre 
Mary Ann P. Bimbao, M.S. Program Assistant 
Josephine B. Capili, B.S. Research Assistant 
Felicidad Estrada, B.S. Secretary 

Tnformation Program 

Jay L. Maclean, M.Sc. Director 

Ms. Leni-Lou Estudillo, B.S. Secretary 

PUBLICATIONS 

Ms. Leticia Dizon, A.B. Managing Editor 
Ms. Marie Assunta Carigma, B.S. Editorial Assistant 
Ms. Priscilla Calalang, B.S. Typesetter 
Ms. Eloisa Espiritu, B.S. Typesetter 
Ovidio Espiritu, Jr., B.S. Draftsman 
Ramon Estarez Information Aide 

LIBRARY AND 1NFORML-kTION SERVICES 

Ms. Rosalinda Temprosa, B.S. Chief Librarian 
Ms. Nonna Jhocson, B.S. Associate Librarian 
Ms. Erlinda Gonzalez, B.S. Assistant Librarian 
Ms. Nelia Balagapo, B.S. Assistant Librarian 
Reynaldo Damalerio Information Aide 

Social Sciences 

Prof. Harlan C. Lampe Coordinator, Asian Fisheries 
Social Science Research 
Network 

Ms. Marissa Manela Project Assistant 
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South Pacific Office 

John L. Munro, Ph.D. Director, South Pacific 

Administration and Finance 

Basilio M. Rodriguez, Jr. M.B.A. Director 
Ms. Marieta Veneracion Administrative Assistant 
Ms. Remedios Apostol, C.P.A. Chief Accountant 
Ms. Arlene Balane, B.S. Accountant 
Ms Gemma Calderon, B.S. Accounting Clerk 
Ms. Ma. Concepcion Bernardo, B.S. Serior Secretary to the 

Director General 
Ls. Ma. Concesa Calderon, B.S. Clerk-Typist 
Ms. Belcn Dagmil Receptionist
Benjamin Bayron Driver 
Dominador Gomez Driver/Mechanic 
Edwin B. Sebastian Driver 



MEMBERSHIPS AND AFFILIATIONS
 
OF ICLARM STAFF
 

Agricultural Libraries Association of the 
Philippines 

E. Gonzalez, N. Jhc'son, N.M. 

Temprosa (Menibers) 


American Agriculture Economtcri Asso-
ciation 

Max Anuero (Mem'er) 

American Association for the Advance
ment of Science (AAAS) 

[.A. Co-ita-Pierce (Member) 

American Ecoijomics Associaton 
Max A.gucro (Memnbcr) 

American Fisheries Society 
[.A. Co st-Pierce, I.L. Munro, 1). Pauly, 
P.S.V. Pullin (Members); ICLAM 
[{istltutional Mtiber) 

Aquaculture and Fisherize Management 
(Scientific Journal) 

R.S.V. Pullin. I.R. Smith (Menibers of 
the Editorial Advisory Board) 

Asian Fisheries Science 'Scientific 
Journal) 

J.1.. Maclean (Executive Editor); Cbua 
Thia Eng, D. Paulv (Members, Editorial 
BoarI) 

Asian Fisheries Society 
Chua Thia Eng tiPresident}; J.L. Maclcan 
(Secretary), M. Aguem, J. Ilal'irin, M.P. 
Bimbao. J.B. Capili, B.A. Costa-lierce, 
A. Cruz, P. Dalzell, C. dela Cruz, J.L. 
Munro, D. Pauly, M.L. 2Paiornarcs, J.N. 

Paw, ILS.V. Pullin, I.1. Smith, G. Ushcr, 
A. White )Mernbers}; ICLARM (Insti-
tutional Meirrber) 

Asian Fisheries Society Research Fel-
lowship Aw' d Scheme 

Chua Thia Eng (Project Director) 

Asian Marine Biology (Scientific Jour
nal) 

China Thia i:iig (Mo'mber, Ediorial 
Hou rd) 

Asccircion Latinoamericana de 
Investigaciones en Ciencias del Mar 
(ALICMAR) 

Max Aguero (Member) 

Association of Island Marine Laborato
ries of the Caribbean 

J.L. Munro (Merber) 

Association of Special Libraries of the 
Philippines 

N. Balagapo, E. Gonrzalez, N. Jhocson, 
N.M. Tciprosa Memnbers) 

Australian Marine Science Association 
J. L. Maclean, J.L. Munro (Me:nber; 

Australian Society for Fish Biology 
J.I.. Mat.lean, J.l.. Munro (Mcmbers) 

Biometrics Society, USA 
J.P. Capili (Member) 

Book Development Association of the 
Philippines 

ICIARM (M0ember) 

British Bloiogical Society 
P. DaIzell (Member) 

Coastal Area Management Network 
(CA.MrEF) USA 

Chua ThiA Eng (Member) 

Common Property Resources Network 
Mx Aguero, I). Pauly, I.R. Smith 
(iembrrs) 

Deutsche Gesellschaft ffir Meeres
forschung 

D. Pauly (Member) 
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Dr. Elvira Tan Award Committee, 
PCARRD 


Chua Thia Eng, I.R. Smith (Members) 

Dutch Aquaculture Society
 
Anne van Dam (Member) 


East-West Center Alumni Association 
A. White (Member) 

European Aquaculture Society 
J.D. Balarin (Member) 

Explorers Club, USA 

Chua Thia Eng (Member) 


Faculty of Fisheries and Marine 
Science, Universiti Pertanian Malaysia 

Chua Thia Eng (External Examiner) 

FAO/IOC Guiding Groap of Experts on 
the Ocean and Living Resources Pro-
gramme 

1). Pauly (Memti:vr) 

Fish Culture Section, American Fish
eries Society 

ICLARM (Member) 

Fisheries Research Society of the 
Philippines 

C. de la Ci-uz (Charter Member) J.B. 
Capill, P. I)alzcll, J.L. Maclean, D. 
Pauly, I.R. Smi0i fMcnmbers) 

Fisheries Society of the British Isles 
P. Dalzell, J.L. Munro, I). Pauly, R.S.V. 
Pullin (Members) 

Freshwater Limnology Society (Kenya)
J.D. Balarin (Member) 

Haribon Foundation 

A. White (Board Mem-ber) 

Gamma Sigma Delta (Honor Society of 
Agriculture, Auburn University, USA and 
UP Los Bafios Chapters) 

C. de la Cruz (Member) 

Institute of Biology 
RS.V. Pullin (Member) 

International Assoclaf ion of Agricultural 
Librarians and Documentalists 

R.M. Temprosa (Member); ICLRM 
(Institutional Member) 

International Association for Genetics 
in Aquaculture 

R.S.V. Pullin (Member) 

International Association of Marine 
Science Libraries and Information 
Centers 

R.M. Temprosa (Member); ICIARM 

(Institutional Member) 

International Association of Scholarly 
Publishers 

IC[LARM (Mcmbem 

The International Institute of Fisheries 
Economics & Trade 

Max Aguero, I.R. Smith (Members): 
ICIARM (Institutional Member) 

International Foundatien for Science, 
Sweden
 

J.D. Bialarin, Chua "fhia IEng, R.S.V. 

Pullin (Scientific Advisors) 

International Marine Life Alliance 
A. White (Member) 

international Society for Reef Studies 
J.L. Munro (Member) 

International Society for Tropical Ecol
ogy 

B.A. Costa-Pierce (Member) 

International Union for the Conserva
tion of Nature 

ICLARM (Affil.ate Member) 

IOC/SCOR Committee on Climatic 

Changes and the Ocean 
D. Pauly (Biological Rapporteur) 

Journal of Applied Biology 
D. Pauly (Member, Editorial Board) 

Manx Nature Conservation Trust 
R.S.V. Pullin (Founder Secretary) 

TLe Marine Science Society of Malaysia 
Chua Thia Eng (Founder President) 

Natlonal Fauna Preservatiou Society 
(Malai~i) 

J.D. Balarin (Member) 
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National Research Council of Canada School for International Training 
H.C. Lampe (Senior Economnist) 	 Alumni Association 

A. White (Member) 
National Research Council of the 
Philipines Sigma Xi, The Scientific Research 

C. dc la Cniz (ssociate Men-'Jer) 	 Society 
B.A. Costa-Pierec (Full Member) 

National Teachers College Alumni Asso
ciation Special Libraries Association, USA 

R.M. Tcinpmsa (Metnber) 	 R.M. lemprosa (Member) 

Natural History Society (Kenya) Societad Mexicana de Iiistoria Natural 

J.D. Halarin (,Member) 	 I). Pauly (Member) 

Society for Conservation Biology 

ODI/XIMI Irrigation Management Net- . )alzell (Member) 
work 

J.). i.iihiril (Mcmbcr) Society for the Advancement of Re

search (SAR) 
Pacific Science Association C dc la Crz (Member) 

J.L. Munro (Member) 
D. Pauly (Member, Committee on 
Marine Science) Society of Aquaculture Engineering 
A. White (Member, Coral Reef Group) 	 Practitioners of the Philippines 

C. de la Cruz (tirector, Aquaeulturc
Manageccm) 

Padjadjaran Univerity (Bandung, 
Indonesia) 

B.A. Costa-Mierce (Visiting Ass(oiate Underwater Association
 
Professor) R.S.V. Pullin (Mcmber)
 

Universidad Catolica de Valparaiso, 
Philippine Association for the Advance- Chile 
ment of Science lI .C. Lampe (Visiting Professor) 

C. 	de la Cruz (Fellow) 
Universidad Nacional Autonoma de 

Philippine 	Biochemical Society Mexico 
J.[3. Capili (Menber) D. Pauly (External Examiner) 

Philippine Institute of Certified Public Universiti Malaya
 

Accountants I I.C. Iampe (Visiting Professor)
 
R.C. Apostol (Member) 

Philippine Library Association Universiti Pertanian Malaysia 

N. 	 ilalagapo, E. Gonzalez, N. Jhocson, M. Aguero, I.. Smith (External 

R.M. Temprosa (Members); ICLARM Examiners); lI.C. l.mpe (Visiting 
(Instltuonal Member) Professor) 

Philippine Society of Agricultural Engi. University of California, Berkeley 
neers Alumni Association 

C. de la Cruz, F.C. Gayanilo Jr. A. White (Member) 
(Members) 

University of the East Library Science 

Alumni Association 
Philippine Statistical Association E. Gonzalez, N. Jhoeson (Members) 

M. Sonano (Member) 

Philippine Sub-Aqua Club University of the East Alumni Associa-

RLS.V. Pullin (Founder Chairman); J.L. tion 
Maclean (Membc) E. Gorizalc., N. Jhocson (Members) 
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University of Kiel 
D. Pauly (Lecturer) 

University of the Philippines 
D. Pauly (Lecturer and External 
Examiner) 

University of the Philippines Alumni 
Association 

N. lBalagapo, M.P. 3inibao, J.13. Capilt, 
A. Cruz, L.B. Dizon, F.C. Gayanilo, Jr., 
F.Y. Guarin, M.L. Palolnarcs, J.N. Paw, 
M.L. Sorlano and R.M. Temprosa 

University of Rhode Island 
IL.C. lampe (Professor) 

Western Society of Natu.-alIsts 
A. White (Member) 

World Aquaculture Society 
Chua Thia Eng, B.A. Costa-Pierce, R.M. 
Temprosa (Members): ICLARM 
(Institutional Member) 

The Zimbabwe Scientific Association 
J. 1. Halarin (Member) 



MEMBERS OF THE CORPORATION
 
AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES
 

Dr. Keishi Amano Ms. Hannah R. King 
3-5-13, I-ino-honmachi Commonwealth Secretariat 
Hino-shi, Tokyo Marlborough House 
Japan 191 Pall Mall, ILondon 

SW1Y 5HX, England 

Senator Edgardo Angara Ratu Sir Kamisese K.T. Mara 
-Ith Fir., Phil. Veterans Bank Bldg. Sva Fiji 
I3onifacio Drive 
Roxas Boulevard. Manila Dr. Roger S.V. Pullin 
Philippines (Treasurer)** 

Director, Aquaculture Program 
Dr. Martin Bilio !CIARM 
I eoad. Fishei ies and Aquacu lture 

(Section 143) Mr. Basill M. Rodriguez. Jr. 
German Agency for Technical (Secretary)-

Coopcration (GTZ) Manager. Administration and Finance 
Postfach 5180 ICLARM 
D-6236 Eschborn 1 

bei Frankfurt/Main Dr. Gunnar Saetersdal 
Federal Republic of Germany Professor, University of Bergen 

c/o Institute of Marine Research 
Secretary Carlos G. Dominguez Directorate of Fisheries 
Department of Agriculture* P.O. Box 1870 
Elliptical Road, Diliman N 5011, Bergen, Norway 
Quezon City, Philippines 

Dr. Gunawan Satari 
Mr. Alban F. Gurnett-Smith Director General 
Honorary Research Fellow Agency for Agricultural Research 
CSIRO Centre for International and Development 

Research Cooperatlon Jalan Ragunan 29, Pasar MInggu 
P.O. Box 260, Civic Square .Jakarta, Indonesia 
ACT 2608, Canberra 
Australia Dr. Ziad H. Sheha&.'h 

Manager, Aquacultue Program 
Mr. Roy I. Jackson Mariculture & Fisheries Department 
(Chairman) Kuwait Institute for Scientific 
6647 N.E. Windermere Road Research (KISR) 
Seattle, Washington 98115 P.O. Box 24885, Safat 
USA Kuwait 
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Dr. Ian R. Smith Dr. Klaus Tiews 
Director General* Leitender Direktor und Professor der 
ICLARM Bundesforschungsanstalt ffir 

Fischerel 
Dr. James A. Storer Institut fflr Kusten und Biinenfischerei 
15 Cleaveland St. Palmaille 9. D-2000 Hamburg 50 
Brunswick, Maine 04011 Federal Republic of Germany 
USA 

.tEx-officio member of the Board of Trustees.
 
"Officers of the Corporation only, not considered 
members of the Board of Trustees. Of 

15 positions on the Board ofTrustees, 14 are filled and I is vacant is of February 1988. 


